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Increasingly, numerical simulations are being called upon to answer physical questions that strictly analytic methods have historically either ignored or failed to address. In particular, numerical relativity is beginning to provide answers about dynamical problems lacking the special conditions and symmetries required by the analytic methods. An exceptional example of the success of numerical relativity has been the emergence of the study of nonlinear phenomena occurring at the threshold of black hole formation, black hole critical phenomena.

Here, I study critical phenomena occurring for a self-coupled complex scalar field in spherical symmetry, namely the harmonic map model. The model contains a free constant $\kappa$ which parameterizes a bifurcation in the stability of the critical solution. The implications of this change in stability are examined in the context of multiply unstable critical solutions. The model also contains two regions in which the non-gravitational nonlinear effects dominate and the possibility of singularity formation in finite time is discussed. In one of these regions, a new critical solution is found which appears to have a unique structure.

The harmonic map represents the same physical system as a triplet scalar field with a symmetry-breaking ("Mexican hat") potential in the limit where the coupling goes to infinity. Hence the model contains nontrivial topological issues which are addressed in both the harmonic map model with just the two bosonic degrees of freedom and the triplet scalar field model containing all three degrees of freedom. In particular, the triplet scalar field is modeled in flat space and the dynamics of monopoles and texture collapse are studied. These evolutions show that the collapse of toroidally symmetric textures nucleate monopole-antimonopole pairs while the collapse of so-called spherically symmetric textures do not.
To answer questions about angular momentum scaling at the threshold of black hole formation and to study the stability of critical solutions to non-spherically symmetric perturbations, a project is undertaken to model axisymmetric gravitational collapse. A significant component of such a project is a method to solve the four elliptic constraint equations, and a solver for that purpose is constructed using multigrid methods. Tests of this solver indicate that it fails to adequately handle the boundary conditions and requires further development.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Despite the successes of quantum field theory and string theory, classical field theory still holds secrets. Arguably one of the most interesting of these classical field theories is Einstein’s geometric description of gravity, general relativity (GR), elegantly expressed as one tensor equation

$$G_{\mu\nu} = 8\pi T_{\mu\nu}. \quad (1.1)$$

where $G_{\mu\nu}$ is a rank two tensor describing the curvature of the universe and $T_{\mu\nu}$ describes the stress-energy contained in that universe. Without the requisite skills in tensor algebra, this equation yields little insight.

However, general relativity can also be described with a Lagrangian formulation. This formulation is equivalent to the “principle of least action” which tells us that classically free projectiles travel in straight lines. Given an action for a field theory, solutions to the theory are simply those fields which make the action an extremum. Once a correct action is constructed, varying the action yields the equations of motion. For general relativity with no matter or non-gravitational energy, the action is

$$S = \int d^4x \sqrt{-g} \, R \quad (1.2)$$

where $R$ is the Ricci scalar describing the curvature of the universe, $\sqrt{-g}$ is the determinant of the spacetime metric $g_{\mu\nu}$ and $\sqrt{-g} \, d^4x$ is the appropriate volume element over which to integrate. Variation of this action with respect to changes in $g_{\mu\nu}$ yield Einstein’s equation in vacuum $G_{\mu\nu} = 0$.

Vacuum gravity is not a universe empty of everything as the name might suggest. This theory contains black holes, possibly charged and spinning, gravitational radiation, and singularities. However, the above action (1.2) can serve as a base on which various other nonlinear theories can be constructed. The addition of a real scalar field $\psi$ for example changes the action to

$$S = \int d^4x \sqrt{-g} \left[ R - \psi_{,\mu} \psi^{,\mu} \right] \quad (1.3)$$

1
where partial differentiation is represented by $\psi_{,\mu} = \partial \psi / \partial x^{\mu}$. The possibility of studying every field theory that can be constructed in this way may seem at first arbitrary disconnected from some reality for worse yet according to many physicists too mathematical. However these studies answer questions about what is possible in relativity a theory with an acclaimed history of proving itself under experimental scrutiny [92].

For example consider the idea of inflation which asserts that the universe expanded exponentially in time from an extremely small size. This paradigm has had much success in explaining the structure in the universe occurring on all scales. This paradigm requires a field generally taken to be a scalar field to drive the inflation and no experimental evidence has sprung forth to demonstrate the existence of any scalar field in nature. In fact many physicists are currently exploring various scalar field theories in an effort to fine tune the turn-on and turn-off of inflation so that their results match physical observables of the universe. All this work occurs to describe the physical universe with a theory consisting of scalar fields despite the fact that no one has seen a scalar field!

This work concerns itself mainly with the modeling of gravitational collapse of scalar fields. It is with gravitational collapse that general relativity differentiates itself most from Newtonian gravity. While the accurate prediction of the shift of the perihelion of Mercury demonstrated that GR is a more accurate description of gravity than Newtonian and others like it occurring in orbiting astrophysical systems are often well approximated by perturbation theory around the Newtonian answer [92]. More globally the topological and causal aspects of GR also attract much attention but are less amenable to numerical modeling than gravitational collapse precisely because they are global.

Gravitational collapse is interesting in part because of the possibility of singularity formation. In simple mathematics a singular point might occur in some equation such as

$$y = (2 - x)^2 / (1 + x).$$

Here when $x = -1$ the equation fails to give any information as to what $y$ is. Defining a singularity in general relativity is not as simple [89]. Roughly a point in spacetime where some physical quantity invariant with respect to changes of coordinates is either not defined or not finite represents a singularity of that spacetime. At these singularities Einstein’s theory does not give us any physical information.

Whereas in mathematics one can simply assert that the function $y(x)$ is not defined on the domain of $x = -1$ physicists are stuck with the domain that is the universe. Hence we were to view a singularity through our telescope lacking any information about this point we could observe literally anything coming from it. Of course once this “stuff” leaves the singular point it would have to obey the physical laws. However the singular point itself is somewhat like a get-out-of-jail-free-card.

Gravitational collapse can produce these singularities however in general they occur inside a black hole. The black hole hides the singularity from observers in the rest of the
universe. A conjecture called “cosmic censorship” posits that these singularities generically form inside a horizon such as a black hole and are hidden to observation (for a review see [90]). The proof or disproof of this conjecture attracts significant effort the implications of its validity possibly being quite significant.

Success has been found in finding so-called naked singularities those singularities not hidden behind a horizon. However the issue of whether these naked singularities are generic is significant here. Suppose the universe were a tabletop on which various pencils were scattered in some pencil big bang. Also suppose that dire circumstances awaited any resident of this universe were they to come upon a pencil balanced on its graphite point. These pencil cosmologists would then try to determine the chances of there being pencils standing on their points the possibility of which is quite small. In this situation discovery of a pencil balanced on its point would be non-generic.

The naked singularities found so far in general have been non-generic requiring either the worst of luck or precise engineering of some part of the universe. One example of such a non-generic naked singularity occurs in the study of critical phenomena.

As mentioned before strong field effects of GR appear in gravitational collapse and it is these strong field effects that hold so much interest. However the collapse of very little energy fails to excite any strong field effects. In between strong field and weak field lies the region in which black hole critical phenomena occur.

Take for example some spherical shell of energy and let it collapse. For a small initial amount of energy the radius of this shell initially shrinks due to gravity. At some point however the inherent tendency of the energy to disperse counteracts the gravity and the radius then increases as the energy disperses to infinity.

The evolution of a large amount of initial energy behaves quite differently. The radius of the shell initially shrinks due to gravity as before. However for a sufficiently large amount of energy the shell contracts to less than its Schwarzschild radius and a black hole is formed. Any energy not trapped within the event horizon of the black hole generically disperses to infinity in keeping with the no-hair theorem. This conjecture (the use of “theorem” is a misnomer) posits that any black hole will settle down into a stationary one completely describable by only three numbers the mass\(\text{angular momentum}\) and charge. In this way any two black holes with these same three numbers (the black hole’s hair’s so-to-speak) would be indistinguishable and we would not be able to determine how each was formed. Hence the scalar field outside the black hole must according to the conjecture radiate away if it is not trapped inside the black hole. While the conjecture appears to require some weakening in order to be proven numerical evolutions show that indeed the scalar field does radiate away.
Unlike regular fermionic matter for which the Chandrasekhar limit imposes a finite minimum mass, Choptuik modeled this collapse numerically and found that his model could form black holes of ever decreasing mass dependent only on the resolution afforded by the code [24]. This result is important because in the limit that the mass goes to zero, a solution is found which has no black hole (or event horizon) but retains the singularity. Lacking a horizon to hide the singularity it becomes naked.

These singular solutions are called critical solutions because they are precisely balanced between dispersal and collapse. They result from a very deliberate process of tuning down the black hole mass until you approach the critical solution. They are obviously not generic though Hawking conceded a bet as a result of this work [15]. Though non-generic these critical solutions require the tuning of only one parameter. In contrast to balance a pencil on a table would require the tuning of at least two parameters: the azimuthal angle and the angle it forms with the table.

Perhaps more interesting than the cosmological implications for cosmic censorship are the aspects similar to those studied in nonlinear dynamics. Choptuik found that the critical solution resulting from one family of initial data was identical to that found by tuning any family he could construct. This independence on initial data indicated the solution was universal. Further he found that the black hole mass for those configurations above but near criticality (supercritical configurations) followed a power law for some exponent $\gamma$ which was also universal with respect to initial data.

Even more intriguing was the discovery that the critical solution found exhibits a type of self-similarity. Self-similarity describes something which looks identical regardless of what scale is used to observe. For example imagine a line. Now in the mind’s eye rescale the mental picture as if you were zooming out on a copy machine. This will look identical to your first mental picture. Now try to do the same thing with a circle. The pictures are not the same. The line is self-similar but the circle is not. The key here is that associated with the line is just some arbitrary angle with respect to some axes. This angle is not altered by the scale transformation. However the circle has a definite length associated with it, the radius of curvature. This length sets the scale of your mental picture because this length changes with scale transformations. The self-similar critical solutions are invariant with respect to a special kind of scale transformation as discussed further in Chapter 2.

The results of Choptuik near the threshold for black hole formation are entirely due to his numerically modeling of the evolution of the collapse of a scalar field. So-called analytic work (operationally defined as work not involving any numerics) had not predicted any such interesting phenomena. The few closed-form solutions of Einstein’s equations that exist have come from simplifying assumptions to reduce the complexity of the equations to be solved. For example the Schwarzschild solution is derived assuming a static and spherically
symmetric ansatz for the spacetime. Other analytic solutions can be found substituting a CSS ansatz for the static ansatz. However, lacking some assumption such as static, the field equations remain a very complicated set of partial differential equations (PDE) even in spherical symmetry.

The success of this discovery and the new field of interest that has opened up as a result indicate a bright future for numerical relativity. After all, the modeling of PDEs on a numerical grid resembles a nonlinear perturbative model of the field theory where the perturbation parameter is the grid spacing and is continuous. With a well-written model the behavior in the limit that the grid spacing goes to zero is well defined, measurable, and leads to the continuum limit.

This introduction has only briefly introduced critical phenomena and Chapter 2 presents more details. This chapter is then followed by a discussion of critical phenomena in the Brans-Dicke model in Chapter 3. This chapter summarizes work by Choptuik and myself in which we find two distinct self-similar critical solutions present in the model at the threshold for black hole formation. In the region of parameter space in which the model approximates GR, Choptuik’s original critical solution is found. However, as the coupling parameter is changed, a bifurcation occurs and a different critical solution is observed.

The stability of a family of irregular, spherically symmetric, static solutions in the Brans-Dicke model is studied in Chapter 4. A linear perturbation analysis is conducted, and one unstable mode is found. This study is complemented by fully nonlinear, numerical evolutions of the static solution in which a perturbation is introduced. These evolutions confirm the results of the perturbation analysis and suggest that these static solutions represent critical solutions.

As a generalization of the Brans-Dicke model studied in Chapters 3 and 4, the harmonic map has a rich parameter space. The model is motivated by inducing a metric on an internal target space and is parameterized by the constant curvature of this space. The geometric roots of the theory make it quite elegant. In Chapter 5, I present the harmonic map and discuss various aspects of the theory which make it interesting, in particular the correspondences of the model to other models such as Brans-Dicke gravity.

The harmonic map model duplicates the critical phenomena observed in Chapter 3 in the region of parameter space in which the models are equivalent. However, as a generalization of Brans-Dicke gravity, the parameter space is now enlarged, and in this new region, a new critical solution is found. While the previously mentioned critical solutions display forms of self-similarity, the symmetry of this new critical solution is not yet clear. Discussion of this new solution is contained in Chapter 6.

The presence of multiple critical solutions in the harmonic map whose stability depends on the curvature of the target space allows the study of multiply unstable critical
solutions. Chapter 6 concludes with a discussion of these multiply unstable critical solutions and the process by which two unstable modes can be tuned.

The results just mentioned have all assumed spherical symmetry. This assumption greatly simplifies the computational problem and equations of motion but it also excludes the possibility of gravitational degrees of freedom and non-spherical collapse. Hence, a model capable of modeling collapse only assuming symmetry about an axis would be quite useful.

As a step towards completion of such a model, the modeling of a charged scalar field in axisymmetric flat space is undertaken in Chapter 7. Various tests of the code are described which show the code to be fully second-order convergent.

Motivated both by the success in axisymmetry and by the nontrivial topological issues presented by the harmonic map, a study of the collapse of Hopf textures is described in Chapter 8. The issue of monopole pair nucleation from the collapse of texture is clarified.

Rounding out these chapters, I describe the current state of a fully gravitational axisymmetric collapse model in Chapter 9. I present a brief discussion of the derivation of the (2+1) equations and then discuss the construction of a multigrid solver to solve the four elliptic constraints. Tests show that this solver needs further development in order to properly handle the boundary conditions.

Finally, I conclude in Chapter 10 and discuss further work.
Chapter 2

Theoretical Aspects of Critical Phenomena

Good review articles on critical phenomena have been published recently so I present only a brief discussion here of the features of critical phenomena [10F39F40].

The work presented here describes the collapse of scalar fields. Scalar fields are infinite dimensional requiring in general the specification of the field at an infinite number of points even on a compact domain. For example, the specification of initial data for a scalar field $\phi(r)$ in spherical symmetry on a compact numerical domain $r = 0 \ldots 10$ has an infinite number of degrees of freedom corresponding to the freedom to specify $\phi(r_i)$ for all $r_i \in [0 \ldots 10]$.

Because of this infinite dimensionality, sketching canonical phase space portraits common to the field of nonlinear dynamics becomes quite difficult. Therefore, instead of beginning with scalar fields, I will introduce some terms borrowed from nonlinear dynamics with a finite dimensional toy model which shares some features of critical phenomena in Section 2.1. With this toy model, the phase space picture is quite clear. Drawing from this toy model, I then introduce the particulars of black hole critical phenomena in Section 2.2.

2.1 Toy Critical Phenomena

Consider an infinitely small ball on a plane $(x, y)$ influenced only by the effects of a potential $V(x, y)$. Let the position of the ball at all times be described by $(x(t), y(t))$.

The equations of motion for the ball are then

$$
\begin{align*}
\ddot{x}(t) &= -\frac{\partial V}{\partial x}, \\
\ddot{y}(t) &= -\frac{\partial V}{\partial y}.
\end{align*}
$$

Being a second-order system, the initial data necessary to determine the system for all time consists of the position $(x_o, y_o)$ and velocity $(v_o, u_o)$ of the ball at the initial time $t = 0$.

Let the potential take the form

$$
V(x, y) = -A^2 x^2 - B^2 y^2 .
$$
such that the equations of motion are then
\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}(t) & = A^2 x \\
\dot{y}(t) & = B^2 y.
\end{align*}
\] (2.3)

The solution to this in terms of the initial data is then
\[
\begin{align*}
x(t) & = \left( \frac{x_o + v_o/A}{2} \right) e^{At} + \left( \frac{x_o - v_o/A}{2} \right) e^{-At} \\
y(t) & = \left( \frac{y_o + u_o/B}{2} \right) e^{Bt} + \left( \frac{y_o - u_o/B}{2} \right) e^{-Bt}.
\end{align*}
\] (2.4)

It is now instructive to consider various permutations of $A^2 = \pm 1$ and $B^2 = \pm 1$. Consider first $A^2 = -1 = B^2$ with zero initial velocity $v_o = 0 = u_o$. The solution is then
\[
\begin{align*}
x(t) & = x_o \cos t \\
y(t) & = y_o \cos t.
\end{align*}
\] (2.5)

In this case the potential is just a harmonic well and the ball oscillates around the point $(0, 0)$. For the initial condition $x_o = 0 = y_0$ the ball simply sits at the origin. Hence the origin is a fixed point of the equations. If we were to add a damping term so that the ball steadily loses energy then it is clear that the ball will eventually settle down to the fixed point. In this case all trajectories lead to the fixed point and it is called an attractor. The basin of attraction is the region of parameter space for which trajectories end at the fixed point. For this case the fixed point $(0, 0)$ has the entire plane as its basin of attraction.

These terms are fundamental to the field of nonlinear dynamics and dynamical systems but may be unfamiliar to relativists. Rigorous definitions can be found in any nonlinear dynamics text such as [35Γ36].

Things become more interesting when we flip the sign of $B^2$ (keeping $v_o = 0 = u_o$) so that the potential becomes
\[
V(x, y) = \frac{x^2}{2} - \frac{y^2}{2}
\] (2.6)

and the solution is
\[
\begin{align*}
x(t) & = x_o \cos t \\
y(t) & = \left( \frac{y_o}{2} \right) e^t + \left( \frac{y_o}{2} \right) e^{-t}.
\end{align*}
\] (2.7)

The potential now looks like a saddle where the point $(0, 0)$ is the saddle point. Note that the origin is still a fixed point! However trajectories near it are not attracted to it as they were in the damped harmonic case above. Instead consider the trajectory of the initial data $(x_o = 0, y_o = \pm \epsilon)$ for some small $\epsilon$. This configuration begins arbitrarily close to the fixed
point but as \( t \to \infty \) the value of \( y(t) \) goes to \( \pm \infty \). Clearly then the fixed point is not an attractor. Nearby trajectories are sent away from the fixed point.

That the position along the \( y\)-axis grows when the ball is perturbed from the fixed point indicates that the fixed point has an instability. For a fixed point to be an attractor then it must have no unstable modes associated with it.

The concept of tuning an unstable mode will become important below. To tune the unstable mode in this system the initial data must be expressed as a function of some parameter generally called \( p \). The construction of this parameterization is not necessarily trivial requiring some knowledge of the nature of the mode so that one is sure a critical solution is a member of the \( p \)-family. Here it is apparent that a family with \( y_0 = 0 \) must be part of the family because the location of the fixed point is known exactly.

Hence taking the family of initial data

\[
x = 3.0 \quad y = p,
\]

we examine the trajectory for \( p = 1 \). This trajectory leads to \( y \to \infty \) while \( x \) oscillates about \( x = 0 \). Trying \( p = -2 \) shows that \( y \to -\infty \). So the critical solution is bracketed. Bisecting this bracket we try \( p = -0.5 \) for which \( y \to -\infty \) again. The new bracket is \( p \in [-0.5 \ldots 1] \). Continuation of this trivial search approaches the critical solution \( p = 0 \) for which the trajectory in the damped case asymptotes to the origin. Because this tuning effectively removes the effect of the unstable mode fixed points with one unstable mode are called intermediate attractors [6].

The case where \( A^2 = 1 = B^2 \) has the solution

\[
x(t) = \left( \frac{x_0}{2} \right) e^t + \left( \frac{x_0}{2} \right) e^{-t},
\]

\[
y(t) = \left( \frac{y_0}{2} \right) e^t + \left( \frac{y_0}{2} \right) e^{-t},
\]

and the potential looks like a parabolic hill. Against the point \( (0,0) \) is a fixed point but perturbations in either \( x \) or \( y \) send the trajectory away. Hence the fixed point now has two unstable modes. Tuning the family of initial data shown in Equation (2.8) only tunes the mode in \( y \). The \( x \) position will always tend to plus or minus infinity. Hence the fixed point is no longer an intermediate attractor.

### 2.2 Black Hole Criticality as a Phase Transition

Returning now to the scalar field \( \phi(r, t) \) coupled to gravity using a 3+1 ADM decomposition of spacetime into space and time [64] initial data consists of the specification of the field \( \phi(r, 0) \) and its time derivative \( \partial \phi(r, 0) / \partial t \) at the initial time. For weak initial data the
evolution approximates the flat space wave equation in spherical symmetry. For strong-field initial data a black hole forms. The evolution of the initial configuration can then be thought of as a phase transition from a singularity free space into a space with a black hole. In the limit where the initial energy is just sufficient to form a black hole the features of this phase transition can then be studied where the mass of any black hole that forms $M$ serves as an order parameter.

Let the scalar field be described initially by a Gaussian pulse with center $C$, width $D$, and amplitude $A$. As with the toy model consider only time-symmetric initial conditions. Because gravitational radiation is transverse no gravitational waves propagate in spherical symmetry [64]. The time dependent spherically symmetric metric is completely determined up to gauge by the specification of the scalar field initially and has no degrees of freedom.

The infinite dimensional configuration space at the initial time has now been reduced completely arbitrarily to a three dimensional space $(C, D, A)$. Because the initial energy of the scalar field is proportional to the spatial integral of the square of its derivatives variation of any of these parameters with the others fixed yields a one-parameter family of initial data.

Because each of $(C, D, A)$ parameterizes the initial energy of the scalar field it is useful to study the behavior of $M$ with respect to one of these parameters holding the others fixed. Continuing the analogy with phase transitions if $M$ has some finite minimum such as the Chandrasekhar limit for fermionic matter then the phase transition is said to be Type II because $M(p)$ is discontinuous at the critical point $p^*$.

If however $M(p)$ is continuous then black holes of arbitrarily small masses form in the limit $p \to p^*$. The first derivative $\partial M(p)/\partial p$ is discontinuous and this is called a Type II phase transition.

In either case the solution for $p = p^*$ is called the critical solution as it separates initial configurations which form black holes from those that do not. In the case of a Type II transition the solution has a singularity with no horizon. Because the singularity is visible to observers at infinity the Type II critical solution has a naked singularity.

2.3 Self-Similarities

Only two types of Type II critical solutions have been found differentiated by the type of self-similarity they possess.

The simpler of the two is continuous self-similarity (CSS). The scalar field $\phi(r, t)$ is CSS if

$$\phi(r, t) = \phi \left( \frac{r}{-t} \right). \tag{2.10}$$
Figure 2.1: Schematic of a section of parameter space. The critical surface separating states which form a black hole from those that disperse is represented by the bold curve running right to left. The DSS and CSS critical solutions are fixed points on the critical surface represented by filled circles. The dotted curves represent the trajectories of field configurations which are either slightly supercritical \( \left( p_{\text{high}} \right) \) or subcritical \( \left( p_{\text{low}} \right) \) and which bracket the critical solution \( p^* \). The arrows on the critical surface show the flow and demonstrate that the DSS is an intermediate attractor while the CSS has two relevant (unstable) modes and is not an intermediate attractor.
Figure 2.2: Diagram of self-similar solution. Dashed lines represent characteristic lines on which the exactly self-similar solution is constant. The two diagrams are equivalent and represent the same self-similar solution. The diagram on the right shows the solution in more natural units $\ln r$ and $-\ln(t^* - t)$.

Before discussing the aspects of this type of solution notice that on the left side of Equation (2.10) is a function of two coordinates while that on the right is just one coordinate $\Gamma z = -r/t$. Thus CSS solutions to 1D evolution equations can be found by assuming CSS and solving the resultant ODEs avoiding the difficulties of solving PDEs. This important point explains the abundance of papers finding these CSS solutions and their perturbative spectra [28Γ29Γ53Γ45Γ43Γ44Γ61].

To better understand the self-similarity of Equation (2.10) define

$$\xi = \ln r \quad \tau = \ln |t| \quad u = \tau - \xi \quad v = \tau + \xi.$$  (2.11)

The CSS ansatz then implies

$$\phi(r, t) = \phi(\xi - \tau) = \phi(u).$$

In the plane spanned by $\xi \times \tau$ or $u \times v$ a CSS solution simply travels along increasing $v$ with unchanged profile $\phi(u)$ (see Figure 2.2).

The other type of critical solution and in fact the first type found acting as a critical solution is discretely self-similar (DSS). For the scalar field to be DSS it must satisfy

$$\phi(r, t) = \phi(\ln r, \ln |t|) = \phi(\ln r + n\Delta \ln |t| + n\Delta)$$
Figure 2.3: Schematic of self-similarity in the \( \tau \times \xi \) plane. A CSS solution is defined for all \( u \) and whose ‘evolution’ is trivial in \( v \). In other words, the CSS solution can be translated invariantly along the \( v \) direction. In contrast, a DSS solution is defined on the semi-infinite rectangle bounded by some constant coordinate in \( \xi \) say \( \xi = \xi_0 \) and \( \xi = \xi_0 + \sqrt{2} \Delta \) for all \( u \). Because of the periodicity of the DSS, we can identify the sides of this rectangle \( \tau = \tau_0 \) and \( \tau = \tau_0 + \Delta \) to get an infinite cylinder as shown. The DSS is then the solution obtained by rolling out this cylinder along the \( v \) axis.
\[ \phi(\xi, \tau) = \phi(\xi + n\Delta, \tau + n\Delta) = \phi(u, v + n\sqrt{2}\Delta) \]

for a real constant \( \Delta \) unique to the solution and arbitrary integer \( n \). Note also that proper time along the axis must be properly normalized so that the period in \( \xi \) and the period in \( \tau \) are the same \( \Delta_{\tau} = \Delta_{\xi} \).

Consider the DSS again on the \( \tau \times \xi \) plane as shown in Figure 2.3. Whereas the CSS is invariant with changes in \( \nu \) the DSS repeats itself every distance \( \sqrt{2}\Delta \) along the \( v \) axis. If the DSS were DSS for every conceivable value of \( \Delta \) it would become CSS. Instead take the semi-infinite rectangle bounded by \( v = 0 \) and \( v = \sqrt{2}\Delta \). Identify the two edges and form a cylinder. Just as the CSS is defined on a line \( v \) constant the DSS is defined on this infinite cylinder. The evolution of the DSS is can then be pictured by rolling the cylinder along the \( v \) axis.

If the cylinder is now turned on its end you see just a circle. We have projected out the infinite degree of freedom and we see just a limit cycle. As an evolution in a new time coordinate \( v \) the solution is periodic. Similarly if we do the same to the CSS we turn the line on its (nonexistent) end and see just a point. There is no evolution in \( v \). The CSS is the analog of a limit point.

2.4 Universality

If we take either the CSS or DSS critical solution and analyze its perturbation spectrum we find that when the critical solution has only one unstable mode tuning a suitable but general parameter family of initial data will find it in a critical search. That any general family will find it independent of the details of the initial data indicates that the critical solution is universal.

This universality can be explained by looking at the perturbation spectrum about the critical solution. Consider some solution near the CSS solution in phase space \( \phi(r, t) \). Locally this solution can be expressed as a sum of the modes around the critical solution

\[ \phi(r, t) = \phi_0(u) + \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} C_i f_i(u) e^{\tau_i r} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.12)

where \( \phi_0(u) \) is the CSS solution. Here \( \tau = \ln |t^* - t| \) where \( t^* \) is the collapse time which can be set to zero. The coefficients \( C_i \) represent the excitations of the various modes which depend on the distance from criticality \( p - p^* \). Because when \( p = p^* \) the critical solution must be recovered then we have \( C_i(p^*) = 0 \).

If the critical solution has only one unstable mode then for \( |p - p^*| \) sufficiently small the behavior of this mode will dominate that of the damped modes. Without loss of
generality let this mode be the first mode such that $\sigma_1 > 0$ is the eigenvalue of the unstable mode. We can then linearize Equation (2.12) around $p = p^*$ to get

$$\phi = \phi_0 + (p - p^*) \frac{dC_1}{dp} f_1 e^{\sigma_1 \tau}$$

(2.13)

where $f_1$ is the unstable mode associated with the unstable eigenvalue $\sigma_1$. Because $\phi_0$ is critical and separates collapse from dispersal, the sign of $p - p^*$ determines whether the non-critical solution disperses or forms a black hole.

Now consider the process of tuning. As one approaches $p - p^* = 0$ the coefficients $C_i$ collectively are tuned to zero so that $\phi(r,t) \to \phi_0(u)$. However for $p - p^* \neq 0$ however small that difference may be, the unstable mode will grow exponential in $\tau$. Hence in the process of tuning the critical solution will be approached for progressively longer amounts of time as $C_1 \to 0$. Also in this limit the effects due to the damped modes decreases and hence memory of the initial data vanishes with the coefficients $C_i$. Near criticality the solution is dominated by the critical solution and hence the critical solution is universal.

2.5 Mass Scaling

Similar arguments explain the power-law mass scaling observed in the mass of the black holes that form for supercritical evolutions. A self-similar spacetime cannot form a finite mass black hole because no length scale is determined. Here departures from the self-similar solution determines a length scale and hence the mass of the black hole which eventually forms. In other words if one compared two near critical solutions the one that stayed “close” to the self-similar solution longer would have a smaller mass. In order to define this time “close” to the self-similar solution we pick some fiducial deviation $\delta$. The deviation from the self-similar solution can be found from Equation (2.13)

$$\phi - \phi_0 = (p - p^*) \frac{dC_1}{dp} f_1 e^{\sigma_1 \tau}.$$  

(2.14)

At the point that the perturbed solution reaches some constant and arbitrary deviation $\delta$ from self-similarity (as shown in Fig. 2.4) we have

$$\delta = (p - p^*) \frac{dC_1}{dp} f_1 e^{\sigma_1 \tau}.$$  

(2.15)

For the right side to be a constant for any $p$ then those terms that depend on $p$ must be constant and hence

$$(p - p^*) e^{\sigma_1 \tau(p)}$$

(2.16)

is a constant where $\tau(p)$ depends on $p$. The mass of the black hole that forms is proportional to this time (the time is the length scale which defines the mass of the black hole). We solve
for this length scale to find the scaling relation
\[ M_{BH} \propto (t^* - t) \propto (p - p^*)^{1/\gamma}. \]

The mass of black holes that form for near, but supercritical, initial data scales with exponent \( \gamma = 1/\sigma_1 \Gamma \) where \( \gamma \) is the scaling exponent and \( \sigma_1 \) is the eigenvalue of the unstable mode.

When considering mass scaling about the DSS critical solution \( \Gamma \) a periodic deviation, called a “wiggle” in the literature, is predicted by [39] and independently predicted and observed by [48]. To understanding this “wiggle” Equation (2.15) needs to be reexamined. This equation gives a relationship between the distance from criticality and the time at which the solution will depart from self-similarity. With the additional structure of the DSS as compared to the CSS \( \Gamma \) the time to reach a fiducial deviation \( \delta \) from self-similarity now depends on where in the DSS cycle this occurs. Every change in \( \ln (p - p^*) \) equal to \( \Delta /2 \Gamma \) the DSS repeats itself and hence the black hole mass then scales as
\[ \ln M_{BH} = \gamma (p - p^*) + c + f(\gamma \ln (p - p^*) + c), \]

where the function \( f \) has period \( \Delta/(2\gamma) \).
2.6 The Renormalization Group (RG) Perspective

Much of the understanding of the phenomena explained in terms of linear perturbation analysis above can also be explained in terms of renormalization group ideas. With these RG ideas, Koike, Hara, and Adachi discuss how the critical solution represents a fixed point of a renormalization flow where the scale transformation is manifested as a translation in log time [53]. The arguments presented above then remain the same.

These ideas are extended to a cosmological model in [49]. A general introduction to these ideas as they were originally developed in statistical mechanics is presented by Schmidhuber [78]. Another nice introduction to statistical phase transitions is given by Creutz [19] while an often cited reference is [33].

2.7 Choosing a Coordinate System: Polar-Areal Coordinates

As much of what follows occurs in the polar-areal choice of coordinates, I present the form the Einstein equations take in this choice generalized for arbitrary stress-energy. Working in spherical coordinates \((t, r, \theta, \phi)\) and imposing spherical symmetry, scalar functions defined on this spacetime will be functions of coordinate time \(t\) and radial coordinate \(r\).

Greek indices run over \(0, 1, 2, 3\) on the four manifold while Latin indices run over \(1, 2, 3\) on the three manifold. This presentation follows that of Choptuik [22]. Further insight concerning the \(3+1\) decomposition and initial value formulation of general relativity can be found in [64] and [96].

As much of this work deals with scalar fields, consider a generalized action for a set of scalar fields \(\phi^a\) coupled to gravity with Ricci scalar \(R\)

\[
S = \int d^4 x \sqrt{-g} \left[ R + \mathcal{L} \right] = \int d^4 x \sqrt{-g} \left[ R - \frac{1}{2} G_{bc} (\phi^a) \phi^b \phi^c \phi^d \right].
\] (2.19)

The metric associated with the spacetime curvature \(R\) is \(g_{\mu\nu}\) while \(G_{bc}\) is the metric on the internal space of the scalar fields. The indices \(b\) and \(c\) run over \(n\) the number of scalar fields and hence the metric \(G_{bc}\) is a metric on an internal \(n\)-dimensional space. For simplicity, we take \(G_{bc} = \text{diag}(1, 1, \cdots n)\) so that the fields only couple to each other through gravity although for the harmonic map discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, \(G_{bc}\) is taken as a metric of constant curvature.

Variations of (2.19) with respect to the metric \(g_{\mu\nu}\) yield the Einstein’s field equations where the stress energy is

\[
T_{\mu\nu} = g_{\mu\nu} \mathcal{L} - 2 \frac{\partial \mathcal{L}}{\partial g_{\mu\nu}}.
\] (2.20)

For the set of scalar fields \(\phi^a\) this takes the form

\[
T_{\mu\nu} = \phi^a_{\mu\nu} \phi^{a,\nu} - \frac{1}{2} g_{\mu\nu} \phi^{a,\tau} \phi^{a,\tau}.
\] (2.21)
Variations of the action with respect to the scalar field $\phi^a$ yield the equations of motion of the matter terms

$$\Box \phi^a = \phi^a,_{\mu ; \nu} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{-g}} \left( \sqrt{-g} g^{\mu \nu} \phi^a,_{\mu} \right),_\nu = 0. \quad (2.22)$$

To express these equations as an evolution of a three-manifold embedded in four-space $\Gamma$ we carry out a 3+1 decomposition into space and time using as canonically conjugate fields $(^{(3)}g_{ij}, K_{ij})$ two rank two symmetric tensors defined in 3-space. The tensor $K_{ij}$ is the extrinsic curvature of the 3-slices and $(^{(3)}g_{ij})$ is the metric on the 3-slice.

As a first step towards this decomposition consider a general spherically symmetric metric

$$ds^2 = \left[ -\alpha^2(r, t) + a^2(r, t) \beta^2(r, t) \right] dt^2 + 2a^2 \beta \, dt \, dr + a^2 \, dr^2 + r^2 b^2(r, t) \, d\Omega^2 \quad (2.23)$$

on this spacetime. The field $\beta(r, t)$ is the radial field and the only non-vanishing component of the shift vector $\beta^i = (\beta, 0, 0) \Gamma$ and $a(r, t)$ is the lapse function. These two functions encompass the coordinate degrees of freedom. The metric is also defined in terms of the two functions $a(r, t)$ and $b(r, t)$ which specify the metric on the 3-slice itself. The term $d\Omega^2$ is the metric on the unit two-sphere.

We have the freedom to choose the condition

$$b(r, 0) = 1 \quad \dot{b}(r, t) = 0. \quad (2.24)$$

for the general metric (2.23). With this choice $\Gamma$ the coordinate $r$ is now an areal coordinate such that $4\pi r^2$ yields the proper surface area of a sphere centered at the origin of coordinates.

So far we have only fully specified the three metric. We have yet to specify how the four manifold is going to be sliced into constant $\Gamma$ 3-slices. To do so we need some condition on the extrinsic curvature $K^i_j \Gamma$ which in spherical symmetry is diagonal with $K^r=K^\theta=K^\phi$

$$K^j_i = \text{diag} \left( K^r(r, t), K^\theta(r, t), K^\phi(r, t) \right). \quad (2.25)$$

Letting

$$K \equiv K^i_i = K^r + 2K^\phi, \quad (2.26)$$

we choose the polar slicing condition

$$K = K^r, \quad (2.27)$$

which is equivalent to the conditions

$$K^\phi = 0 \quad (2.28)$$

and

$$K^\theta = 0. \quad (2.29)$$
The condition (2.29) when substituted into the evolution equation for $K^\theta_\theta$ then implies the slicing condition
\[ \alpha' + \left( \frac{1}{r} - \frac{a'}{a} \right) \alpha = 0. \tag{2.30} \]

Another of the three-metric evolution equations is
\[ \dot{b} = -\alpha b K^\theta_\theta + \frac{\beta}{r} (rb)' . \tag{2.31} \]

With the conditions of Equation (2.24) this then implies
\[ \beta = \alpha r K^\theta_\theta . \tag{2.32} \]

By the choice of polar slicing and the resultant condition (2.28) the right side of the above is zero. Hence, the shift in polar-areal slicing is zero
\[ \beta = 0 . \tag{2.33} \]

The metric then takes the particularly simple form
\[ ds^2 = -\alpha^2 (r, t) \, dt^2 + \alpha^2 (r, t) \, dr^2 + r^2 \, d\Omega^2 . \tag{2.34} \]

With the coordinates fixed, we examine the four constraint equations. With the energy density $\rho$ defined as
\[ \rho \equiv n_\mu n_{\nu} T^{\mu\nu} = \alpha^2 T_{tt} , \tag{2.35} \]
the Hamiltonian constraint
\[ R - K^a_j K^j_a + K^2 = 16\pi \rho \tag{2.36} \]
becomes in these coordinates
\[ \frac{a'}{a} + \frac{a^2 - 1}{2r} = 4\pi \alpha^2 \rho . \tag{2.37} \]
Defining the momentum density
\[ j_i \equiv n_\mu T^{\mu}_i = \alpha T^t_i , \tag{2.38} \]
the momentum constraints are
\[ K^j_i |_i - K_i |_i = 8\pi j_i , \tag{2.39} \]
where | represents covariant differentiation on the three-space with respect to the three metric. The only non-trivial component of this equation becomes
\[ K^t_\theta + \frac{(rb)'}{rb} (K^\theta_\theta - K^r_r) = -4\pi j_r , \tag{2.40} \]
which simplifies with polar-areal coordinates to
\[ K^r_r = 4\pi j_r . \tag{2.41} \]
Using an evolution equation for the three-metric
\[ g_{ij} = -2\alpha g_{ik}K^k_j + \beta^k g_{j;k} + g_{ik}\beta^k_j + g_{kj}\beta^k_i, \]  
we take the \( i = r \) component to get an evolution equation for the metric component \( \alpha \)
\[ \dot{\alpha} = -\alpha aK^r_r + (a\beta^r)^t. \]  
The combination of Equations (2.41) and (2.43) yields an evolution equation for \( \alpha \)
\[ \dot{\alpha} = -4\pi a\alpha j_r. \]  

Moving on to the matter, introducing the auxiliary fields
\[ \Phi^a(r, t) = \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \varphi^a(r, t), \quad \Pi^a(r, t) = \frac{\alpha}{\partial t} \varphi^a(r, t), \]  
the equations of motion (2.22) for the scalar fields become
\[ \dot{\Phi}^a = \left( \frac{\alpha \Pi^a}{a} \right)^t \]  
\[ \dot{\Pi}^a = \frac{1}{r^2} \left( \frac{r^2 a}{a} \Phi^a \right)^t. \]  
The energy density and momentum density are
\[ \rho = \frac{(\Phi^a)^2 + \Pi^a}{2a^2}, \]  
\[ j^r = -\frac{\Phi^a \Pi^a}{a}. \]  

With equations in hand we consider appropriate boundary conditions. Local flatness at the origin is enforced by the condition
\[ a(0, t) = 1, \]  
and regularity of the fields there is enforced by the conditions
\[ a'(0, t) = \Phi^a(0, t) = \Phi^a(0, t) = 0. \]  
By the nature of the 3+1 decomposition we have the freedom to pick a condition on \( \alpha \) on each time slice which corresponds to a global change in the labeling of slices. We impose the condition on \( \alpha \) at the large radius boundary of the grid \( r_{\text{max}} \)
\[ \alpha(r_{\text{max}}, t) = \frac{1}{a(r_{\text{max}}, t)}. \]  
As long as no radiation is escaping from the grid this condition implies that coordinate time \( t \) corresponds to proper time for an observer at \( r = \infty \).
The nature of being restricted to a finite grid imposes the need for an artificial boundary condition on the matter fields there. Since our spacetime is asymptotically flat we impose an approximate outgoing radiation condition on the matter fields. The flat space wave equation for some general scalar field in spherical symmetry

$$\Box \phi^a \Rightarrow (r \phi^a)_{tt} = (r \phi^a)_{rr}$$  \quad (2.53)$$

has the solution

$$r \phi^a = f(r + t) + g(r - t)$$  \quad (2.54)$$

for two general functions $f$ (in-going component) and $g$ (out-going component). To eliminate the in-going component at the outer boundary we enforce at the boundary the condition

$$\frac{\partial (r \phi^a)}{\partial r} = - \frac{\partial (r \phi^a)}{\partial t}$$  \quad (2.55)$$

with the equations

$$\Pi^a + (\Pi^a)' + \frac{\Pi^a}{r} = 0$$ \quad (2.56)$$

$$\Phi^a + (\Phi^a)' + \frac{\Phi^a}{r} = 0,$$

which effectively limits reflection off the outer boundary.

The metric (2.34) corresponds to a “dynamical” Schwarzschild metric allowing the association

$$a^2(r, t) = \left(1 - \frac{2m(r, t)}{r}\right)^{-1},$$  \quad (2.57)$$

where the field $m(r, t)$ represents the mass aspect function measuring the amount of mass contained within a shell of radius $r$ centered about the origin at coordinate time $t$. Eq. (2.57) leads to

$$m(r, t) = \frac{r}{2} \left(1 - \frac{1}{a^2}\right),$$  \quad (2.58)$$

so that from the field $a(r, t)$ we can obtain the mass aspect function.

An advantage of polar slicing (and most slicing conditions used in numerical relativity) is that it avoids singularities. Further because of our use of polar-areal coordinates we cannot observe the formation of a true horizon which is a coordinate singularity in our coordinates. Instead by monitoring $m(r, t)/r$ we can observe the formation of a horizon and hence a black hole when $m/r \to 1/2$. Where $m/r$ approaches $1/2$ we can determine the mass of the black hole forming by simply halving the radius where the horizon forms.
2.8 Basic Finite Difference Techniques

In general throughout this work details of the numerical techniques are only briefly mentioned. The purpose here is to introduce and define some necessary concepts but this section is by no means a full reference. More in depth information can be found in [22]. For a more formal presentation a variety of good books on numerical methods exist one in particular that has been helpful is [41].

Of fundamental importance in a numerical study such as this one is the method of using finite differences to approximate continuum equations. Taking the simplest of examples consider a field $u(x)$ which satisfies the continuum equation

$$ Lu(x) = \frac{du}{dx} = 0, \quad (2.59) $$

where $L$ is a general differential operator here taken to be differentiation. The derivative here $du/dx \equiv u'$ is defined in the limit where the differential element $dx$ goes to zero. However we can approximate this equation where we substitute the numerator and denominator with differences taken at two points $x_1$ and $x_2$ as

$$ \frac{u(x_2) - u(x_1)}{x_2 - x_1} = 0, \quad (2.60) $$

If we now define a set of points representing the spatial domain of $x$ such that the difference between any two adjacent points $x_{i+1}$ and $x_i$ is a constant then we can speak of a grid spacing $\Delta x = x_{i+1} - x_i$. The spatial domain is then the set of $x_i$ such that $x_i = x_{\min} + (i - 1)\Delta x$ where $\Delta x = (x_{\max} - x_{\min})/(i - 1)$ and $x_{\max}$ and $x_{\min}$ are the bounds of the numerical domain. This set of points is then called a one-dimensional grid and generalizes in the obvious way to more than one dimension.

A convenient way to find an approximation to this operator $L$ is to first Taylor expand $u(x)$ around some arbitrary $x_0$

$$ u(x_0 + \Delta x) = u(x_0) + \Delta x \, u'(x_0) + \frac{\Delta x^2}{2}u''(x_0) + O(\Delta x^3). \quad (2.61) $$

Re-arranging we get

$$ u'(x_0) = \frac{u(x_0 + \Delta x) - u(x_0)}{\Delta x} - \frac{\Delta x}{2}u''(x_0) + O(\Delta x^2). \quad (2.62) $$

Letting $x_0$ be some arbitrary grid point $x_i$ and defining the field $u_i$ on all grid points as $u_i \equiv u(x_i)$ then this is just the approximation we were looking for

$$ Lu = u' = \frac{u_{i+1} - u_i}{\Delta x} + O(\Delta x). \quad (2.63) $$
This approximation has error terms which have been truncated of order the grid spacing $\Delta$ and so it is said to be first order accurate. Similar analysis shows

$$u' = \frac{u_{i+1} - u_{i-1}}{2\Delta x} + O(\Delta x^2),$$

(2.64)

which is called a centered difference and is second order accurate.

It is convenient at this point to define truncation error. We let $u(x)$ be a continuum solution to the original differential equation (2.59) such that it satisfies exactly

$$Lu = u' = 0.$$ 

(2.65)

We may also find the solution $\tilde{u}$ to the finite difference equation which satisfies exactly

$$\frac{\tilde{u}_{i+1} - \tilde{u}_{i-1}}{2\Delta x} = 0.$$ 

(2.66)

The truncation error $\tau_i$ is then defined on the grid and is equal to the difference between these two solutions

$$\tau_i = u(x_i) - \tilde{u}_i,$$ 

(2.67)

and represents the sum of the truncated terms of Equation (2.64). The residual error is the difference between a field $u_i$ and the exact solution to the finite difference equation $\tilde{u}_i$

$$r_i = u_i - \tilde{u}_i.$$ 

(2.68)

For many of the errors, a norm is taken over all grid points of the error and in particular I use the $\ell_2$ norm often to describe the behavior of the residual in Chapter 9. The $\ell_2$ norm of some field $u_i$ is

$$\|u_i\|_2 = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (u_i)^2}{n}}.$$ 

(2.69)

Many of the problems considered here involve time evolution and so we therefore consider a simple advective equation

$$\dot{u} - u' = 0.$$ 

(2.70)

We can consider time in the same discrete fashion as space where a time coordinate $t$ takes only discrete values $t^n = t_{\text{min}} + n \Delta t$ where the initial time $t_{\text{min}}$ is generally taken to be zero and $\Delta t$ represents the time step for the evolution. We then use the shorthand

$$u^n_i = u(x_i, t^n) = u(x_{\text{min}} + (i - 1) \Delta x, t_{\text{min}} + (n - 1) \Delta t).$$ 

(2.71)

Using differences centered in time and space, we arrive at the approximation to Equation (2.70)

$$\frac{u_{i+1}^{n+1} - u_{i+1}^{n}}{2\Delta t} - \frac{u_{i+1}^{n} - u_{i}^{n}}{2\Delta x} = 0.$$ 

(2.72)
With analysis such as above, this approximation can be shown to be second order accurate in both space and time. That is to say that the error terms are $O(\Delta x^2) + O(\Delta t^2)$. This difference approximation is called a leap frog update scheme and involves three time levels of information, namely $n - 1$, $n$, and $n + 1$. As Equation (2.72) can be explicitly solved for the desired value $u_{i}^{n+1}$, it is an explicit scheme.

The advection Equation (2.70) can also be approximated on only two time levels to second order as

$$\frac{u_{i}^{n+1} - u_{i}^{n}}{\Delta t} - \frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{u_{i+1}^{n+1} - u_{i}^{n+1}}{2\Delta x} + \frac{u_{i+1}^{n} - u_{i}^{n}}{2\Delta x} \right] = 0. \quad (2.73)$$

This is called a Crank-Nicholson scheme and because it only implicitly defines an update for $u_{i}^{n+1}$, it is called an implicit scheme.

For a smooth field $u$, each of these approximations often work quite well, but for features of order the grid spacing or smaller, the approximations cannot resolve them. The significance of how these approximations deal with non-smooth features cannot be underestimated. If these high-frequency components are allowed to grow in time, the scheme is unstable. A discussion of the stability analysis of any given difference scheme is beyond the scope of this work but in general, the stability of a scheme is dependent in part on the ratio of the time step to the grid spacing $\lambda = \Delta t / \Delta x$ which is called the Courant factor.

Perhaps the most telling factor in determining the correctness of a finite difference code is showing that the results converge to a unique solution as the resolution is increased. In other words, for high resolutions, the physical results are independent of resolution and hence that differences between two resolution runs decrease with resolution.

One way to measure this is by computing a convergence factor. We construct a solution $\tilde{u}^{(1)}$ to the finite difference equations with some grid spacing $\Delta x$. Being second order accurate in $\Delta x$, we expand this solution via a Richardson expansion in terms of the continuum solution $u$ and a leading order error function $e_2$ as

$$\tilde{u}^{(1)} = u + \Delta x^2 e_2 + \cdots \quad (2.74)$$

We likewise compute the solutions $\tilde{u}^{(2)}$ and $\tilde{u}^{(4)}$ on coarser grids with grid spacings $2\Delta x$ and $4\Delta x$ respectively. As these solutions will all have the error function $e_2$ in common, we can compute the following quantity at all points common to all the grids, namely points on the coarsest grid $\Gamma$.

$$\frac{\tilde{u}^{(4)} - \tilde{u}^{(2)}}{\tilde{u}^{(2)} - \tilde{u}^{(1)}} = \frac{12 \Delta x^2}{\Delta x^2} = 4 \quad (2.75)$$

This quantity is the convergence factor and for second order accurate schemes should be equal to 4. This expansion assumes that higher order terms are small which is often not the case when the resolution is low compared to the dynamics. In particular, tests in axial symmetry have indicated that even for a second order accurate code, convergence factors
at low resolutions deviate significantly from the expected value 4. However, as resolution is increased, the convergence factors approach the value 4 as shown in Chapter 7.

A sufficient procedure to generate initial data consistent with the constraints is to freely specify the matter fields \( \Phi^a \Gamma^b \Gamma \Phi^c \Pi^d \Gamma \) on the initial slice and then use Eqs. (2.37) to solve for the metric functions \( a \) and \( \alpha \) respectively.

We approximate the equations with finite difference equations using second-order accurate center differences. We solve Eq. (2.37) using a point-wise Newton-Rhapson method iterating outwards with the condition (2.50). To obtain \( \alpha \), we take the finite difference approximation to Eq. (2.30) using differences centered about the midpoints between gridpoints. Beginning at the outer boundary, we enforce the boundary condition (2.52) and integrate inwards. This method completes the initial data. However, to obtain the next time step, we use the finite difference versions of the equations of motion (2.56) to advance the matter fields and repeat the procedure outlined above to find the geometry fields \( a \) and \( \alpha \).
Chapter 3

Critical Phenomena in Brans-Dicke Gravity

In this chapter I present work done by Choptuik and myself studying the critical phenomena in Brans-Dicke gravity coupled to a free scalar field [54].

3.1 Introduction

Studies of black hole formation from the gravitational collapse of a massless scalar field have revealed interesting nonlinear phenomena at the threshold of black hole formation [24, 28]. These studies have shown that Einstein's field equations possess solutions which occur precisely at the black hole threshold and which are universal with respect to the initial conditions of the evolution. More specifically, for any type of initial field configuration whose energy is parameterized by some parameter \( p \), the critical solution occurs at a value of \( p = p^* \) such that for all \( p < p^* \) no black hole is formed and for all \( p > p^* \) a black hole is necessarily formed. This critical solution, whether obtained with an initial pulse shape such as \( \tanh \) or a Gaussian pulse, is identical, erasing all detail of the initial field configuration.

Though universal with respect to initial conditions, the critical solution is dependent on the specific matter model involved. In the case of a real scalar field [24], a discretely self-similar solution (DSS) is found, characterized by an echoing exponent \( \Delta \). In other words, if we were an observer to take a snapshot of the solution at some time \( t \), the observer would find the same picture as when he zoomed in to a spatial scale \( \exp(\Delta) \) smaller than the original at a time \( t + \exp(-\Delta) \) later.

In contrast to this DSS solution, other researchers working in an axion/dilaton model have found that the equations possess a continuously self-similar (CSS) solution [28]. Because they found this solution by assuming continuous self-similarity and solving the appropriate ordinary differential equations, they could not show whether this CSS solution is indeed a critical solution.

We find that a free real scalar field coupled to Brans-Dicke gravity contains two distinct dynamic critical solutions. As a special case, the model includes the real scalar...
field in general relativity and recovers the DSS solution as in [24]. Further, this model is sufficiently general that it contains the model studied in [28] as another special case. For this case, we find that the CSS solution is an attracting critical solution. Hence we present the novel result that for a single matter model, adjustment of a coupling parameter transitions between two unique dynamic attracting critical solutions. Because these two solutions are both dynamic, the model is quite different from the Yang Mills model studied in [25].

Subsequent to our study [Hirschmann and Eardley], working in an even more general model, the non-linear sigma model, which includes ours, carried out a perturbation analysis and confirmed a change in stability near the value we find for the transition coupling parameter [43]. Further, from the eigenvalues of the unstable modes, they have been able to compute mass-scaling exponents. Their results concur with those we find from our numerical evolutions.

### 3.2 Equations of Motion

We work in spherical symmetry with the metric

\[
ds^2 = -\alpha(r,t)^2 dt^2 + \alpha(r,t)^2 dr^2 + r^2 d\Omega^2,\tag{3.1}\]

where \(\alpha(r,t)\) represents the lapse function in the 3+1 formalism and \(r\) measures proper surface area.

The Brans-Dicke model is described by the field equations

\[
G_{\mu\nu} = \frac{8\pi}{\phi(r,t)} T^{\text{total}}_{\mu\nu}, \tag{3.2}\]

where \(1/\phi(r,t)\) represents the freedom of the conventional gravitational constant to vary [14].

The total stress-energy tensor consists of two terms

\[
T^{\text{total}}_{\mu\nu} = T^{\text{matter}}_{\mu\nu} + T^{\text{BD}}_{\mu\nu}, \tag{3.3}\]

where \(T^{\text{BD}}_{\mu\nu}\) represents the energy associated with the Brans-Dicke field \(\phi\) and \(T^{\text{matter}}_{\mu\nu}\) is the conventional tensor associated with matter sources [14]. For this study our sole matter source is a free massless minimally coupled scalar field \(\psi(r,t)\) governed by

\[
\Box \psi = 0 \tag{3.4}\]

and whose associated stress-energy is

\[
T^{\text{matter}}_{\mu\nu} = \psi_{,\mu} \psi_{,\nu} - \frac{1}{2} g_{\mu\nu} \psi \psi - \psi_{,\rho} \psi_{,\rho}. \tag{3.5}\]

The Brans-Dicke field satisfies the generally covariant wave equation

\[
\Box \phi = 4\pi \lambda T^{\text{matter}} \tag{3.6}\]
where $\lambda$ represents the strength of the coupling between the Brans-Dicke field and matter [91]. Its associated stress-energy tensor is

$$T_{\mu\nu}^\phi = \frac{\omega}{8\pi\phi} \left( \phi_{,\mu} \phi_{,\nu} - \frac{1}{2} g_{\mu\nu} \phi_{,\rho} \phi_{,\rho} \right) + \frac{1}{8\pi} \left( \phi_{,\mu\nu} - g_{\mu\nu} \Box \phi \right)$$

(3.7)

where

$$\lambda \equiv \frac{2}{2\omega + 3}. \quad (3.8)$$

The equations described above are said to be in the Brans-Dicke frame where masses are constant but inertial forces depend on the distribution of mass in the universe. However, it is possible to transform to a conformally related frame in which the geometry is described by Einstein’s field equations coupled to a stress-energy tensor not involving second derivatives of $\phi$. In this frame, the Einstein frame masses vary with time, but the gravitational constant is indeed constant.

We achieve this conformal transformation via

$$e^\xi \equiv \phi$$

$$g_{\mu\nu} \rightarrow e^\xi g_{\mu\nu}$$

$$g^\mu\nu \rightarrow e^{-\xi} g^{\mu\nu}$$

(3.9)

after which we have the equations (now expressed in the Einstein frame)

$$T_{\mu\nu}^{BD} = \left( \frac{3 + 2\omega}{16\pi} \right) \left( \xi_{,\mu} \xi_{,\nu} - \frac{1}{2} g_{\mu\nu} \xi_{,\rho} \xi_{,\rho} \right)$$

(3.10)

$$T_{\mu\nu}^{\text{matter}} \rightarrow \frac{1}{\phi} T_{\mu\nu}^{\text{matter}}$$

$$\Box \xi = -4\pi \lambda e^{-\xi} \psi^{,\mu} \psi_{,\mu}$$

(3.11)

$$\Box \psi = \psi^{,\mu} \xi_{,\mu}.$$ 

(3.12)

(3.13)

Defining auxiliary variables in terms of the derivatives of the scalar fields

$$\Phi_\xi \equiv \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi} \quad \text{and} \quad \Pi_\xi \equiv a \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi} \xi$$

$$\Phi_\psi \equiv \frac{\partial}{\partial \psi} \quad \text{and} \quad \Pi_\psi \equiv a \frac{\partial}{\partial \psi} \psi$$

(3.14)

(3.15)

so that Equations (3.12) and (3.13) can be written in first order form as

$$\dot{\Phi}_\xi = \left( \frac{\alpha}{a} \Pi_\xi \right)'$$

$$\ddot{\Pi}_\xi = \frac{1}{r^2} \left( \frac{r^2}{a} \Phi_\xi \right)' + \frac{4\pi \lambda e^{-\xi}}{a} \left( \Phi_\psi^2 - \Pi_\psi^2 \right)$$

(3.16)

$$\dot{\Phi}_\psi = \left( \frac{\alpha}{a} \Pi_\psi \right)'$$

$$\ddot{\Pi}_\psi = \frac{1}{r^2} \left( \frac{r^2}{a} \Phi_\psi \right)' + \frac{\alpha}{a} \left( \Pi_\psi \Pi_\xi - \Phi_\psi \Phi_\xi \right).$$
The only other necessary conditions come from the field equations which in the Einstein frame are simply Einstein’s field equations $G_{\mu\nu} = 8\pi T_{\mu\nu}$. In accordance with the 3+1 formalism we have the Hamiltonian constraint

$$a' = -\frac{a^3 - a}{2r} + 2\pi a r \left( e^{-\xi} (\Phi_\psi^2 + \Pi_\psi^2) + \frac{1}{8\pi \lambda} (\Phi_\xi^2 + \Pi_\xi^2) \right)$$

(3.17)

and the polar slicing condition

$$\alpha' = -\left( \frac{1 - a^2}{r} - \frac{d'}{a} \right) \alpha,$$

(3.18)

which enable us to solve for the geometry in terms of the two sources $\psi$ and $\xi$ (as seen in Eqs. (2.37) and (2.30)). The derivation of these equations within the context of this choice of coordinates occurs in Section 2.7 following the formal procedure outlined in [64G96]. These equations suffice to evolve both the fields $\psi(r,t)$ and $\xi(r,t)$ and the geometric variables $\alpha(r,t)$ and $a(r,t)$ [55].

To show that the model found in [28] is a special case of our model we compare our Lagrangian

$$L^{BD} = -\frac{1}{2} e^{-\xi} \psi^{,\rho} \psi_{,\rho} - \frac{1}{16\pi \lambda} \xi^{,\rho} \xi_{,\rho}$$

(3.19)

with that of [28]

$$L^\scr T = -\frac{1}{32\pi} (e^{4\phi} a_{,\mu} a^{\mu} + 4 \phi_{,\mu} \phi^{,\mu}),$$

(3.20)

defined in terms of the axion $a$ and the dilaton $\phi$. Comparing Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) we see a correspondence between the two models with a trivial rescaling of the fields

$$\xi = -4\phi \quad \psi = \frac{1}{\sqrt{16\pi}} a \quad \lambda = 8.$$

(3.21)

### 3.3 Critical Results

We have found the critical solutions for a variety of initial data. Specifically we input the initial configuration of the two fields and specify the value of $\lambda$. The space of initial configurations is schematically represented in Fig. 3.1.

We observe for an initially vanishing scalar field that Eqs. (3.16), 3.17, 3.18) describe the real scalar field case studied in [24]. Consistent with this observation our results recover the same DSS solution found for the real scalar field case. The equivalence between this model with $\psi(r,t) = 0$ and that of the real scalar field is shown in Fig. 3.1 as the vertical line extending through the middle of the graph.

When $\lambda \to 0+$ Weinberg shows that the Brans-Dicke model goes over to general relativity [91]. Hence for the general situation in which both fields are present ($\psi/\xi \neq 0$) we expect to recover the results from general relativity. We do recover the general relativity
Figure 3.1: Schematic of the configuration space. The horizontal axis represents the mixing ratio between the free scalar field and the Brans-Dicke field. The darkened triangles represent the locations of the profiles displayed in Fig. 2. The darkened circle represents the location of the real scalar field in general relativity studied in [1]. For $\lambda < 2/3$, only the DSS solution is the attractor. Above $\lambda \approx 2/3$ the CSS solution attracts whenever both fields are initially present.
result that being the DSS solution. As shown in Fig. 3.1 the critical solution is discrete for
generic initial data as \( \lambda \) is increased up to \( \lambda \approx 2/3 \).

Shown in Fig. 3.2 for \( \lambda = 0.008 \) we have verified that this is the same DSS solution
obtained for the real scalar field in general relativity [24]. In Table 3.1 we show the computed
values of the echoing exponent \( \Delta \). These values correspond to that found in [24].

Around \( \lambda \approx 2/3 \) a remarkable transition occurs in the critical solution. As one
increases \( \lambda \) in this region the echoes displayed by the critical solution are damped by a
decreasing envelope as shown in Fig. 3.2.

At \( \lambda = 8 \) we recover as expected from Eq. (3.21) the CSS solution found in [28].
In Fig. 3.3 we demonstrate that the solution found by [28] by demanding continuous self-
similarity is indeed the attracting critical solution. Here we show that by a trivial rescaling
of the fields at one time slice our solution is identical to theirs.

Both the critical solutions exhibit mass-scaling in the supercritical regime. Specifically for
some family of solutions where \( \rho' \) represents the critical value of a parameter the
masses of the black holes formed in the regime where \( \rho > \rho' \) follow

\[
M_{BH} \sim c(\rho - \rho')^{\gamma}
\]

(3.22)

where \( \gamma \) depends on \( \lambda \) and \( c \) is a family dependent constant. Fig. 3.5 shows four power law
fits and the associated \( \gamma \)'s.

In keeping with the correspondence between this model for very small \( \lambda \) and that of
general relativity we find \( \gamma = 0.37 \) matching that found in [24]. Likewise we find agreement
between our values of \( \gamma \) and those found by perturbation analysis in [43]. We display both
these sets of values in Fig. 3.4.

The appearance of these two disparate solutions leads one to examine the transition
in \( \lambda \)-space from the DSS to the CSS. Bracketing solutions have shown that around \( \lambda = 2/3 \)
the transition occurs (see Fig. 3.2). As \( \lambda \) is increased around this transition value an envelope
dampens the discrete echoes into the smoothly continuous self-similar solution. Perturbation
results in the non-linear sigma model confirm a change in stability of the CSS solution near
\( \lambda = 2/3 \) [43].

The model studied here for \( \lambda > 0 \) is generalized by the harmonic map studied in
Chapter 5 and further study of this change in stability can be found in Chapter 6. However when \( \lambda < 0 \) the coupling of the two scalar contributions in the Lagrangian (3.19) change
sign with respect to each other. This region of parameter space has not been studied.
Figure 3.2: Demonstration of regime in which the solution transitions from the DSS to the CSS. We show here the mid-section of the seven solutions for various $\lambda$. For $\lambda = 0.09$ the solution is clearly the DSS; however, the next solution demonstrates that the echoes get damped as one moves towards the origin. Eventually the solutions become the CSS.
Figure 3.3: Demonstration of equivalence between the CSS solution obtained from [2] and our critical solution obtained with $\lambda = 8$. The solid line shows the metric function $a(r,t)$ versus $\ln r$ provided by Eardley. The crosses denote data points from our solution. Four time profiles are shown with $\tau = \ln(T - T^*)$ where $T$ is the central proper time of the slice and $T^*$ is the critical time of collapse. The Eardley and Hirschmann solution is scaled to match our profile at $\tau = -3.3$. The congruence at other times displays the equivalence of the two solutions.
Figure 3.4: Black hole mass scaling exponents for various $\lambda$. The dotted line displays the values obtained for the non-linear sigma model in [4]. The open pentagons represent the scaling exponent obtained by least-squares fits using our numerical results. The errorbars represent a range of three standard deviations.
Figure 3.5: Illustration of the power-law mass scaling relation. The markers display the mass obtained for the normalized distance from criticality. The lines designate the least-squares fit line with slope $\gamma$.

Table 3.1: Mass scaling exponents $\gamma$ and the spatial scaling exponents $\Delta$ for the various discretely self-similar solutions found.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\lambda$</th>
<th>$\omega$</th>
<th>$\gamma$</th>
<th>$\Delta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.374</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.374</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.378</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.373</td>
<td>3.447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.615</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.373</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>3.447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>-0.125</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>0.364</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>-0.75</td>
<td>0.362</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
<td>0.348</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>-1.25</td>
<td>0.314</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>-1.375</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-1.40</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>-1.45</td>
<td>0.205</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 4

Example of a Stability Analysis

The study of critical phenomena lends itself to the study of stability of various solutions. In this chapter, I review work done with Choptuik and Hirschmann in which the stability of a reported soliton is studied [26].

4.1 Introduction

Recently van Putten has proposed a one parameter family (parameter $\epsilon$) of solutions to spherically symmetric Brans-Dicke theory for use in numerical relativity as an approximate black hole [70]. These solutions have the attractive property that for small values of this parameter the “exterior” solution approaches that of Schwarzschild. However the event horizon of Schwarzschild is replaced with a high red-shift horizon and all metric components remain finite at this horizon. In addition to regularizing the horizon, these solutions have a global timelike coordinate.

As van Putten stresses, these solutions could have promise for numerical relativity because of the difficulties that arise when dealing numerically with boundary conditions at the horizon of a black hole. To be useful as approximate black holes, however, the solutions like Schwarzschild must be stable.

Here we recompute the solutions considered by van Putten and carry out a linear perturbation analysis about them. In so doing, we find for generic $\epsilon$ modes which grow exponentially in time. We also directly evolve perturbations on the background of these solutions and confirm the instability predicted by linear theory. Thus although of some theoretical interest, these solutions are unlikely to be of direct use in the context of mocking-up a black hole in general relativity.

4.2 The Static Solution

To begin, let us review the static family of solutions considered by van Putten. We note that they were first written down by Brans and Dicke [14] but in an isotropic coordinate system.
as opposed to the Schwarzschild-like coordinates that van Putten uses.

We work in Brans-Dicke theory and assume spherical symmetry. Following van Putten we choose a coordinate system such that the metric has the form

\[ ds^2 = -e^{\omega(r,t)}dt^2 + e^{\lambda(r,t)}dr^2 + r^2d\Omega^2. \]  

(4.1)

Using \( \phi(r,t) \) for the Brans-Dicke field the field equations are [14]

\[ G_{\mu\nu} = \frac{8\pi}{\phi} T_{\mu\nu}, \]

(4.2)

where in vacuum the Brans-Dicke stress tensor is given by

\[ T_{\mu\nu} = \frac{\omega}{8\pi\phi} \left( \phi_{,\mu} \phi_{,\nu} - \frac{1}{2} g_{\mu\nu} \phi_{,\rho} \phi^{,\rho} \right) + \frac{1}{8\pi} (\phi_{,\mu\nu} - g_{\mu\nu} \Box \phi), \]

(4.3)

and \( \omega \) is the Brans-Dicke coupling constant [91]. The field \( \phi \) satisfies the covariant wave equation [91]

\[ \Box \phi = -\frac{8\pi}{2\omega + 3} T_{\text{matter}} = 0. \]

(4.4)

This equation along with van Putten’s restriction to \( \omega = 0 \) simplifies Eq. (4.3) to \( T_{\mu\nu} = \phi_{,\mu\nu}/8\pi \). As the stress tensor is traceless the field equations may then be written in the simple form

\[ R_{\mu\nu} = \frac{\phi_{,\mu\nu}}{\phi}, \]

(4.5)

where \( R_{\mu\nu} \) is the usual Ricci curvature tensor.

We introduce a new field \( \psi(r,t) \) such that

\[ e^{\psi(r,t)} = \frac{A}{r\phi(r,t)}, \]

(4.6)

where \( A \) is a constant [43]. The field equations are

\[ \frac{\lambda}{r} + \psi' = \left( \psi + \frac{\lambda}{2} \right) \left( \frac{1}{r} + \psi' \right) + \frac{1}{2} \nu' \psi \]

\[ -\frac{e^{-\lambda}}{r} = \psi' + \frac{1}{2} (\lambda - \nu') \]

\[ \left[ e^{\frac{\lambda}{2}(\lambda - \nu)} \psi_{,r} \right]' = \left[ e^{\frac{\lambda}{2}(\lambda - \nu)} \psi (1 + r\nu') \right]' \]

\[ e^{\lambda - \nu} (2\psi' - \psi (2\psi' + \nu')) = \left( \frac{1}{r} + \psi' \right) (\nu' + \frac{2}{r}) - \frac{1}{2} (\lambda' + \nu'), \]

(4.7)

where overdots and primes denote derivatives with respect to \( t \) and \( r \) respectively. The first three equations above correspond to the \( tr \) and \( \theta \eta \) components of Eq. (4.5) and the wave equation respectively. The final equation is a convenient linear combination of the \( tt \) and \( rr \) components of Eq. (4.5) and the wave equation.
To find the time-independent solutions as van Putten does all time derivatives appearing in Eqs. (4.7) are set to zero yielding
\[ \psi' + \frac{1}{\tilde{r}}(\chi' - \nu') = -\frac{e^\lambda}{\tilde{r}} \quad \psi' = \frac{1}{\tilde{r}}(2\tilde{Z} - 1) \]
\[ \chi' + \nu' = 2\tilde{Z}(\frac{2}{\tilde{r}} + \nu'), \] (4.8)
where \( Z \equiv \frac{1}{2}e^{\psi + \frac{1}{2}(\lambda - \nu)} \) and is identical to that defined by van Putten [70]. Details regarding the solution of this system of equations can be found in [70]; here we will only quote the results. The metric components are
\[ e^\lambda = 1 - 4\tilde{Z} + \frac{1}{\epsilon}Z(1 - \tilde{Z}) \equiv \frac{1}{\epsilon}(Z_1 + Z_2) \]
\[ e^\nu = \left[ 1 - \frac{\tilde{Z}}{2} \right]^{\frac{1}{\tau_{Z_1} + \tau_{Z_2}}} \left[ 1 + \frac{\tilde{Z}}{2} \right], \]
where \( \epsilon \) is an integration constant and the constants \( Z_1 \) and \( Z_2 \) are given by
\[ \begin{align*}
Z_1 &= 2\epsilon - \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{2}\sqrt{1 - 4\epsilon + 16\epsilon^2} \\
Z_2 &= -2\epsilon + \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{2}\sqrt{1 - 4\epsilon + 16\epsilon^2}.
\end{align*} \] (4.9)
The field \( Z \) is found from the transcendental equation
\[ \frac{|Z|^{Z_1 + Z_2}}{|Z_2 - Z|^{Z_1 + Z_1Z_2}} = e^{-(Z_1 + Z_2)}. \] (4.10)
Note that the field \( \psi \) can be recovered once \( Z \) and \( \nu \) are known.

As van Putten points out Eq. (4.10) has four solutions only one of which is Schwarzschild-like in its exterior (van Putten’s type Ia [70]). For this solution we have \( \epsilon > 0 \) and \( Z \rightarrow Z_2 \) as \( r \rightarrow 0 \) while \( Z \rightarrow 0 \) as \( r \rightarrow \infty. \)

It is worthwhile to consider the small \( r \) behavior of these fields. In terms of the integration constant \( \epsilon \) this behavior is found to be
\[ \begin{align*}
e^\lambda &\approx \frac{Z_2^2}{\epsilon} \left( \frac{Z_2}{Z_1 + Z_2} \right)^{\frac{Z_1}{2} - 1} \tilde{r}^{\frac{Z_2}{2}(Z_1 + Z_2)} \\
e^\nu &\approx \left( \frac{Z_2}{Z_1 + Z_2} \right)^{\frac{Z_2}{2} + \frac{\tau_{Z_1} + \tau_{Z_2}}{2}} \left( \frac{Z_1}{Z_1 + Z_2} \right)^{\frac{Z_1}{2} + \frac{\tau_{Z_1} + \tau_{Z_2}}{2}} \tilde{r}^{\frac{Z_2}{2}}. \end{align*} \] (4.11)
If in addition to small \( r \) we consider the limit of small \( \epsilon \) these expressions reduce to
\[ \begin{align*}
e^\lambda &\approx \frac{1}{\epsilon}e^{1/\tau - \epsilon} \\
e^\nu &\approx \frac{1}{\epsilon}e^{1/\tau - 3}. \] (4.12)

Fig. 4.1 displays the solution to Eqs. (4.8) subject to the initial conditions derived from (4.11) for \( \epsilon = 1/100 \) (the same value shown in [70]).
Figure 4.1: Unperturbed fields for $\epsilon = 0.01$. As $\epsilon \to 0$ the field $Z$ approaches a step-function (see Fig. 4.3) and the field $e^\nu$ becomes more sharply peaked. This value of $\epsilon$ is chosen to correspond with Fig. 2 of [1].

4.3 Perturbation Analysis

Having constructed these static solutions we can now address the question of their stability. For a given $\epsilon$ such a time-independent solution used in numerical relativity as an approximate black hole were it not stable would either collapse to a black hole or possibly disperse leaving flat space.

To investigate stability we perform a standard linear perturbation analysis. As such we consider the case that the fields do possess a small time dependent part and make the following expansion for small $\delta$

$$
\psi \rightarrow \psi_0(r) + \delta \psi_1(r, t) \\
\nu \rightarrow \nu_0(r) + \delta \nu_1(r, t) \\
\lambda \rightarrow \lambda_0(r) + \delta \lambda_1(r, t),
$$

where subscripts 0 and 1 denote the unperturbed and perturbed fields respectively.

We substitute the expansion (4.13) into the full set of Eqs. (4.7) keeping only terms to linear order. Because the unperturbed fields satisfy (4.7) by construction we are left with the following linear equations for $(\psi_1 \Gamma_1 \nu_1 \Gamma \lambda_1)$

$$
\frac{\dot{\lambda}_1}{r} = (\ddot{\psi}_1 + \frac{\lambda_1}{2} \frac{1}{r^2} + \nu_1') - \psi_1' + \frac{1}{2} \nu_0' \psi_1 \\
-r \frac{e^{\lambda_0}}{r} \lambda_1 = \psi_1' + \frac{1}{2} (\lambda_1' - \nu_1')
$$

(4.14)
Figure 4.2: Plot of the unstable eigenvalues $\sigma^2$ versus parameter $\varepsilon$. The cross-marks and open circles represent data from two independent evaluations of the modes. Their correspondence indicates a quite small uncertainty. The vertical dotted line denotes the value of $\varepsilon$ for which Figs. 4.4-4.6 are computed.

\[ 0 = \psi'' + \frac{1}{r} (\psi' + \psi_0) \left[ \frac{1}{2} (\nu' - \lambda') - \psi' \right] \]
\[ + 2 r^{\nu - \nu_0} \psi' \left[ \frac{1}{2} (\nu' - \lambda') - \psi_0' + \frac{1}{r} \right] - e^{\lambda_0 - \nu_0} \varphi' \]
\[ \frac{1}{r} (\lambda' + \nu) = \frac{1}{r} (\nu_0 + \nu_0' + \frac{2}{r}) - 2 e^{\lambda_0 - \nu_0} \varphi'. \]

We perform the standard Fourier decomposition of $\psi_1(t, r)$

\[ \psi_1(r, \sigma) = \int e^{i\sigma t} \psi_1(r, t) dt \] (4.15)

and the other perturbed fields. On substitution into (4.14) the defining relation for $\tilde{\psi}_1$ then decouples from $\lambda_1$ and $\tilde{\psi}_1$ yielding a single equation

\[ 0 = \tilde{\psi}'' + \frac{1}{r} \left[ 1 + e^{\lambda \frac{3Z_0 - 1}{Z_0 - 1}} \right] \]
\[ + \tilde{\psi} \left[ \sigma^2 e^{\lambda_0 - \nu_0} - \frac{Z_0}{r(Z_0 - 1)} (\nu_0' + \frac{2Z_0}{r}) e^{\lambda_0} \right] \] (4.16)

which can be solved for the mode $\tilde{\psi}_1(r)$. We have thus reduced the perturbation problem to a single one-dimensional ODE with the undetermined eigenvalue $\sigma^2$.

Solution of Eq. (4.16) requires appropriate boundary conditions on $\tilde{\psi}_1(r)$. It is common to enforce regularity at the origin of a spherically symmetric spacetime but in the current case the unperturbed solution is itself irregular. Thus assuming regularity of the perturbation might seem improper. However although $\psi_0$ is logarithmically divergent at $r = 0$ $\exp(\psi_0)$ is regular at the origin going to zero as a positive power of $r$. Hence it is not unreasonable to impose regularity on the field $e^{\psi}$. Further because $\exp(\psi) = \exp(\psi_0 + \delta \psi_1) = \exp(\psi_0) (1 + \delta \psi_1) \Gamma_1$ it is reasonable to assume the regularity of $\psi_1$ at the origin. At most the
Figure 4.3: The unperturbed field $Z_0(r)$ for $0.025 \leq \epsilon \leq 0.24$ (uniform in $\epsilon$). The field $Z_0(r)$ approaches a step function as $\epsilon$ is decreased. The approach of the unperturbed $Z_0$ to zero at large $z$ signifies the approach to Schwarzschild in that region. For $z < 0$ however, the solution clearly is not Schwarzschild.

...
In practice, we integrate the unperturbed equations and the perturbation equation simultaneously from \( r \approx 0 \) to large \( r \), looking for a solution which has a negative eigenvalue and obeys the boundary conditions. Specifically, we demand that the mode be finite at the origin and vanish asymptotically. We use a standard ODE integrator and standard shooting techniques in our search.

Although our search has not been exhaustive, we generically find precisely one growing mode for each value of \( \epsilon \). This is sufficient for us to conclude that the static solutions are unstable. The eigenvalues found for these solutions are shown in Fig. 4.2.

Having found the perturbation modes, looking at the limit \( \epsilon \to 0 \) is instructive. As this limit is approached, the unperturbed solution becomes more and more like Schwarzschild in the exterior, and this resemblance is precisely the reason why the family has been proposed as a good model of a black hole. With this in mind, one may wonder why Fig. 4.2 shows that as \( \epsilon \to 0 \), there is still a growing mode. Certainly these results do not show Schwarzschild to be unstable; rather, we point out that within the "effective horizon" of this approximate black hole, the solution is very different from the interior Schwarzschild solution for all \( \epsilon \) (see Fig. 4.3). Hence, it is reasonable to assert that the solution is unstable for any \( \epsilon \), including the solution \( \epsilon = 0 \).

Further, since it is the case that to an outside observer, the \( \epsilon = 0 \) solution is indistinguishable from that of Schwarzschild, it is logical to assume that any perturbation of the solution will not change the view of this observer. In other words, as \( \epsilon \to 0 \), any perturbation should have decreasing support outside the "effective horizon" of the approximate black hole. Indeed, we observe this kind of behavior. As one decreases \( \epsilon \), the profile of the mode \( \psi_1 \) is seen to approach that of a delta function at the position where the apparent horizon would asymptotically form.

We find additional evidence for instability by evolving the static solutions (with small perturbations added) using the full time-dependent equations of motion [54]. This has the added benefit of providing information concerning the states to which the static solutions evolve when perturbed. To this end, we have adapted a previously developed spherically symmetric code for Brans-Dicke theory [54] which allows us to evolve these solutions. Because the evolutions in [54] are performed in the Einstein conformal frame (as compared to the Brans-Dicke frame in which van Putten works and in which we have worked thus far), we transform the fields used above to the Einstein frame. In this frame, the field equations are equivalent to those for a massless scalar field minimally coupled to gravity.

After recovering the static solutions in the Einstein frame and inputting a transformed solution into the code, we introduce a small ingoing perturbation to the fields at large radius. For generic values of \( \epsilon \), we find that van Putten's solution either collapses or disperses after the
Figure 4.4: Series of snapshots of the product $r \Pi_\xi$ (related to the time derivative of $\psi$) in the Einstein frame. A small perturbation ($\Delta M/M = 0.018\%$) at large radius is introduced to the initially static solution ($\epsilon = 0.127$). The perturbation passes through the singularity at $r = 0$ (between $t = 24$ and 28) and escapes to $r = \infty$. As the perturbation passes the red-shift horizon (as it propagates inwards) the perturbation is seen to experience a blue-shift. The excitation of a growing mode is clearly seen.
Figure 4.5: Comparison of modes computed in perturbation theory (solid lines) with modes computed from the full non-linear evolution (dashed lines). The non-linear modes were computed by taking a late-time profile from the evolution and subtracting the initial data for that field as defined in Eq. (4.18). Perturbative modes have been numerically transformed to the Einstein frame. All fields are rescaled to the interval $[0, 1]$ and are plotted with respect to $r$. 
perturbation reaches the high-red shift horizon. Fig. 4.4 clearly demonstrates the instability for a specific $\epsilon$. In this case, the perturbation induces collapse to a black hole.

In order to facilitate comparison of the perturbation results with those of the fully nonlinear evolution, we first define the quantities below in terms of the fields found in [54]

\[
\begin{align*}
\bar{a}_1 &= a(r, t) - a(r, 0) \\
\bar{\Phi}_1 &= \Phi_\xi(r, t) - \Phi_\xi(r, 0) \\
\bar{\Pi}_1 &= \Pi_\xi(r, t) - \Pi_\xi(r, 0)
\end{align*}
\]  
(4.18)

such that fields with a bar and a subscripted 1 denote nonlinear deviations from the unperturbed solution (nonlinear modes). By transforming the modes found from linear perturbation theory to the Einstein frame, we may now compare directly the linear modes with the nonlinear modes \((\bar{\Pi}_1, \bar{\Phi}_1, \bar{a}_1)\). In Fig. 4.5 we show all the modes rescaled to the unit interval. From the near congruence, we conclude that we are observing the actual evolution of the growth of these perturbation modes.

### 4.4 Evidence For Criticality

In addition to confirming our perturbative results, the full evolution provides evidence that these static solutions represent critical solutions to black hole formation. By this we mean that these solutions represent a boundary in the space of solutions between those that form black holes and those that do not. To demonstrate this criticality we begin with an unperturbed solution in the Einstein frame and add a perturbation to the fields. In this case instead of the arbitrary perturbation at large $r$ shown in Fig. 4.4, we add the predicted mode found in the perturbation analysis (solid lines of Fig. 4.5). When this mode is added with some small positive amplitude, we invariably see collapse of the van Putten approximate black hole to a genuine black hole (see the solid lines in Fig. 4.6). In contrast, when the perturbation is added with a small negative amplitude, we see dispersal of the solution (see the dashed lines in Fig. 4.6). Thus it would appear that this solution sits at the threshold between solutions that form black holes and those that disperse. We note that what it means for a solution with a naked singularity at the origin to disperse is perhaps not well defined at the moment. However, the evolution clearly indicates that the energy content is moving toward large radius.

Having found evidence that these are threshold solutions, we are led to ask if they are attracting. For them to represent attracting critical solutions (intermediate attractors) the unstable (relevant) mode which we find must be shown to be unique [53]. Because both the perturbation analysis and the full evolution appear to indicate the presence of only a single unstable mode (see Fig. 4.5), we suspect that these solutions might well represent an intermediate attractor for black hole formation. We plan to address this issue in future work.
Figure 4.6: Uniform-in-time series of solution when initially perturbed with the predicted mode ($\Delta M/M = 0.004\% \Gamma \epsilon = 0.127$). Shown here is the field $\Pi_\xi$ (related to the time derivative of $\psi$). The evolution shown in solid results in collapse to a black hole. The dashed line shows the evolution resulting from switching the sign of the perturbation at the initial time. That the initial sign of the introduced perturbation separates eventual collapse from dispersal indicates that the unperturbed solution is critical.
From the results presented here, these solutions would appear to be analogous to the \( n = 1 \) Bartnik-McKinnon (BM) solution in the Einstein-Yang-Mills (EYM) system \[7\]. This static solution was found to be an intermediate attractor in the gravitational collapse of spherically symmetric \( SU(2) \) fields with one side of the threshold being black hole formation and the other dispersion of the Yang-Mills field \[24\].

After completion of this work, we became aware of other work which had considered solutions similar to those examined here. Static, spherically symmetric solutions to the minimally coupled Einstein-Klein-Gordon equations were studied by Buchdahl\[16\] and later by Wyman\[94\]. These solutions were written down in the Einstein frame in contrast to van Putten who works in vacuum Brans-Dicke (which is conformally equivalent to the Einstein-Klein-Gordon system). In addition, Jetzer and Scialom were able to show that Wyman’s solutions are generically unstable by establishing the existence of a negative upper bound for the lowest eigenvalue of the perturbation\[51\]. Yet another paper which discusses the static solutions of Einstein-Klein-Gordon is \[50\].
Chapter 5

The Harmonic Map

The harmonic map model generalizes and extends the Brans-Dicke model studied in Chapters 3 and 4. Defined in terms of a complex scalar field $F(r, t)$ the harmonic map represents a mapping from $\mathbb{R}^3$ to a hyperbolic space of constant curvature $-\kappa$. For $\kappa = 0$ the space has zero curvature and the scalar field is just a mapping into the complex plane. For $\kappa > 0$ the internal space is a hyperboloid while for $\kappa < 0$ the field is a map $\mathbb{R}^3 \to S^2$. It is in the region $\kappa > 0$ that the harmonic model is equivalent to the Brans-Dicke model (see Section 5.2).

5.1 Equations of Motion

The action $S$ for the model under study here is

$$ S = \int d^4 x \sqrt{-g} \left( R - \frac{2 |\nabla F|^2}{(1 - \kappa |F|^2)^2} \right), $$  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

defined in terms of a complex scalar field $F(r, t)$

$$ F(r, t) = \psi(r, t) + i \phi(r, t), $$  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

its complex conjugate $F^*(r, t)$ and a dimensionless parameter $\kappa$. The operator $\nabla$ represents the covariant derivative. The action (5.1) is invariant with respect to global rotations of the scalar field

$$ F \to e^{i \theta} F $$  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

for constant angle $\theta$ and thus has a conserved current

$$ j_\mu = i \frac{(FF^* - F^*F)}{(1 - \kappa |F|^2)^2}. $$  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

The conserved charge is then

$$ Q = \int j^t \sqrt{-g} d^3 x $$
Figure 5.1: Schematic of the harmonic map model as a map from real space to an internal space. The fields $\phi$ and $\psi$ are defined on the real space domain $r$. However, these fields themselves represent coordinates on an internal space. For $\kappa < 0$, they are stereographic coordinates of the sphere.
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\frac{i}{2} \left( F^\ast_{\mu} - F^{\ast \mu} \right) \left( \frac{1}{\alpha^2} \right) \left( \alpha v \right) dr \\
= \int \frac{-i \left[ F_{\mu} - F^{\ast \mu} \right]}{(1 - \kappa |F|^2)^2} \frac{a}{\alpha} r^2 dr \\
= \int \frac{2 \left[ F_2 F_{1,2} - F_1 F_{2,1} \right]}{(1 - \kappa |F|^2)^2} \frac{a}{\alpha} r^2 dr \\
= \int \frac{2 \left[ \phi_2 \Pi_1 - \phi_1 \Pi_2 \right]}{(1 - \kappa |F|^2)^2} \frac{a}{\alpha} r^2 dr \\
= \int \frac{2 \left[ \phi_2 \Pi_1 - \phi_1 \Pi_2 \right]}{(1 - \kappa |F|^2)^2} r^2 dr.
\end{array}
\]

(5.5)

In component form where Latin indices run over 1 and 2 for the real and imaginary components, this current is

\[
j_\mu = \frac{2}{(1 - \kappa |F|^2)^2} \epsilon_{ab} F^\ast_a F^{\ast b}_\mu.
\]

(5.6)

The field equations are then

\[
G_{\mu \nu} = 8\pi T_{\mu \nu}
\]

(5.7)

\[
\Box F = \frac{-2\kappa F^\ast}{1 - \kappa |F|^2} F_{\mu} F^{\ast \mu}
\]

(5.8)

where \( G_{\mu \nu} \) is the usual Einstein tensor and the stress energy takes the form

\[
T_{\mu \nu} = \frac{\psi_{,\mu} \psi_{,\nu} - \phi_{,\mu} \phi_{,\nu} - \frac{1}{4} g_{\mu \nu} \left( \psi_{,\rho} \psi^{\rho} + \phi_{,\rho} \phi^{\rho} \right)}{4\pi (1 - \kappa (\psi^2 + \phi^2))^2}.
\]

(5.9)

In terms of the real and imaginary parts of \( F \) the wave equation becomes

\[
\Box \psi = \frac{-2\kappa \left[ \psi_{,\mu} \psi^{\mu} - \psi_{,\mu} \phi^{\mu} + 2\psi_{,\mu} \psi^{\mu} \right]}{1 - \kappa (\psi^2 + \phi^2)}
\]

(5.10)

\[
\Box \phi = \frac{-2\kappa \left[ \phi_{,\mu} \phi^{\mu} - \phi_{,\mu} \psi^{\mu} + 2\psi_{,\mu} \phi^{\mu} \right]}{1 - \kappa (\psi^2 + \phi^2)}
\]

We work in spherical symmetry with the metric

\[
ds^2 = -\alpha^2 (r, t) dt^2 + \alpha^2 (r, t) dr^2 + r^2 d\Omega^2.
\]

(5.11)

As before we introduce the following auxiliary variables in order to cast the field equations in first order in time form

\[
\Pi_\psi \equiv \alpha \psi_0 \quad \Phi_\psi \equiv \psi_1
\]

\[
\Pi_\phi \equiv \alpha \phi_0 \quad \Phi_\phi \equiv \phi_1
\]

(5.12)
where overdots and primes denote derivatives with respect to $t$ and $r$, respectively. The two second order wave equations become four first order equations

$$
\Pi_\phi = r^{-2} \left( \frac{r^2 \alpha}{a} \Phi_\psi \right)' + \frac{2\alpha \kappa}{a (1 - \kappa (\psi^2 + \phi^2))} \left[ \psi \left( \Phi_\psi^2 - \Pi_\psi^2 - \Phi_\phi^2 + \Pi_\phi^2 \right) + 2 \psi (\Phi_\phi \Phi_\phi - \Pi_\phi \Pi_\phi) \right]
$$  \quad (5.13)

$$
\Phi_\psi = \left( \frac{\alpha}{a} \Pi_\phi \right)'
$$  \quad (5.14)

$$
\Pi_\phi = r^{-2} \left( \frac{r^2 \alpha}{a} \Phi_\psi \right)' + \frac{2\alpha \kappa}{a (1 - \kappa (\psi^2 + \phi^2))} \left[ \phi \left( \Phi_\psi^2 - \Pi_\psi^2 - \Phi_\phi^2 + \Pi_\phi^2 \right) + 2 \phi (\Phi_\phi \Phi_\phi - \Pi_\phi \Pi_\phi) \right]
$$  \quad (5.15)

$$
\Phi_\phi = \left( \frac{\alpha}{a} \Pi_\phi \right)'.
$$  \quad (5.16)

The fields $\psi$ and $\phi$ are maintained at each time step by spatially integrating their respective spatial derivatives

$$
\psi(r, t) = \int_0^r \Phi_\psi(\tilde r, t) \, d\tilde r
$$  \quad (5.17)

$$
\phi(r, t) = \int_0^r \Phi_\phi(\tilde r, t) \, d\tilde r.
$$  \quad (5.18)

From Eq. (2.37) in Section 2.7 the Hamiltonian constraint is

$$
\frac{d^2}{a} + \frac{\alpha^2 - 1}{2r} = r \left[ \Phi_\psi^2 + \Phi_\phi^2 + \Pi_\psi^2 + \Pi_\phi^2 \right] \frac{1}{2(1 - \kappa (\psi^2 + \phi^2))}.
$$  \quad (5.19)

and from Eq. (2.30) the lapse function is

$$
\frac{d}{a} = \frac{d}{a} - \frac{d'}{a} + \frac{1 - \alpha^2}{r}.
$$  \quad (5.20)

Finally from Eq. (2.44) combination of an evolution equation and a momentum constraint yields an evolution equation for $a$

$$
\dot a = r \alpha \frac{\Phi_\psi \Pi_\psi + \Phi_\phi \Pi_\phi}{(1 - \kappa (\psi^2 + \phi^2))^2}.
$$  \quad (5.21)

## 5.2 Equivalence to Other Models

To show the harmonic map's equivalence to the Brans-Dicke model studied in Chapter 3 for $\kappa > 0$ first show that for $\kappa = 1$ it is equivalent to the axion-dilaton system studied in [28] with the action

$$
L^* = \frac{-1}{32 \pi} \left( e^{4\Phi} a_\mu a^\mu + 4 \Phi_\mu \Phi^{\mu} \right).
$$  \quad (5.22)
where \( \tau \) is defined in terms of the axion \( a \) and dilaton \( \Phi \) by
\[
\tau = a + ie^{-2\Phi}.
\] (5.23)

Letting
\[
F = \frac{1 + i\tau}{1 - i\tau}
\] (5.24)
the Lagrangian for the harmonic map
\[
L^F = -\frac{1}{8\pi} \left[ 1 - \kappa \left( \psi^2 + \phi^2 \right) \right]^{-2} (\psi_{\mu} \psi^{\mu} + \phi_{\mu} \phi^{\mu})
\] (5.25)
becomes in terms of the components of \( \tau = \tau_1 + i\tau_2 \)
\[
L^F(\tau) = -\frac{1}{2\pi} \left( \frac{\tau_{1,\mu} \tau_1^\mu + \tau_{2,\mu} \tau_2^\mu}{\tau_2^2} \right).
\] (5.26)

For \( \kappa = 1 \) this becomes
\[
L^F(\tau, \kappa = 1) = -\frac{1}{32\pi} \left( \frac{\tau_{1,\mu} \tau_1^\mu + \tau_{2,\mu} \tau_2^\mu}{\tau_2^2} \right).
\] (5.27)

Because of Equation (5.23) we have the identities
\[
a \equiv \tau_1 \quad \exp(-2\Phi) \equiv \tau_2
\] (5.28)
with which (5.27) becomes the axion-dilaton Lagrangian (5.22).

If we now make the transformation
\[
F = \frac{1 + i\tau}{\sqrt{\kappa} \left( 1 - i\tau \right)},
\] (5.29)
for \( \kappa > 0 \) the harmonic map Lagrangian (5.25) then becomes
\[
L^F = -\frac{\tau_{1,\mu} \tau_1^\mu + \tau_{2,\mu} \tau_2^\mu}{32\pi \kappa \tau_2^2}.
\] (5.30)

Letting
\[
\tau_1 = \alpha \sqrt{\kappa} \quad \tau_2 = e^{-2\Phi} \\
\lambda = 8\kappa \quad \tau = \alpha \sqrt{\kappa} + ie^{-2\Phi}
\] (5.31)
the above Lagrangian becomes
\[
L^F = -\frac{1}{32\pi} \left( e^{4\Phi} a_{\mu} a^{\mu} + \frac{8}{\lambda} \Phi_{\mu} \Phi^{\mu} \right).
\] (5.33)

This is identical to the Brans-Dicke Lagrangian with the trivial rescalings
\[
\psi_{\text{BD}} = \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{16\pi}} \right) a \quad \xi = -4\Phi.
\] (5.34)
Figure 5.2: Relationship of the Brans-Dicke coupling parameters $\lambda$ and $\omega$ to the harmonic map parameter $\kappa$. Note that for $\kappa \leq 0$ the equivalence shown does not hold.

The models are thus equivalent for $\kappa > 0$ where

$$\omega = \frac{3}{2} + \frac{1}{8\kappa} \quad \lambda = 8\kappa. \quad (5.35)$$

The relationship between the real and imaginary components of the harmonic map field ($\psi_{\text{HM}}, \phi_{\text{HM}}$) and the Brans-Dicke fields ($\psi_{\text{BD}}, \xi$) is then

$$\psi_{\text{HM}} = \frac{8}{\lambda} \left( 1 - \frac{(2\lambda \pi e_{\text{BD}}^2 + e^\xi)}{1 + (2\lambda \pi e_{\text{BD}}^2 + e^\xi) + 2e^{\xi/2}} \right) \quad (5.36)$$

$$\phi_{\text{HM}} = \frac{2 \sqrt{16 \pi \psi_{\text{BD}}}}{1 + (2\lambda \pi e_{\text{BD}}^2 + e^\xi) + 2e^{\xi/2}}. \quad (5.37)$$

The inversion of this (done with the help of Hirschmann [46] using the auxiliary fields $x = \sqrt{16\pi \kappa \psi_{\text{bd}}}$ and $y = 1 + e^{\xi/2}$) is

$$\psi_{\text{BD}} = \frac{\phi_{\text{HM}}}{2\sqrt{\pi} \left[ (\sqrt{\kappa} \psi_{\text{HM}} + 1)^2 + \kappa \phi_{\text{HM}}^2 \right]} \quad (5.38)$$

$$\xi = 2 \ln \left[ \frac{2 (\sqrt{\kappa} \psi_{\text{HM}} + 1)}{(\sqrt{\kappa} \psi_{\text{HM}} + 1)^2 + \kappa \phi_{\text{HM}}^2} - 1 \right]. \quad (5.39)$$

5.3 Extra Charges

The very geometric nature of the harmonic map motivates one to look at conserved symmetries. The usual Noether charge associated with the global $U(1)$ symmetry of the harmonic
map action has already been computed in Equation (5.5). However for $\kappa = 0$ the Lagrangian is also invariant under translation in the complex target space

$$F \rightarrow F + c$$

for some complex $c$. In the notation of Ryder [75] we have

$$\Delta x = 0 \quad \Delta \phi = c \quad \Delta \phi^* = c^*$$

$$\Phi = c \quad \Phi^* = c^*$$

The associated current is then (Ryder’s equation (3.25))

$$J^\mu = \frac{\partial L}{\partial (\partial_\mu \phi)} (\Phi) + \frac{\partial L}{\partial (\partial_\mu \phi^*)} (\Phi^*)$$

$$= \frac{\partial L}{\partial (\partial_\mu \phi)} (c) + \frac{\partial L}{\partial (\partial_\mu \phi^*)} (c^*)$$

$$= F^{\mu\nu} c + F^{\mu\nu} c^*$$

and the charge is then

$$Q = \int r^2 dr \left( J^0 \right)$$

$$\int r^2 dr \left( \dot{F} c + \dot{F} c^* \right)$$

which for $c$ real gives

$$Q = \int r^2 dr \dot{F}$$

conserved. For $c$ imaginary gives

$$Q = \int r^2 dr \dot{F}$$

Taking the divergence of this current density

$$J^{\mu\nu}_\mu \equiv c \nabla \phi^* + c^* \nabla \phi,$$

confirms that the equations of motion conserve the charge.

Hirschmann has generalized these charges for any $\kappa$ [46]. In the harmonic map analogous to pure translations in the complex plane the model is invariant with respect to translations of the origin of the internal space. For example when the target space is the sphere this translation just simply rotates the image of the map on the sphere effectively picking a new origin. The placement of the origin should have no bearing on the model and hence the model is invariant with respect to these changes.
The three charges are in Tipler’s book and where

The resulting current is then

\[ J_\mu = \xi_\mu \nabla_\mu F^A, \] 

The current can then be computed using the following equation from Misner’s article in Tipler’s book [65]

The three charges are

\[ Q_3 = -4\pi \int \frac{a}{\alpha} \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{1 - \kappa ((F_1^2 + (F_2^2)^2))} r^2 dr \frac{A}{2} \int \left[ 2|\kappa|F_1 F_2 F_1^2 + \left(1 - |\kappa| \left((F_1^2 - (F_2^2)^2)\right) \nabla_\mu F^2 \right) \nabla_\mu F^1 \right. 

\]
\[
Q_2 = -4\pi \int \frac{a \, r^2 \, dr}{\alpha (1 - \kappa (F^1)^2 + (F^2)^2)^2} \left( -\frac{B}{2} \right) \left[ -2|\kappa|F^1 F^2 F_{,t}^2 + \left( 1 + |\kappa| \left( (F^1)^2 - (F^2)^2 \right) \right) F_{,t}^1 \right]
\]

\[
Q_1 = -4\pi \int \frac{a \, r^2 \, dr}{\alpha (1 - \kappa (F^1)^2 + (F^2)^2)^2} \left[ -2|\kappa|\psi \phi \phi, t + \left( 1 + |\kappa| \left( \psi^2 - \phi^2 \right) \right) \psi, t \right] C / |\kappa| \left[ F^2 F_{,t}^1 - F^1 F_{,t}^2 \right]
\]

\[
\phi \Pi_{,\phi} - \psi \Pi_{,\phi} = \frac{1}{1 - \kappa (\psi^2 + \phi^2)} \phi \Pi_{,\phi} - \psi \Pi_{,\phi}
\]

When \(\kappa = 0\) these reduce to the charges found previously for the complex scalar field. Computation of these charges for various evolutions confirm that they are conserved.

### 5.4 Decomposition Into Magnitude and Phase

Instead of decomposing the scalar field as \(F = \psi + i \phi\), we can instead consider a decomposition into a magnitude and phase

\[
F = f e^{i\theta}.
\]

Using the identities

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{f} &= \left( \dot{f} + i h f \right) e^{i\theta} & F' &= \left( f' + i h \right) e^{i\theta} \\
\Pi_f &= \frac{a}{\alpha} \dot{f} & \Pi_{f'} &= \frac{a}{\alpha} \dot{f} \\
\Phi_f &= f & \Phi_{f'} &= f \\
\Pi_F &= (\Pi_f + i \Pi_{f'}) e^{i\theta} & \Phi_F &= (\Phi_f + i \Phi_{f'}) e^{i\theta} \\
\dot{\theta} &= \frac{\alpha}{af} \Pi_{f'} & h' &= \frac{1}{f} \Phi_{f'}
\end{align*}
\]

the wave equation (5.8)

\[
\Pi_F = \frac{1}{r^2} \left( \frac{r^2 \alpha}{a} \Phi_F \right)_{,r} + 2\kappa \alpha F^1 F_{,\mu} F_{,\mu}^{,\mu} / \left( 1 - \kappa |F|^2 \right)
\]
can be separated into real and imaginary parts
\[
\Pi_f - \frac{\alpha_f}{a^2} \Pi_H^2 = \frac{1}{r^2} \left( \frac{r^2 \alpha_f}{a} \Phi_f \right)_r - \frac{\alpha_f}{a^2} \Phi_H^2 + \frac{2\kappa f\alpha}{a(1 - \kappa f^2)} [\Pi_H^2 - \Pi_f^2 + \Phi_H^2 - \Phi_f^2]
\]
\[
\Pi_H + \frac{\alpha_f}{a^2} \Pi_H \Pi_f = \frac{1}{r^2} \left( \frac{r^2 \alpha_f}{a} \Phi_H \right)_r + \frac{\alpha_f}{a^2} \Phi_F \Phi_f + \frac{4\kappa f\alpha}{a(1 - \kappa f^2)} [\Phi_F \Phi_H - \Phi_f \Pi_H].
\]

Grouping terms gets the final form of the equations
\[
\Pi_f = \frac{1}{r^2} \left( \frac{r^2 \alpha_f}{a} \Phi_f \right)_r + \frac{\alpha_f}{a^2} [\Pi_H^2 - \Phi_H^2] + \frac{2\kappa f\alpha}{a(1 - \kappa f^2)} [\Pi_H^2 - \Pi_f^2 + \Phi_H^2 - \Phi_f^2]
\]
\[
\Pi_H = \frac{1}{r^2} \left( \frac{r^2 \alpha_f}{a} \Phi_H \right)_r + \frac{\alpha_f}{a^2} [\Phi_F \Phi_f - \Pi_H \Pi_f] + \frac{4\kappa f\alpha}{a(1 - \kappa f^2)} [\Phi_F \Phi_H - \Phi_f \Pi_H].
\]

For initial data with zero charge \( \Phi_f \) and \( \dot{h} \) necessarily vanish and do not grow according to Equation (5.46). This simply confirms that global rotations of initial data with either the real or imaginary component vanishing behave the same in that the charge remains zero throughout the evolution. This decomposition into magnitude and phase as opposed to real and imaginary components seems much better suited for discussion of the behavior of the charge in the harmonic map. Indeed the issue of charge is further discussed in Chapter 6.6.

5.5 Topological Aspects of the Harmonic Map: Textures

For \( \kappa < 0 \) the harmonic map model maps to the sphere and is equivalent to the \( O(3) \) nonlinear sigma model. This model corresponds to that for a triplet scalar field where the scalar field is restricted to lie on the \( S^2 \) vacuum manifold. In other words take a model for a three-component Higgs field \( \Phi_a \) (\( a = 1, 2, 3 \))
\[
\mathcal{L} = -\frac{1}{2} \Phi_{a\mu} \Phi^{a\mu} + \lambda \left( |\Phi|^2 - \frac{1}{|\kappa|} \right)^2
\]
and let \( \lambda \to \infty \). In this case the effective mass of the scalar field becomes infinite and only the bosonic degrees of freedom are allowed. In other words the field configuration would have to pay an infinite cost in terms of energy to leave the sphere. These bosonic degrees of freedom correspond to motion on the sphere and hence the models are equivalent in this limit (see Ryder [75]).
With this equivalence in hand, we can examine the symmetry properties of the model. First, consider the vacuum states for zero energy states of the system. These vacuum states contain all field configurations where the scalar field is independent of time and radius and hence the states are degenerate. All these states can be represented by points on the sphere because the configuration would have potential energy were it not resident on the sphere. The sphere is then seen as the representation of the vacuum manifold where all states are related by transformations in the group $SO(3)$.

This $SO(3)$ symmetry is then broken once a vacuum state is selected from the vacuum manifold. Once a state is selected only under rotations about the ray formed between the origin and the point on the sphere is the state invariant. This symmetry is $U(1)$ or $SO(2)$. The model is then said to have a broken symmetry $SO(3)/SO(2)$.

The presence of this broken symmetry indicates that topological defects may be significant in the dynamics of the model. To see which defects are allowed by the model, we look at the various homotopy groups of the vacuum manifold $S^2$. Because you cannot shrink a two-sphere over another two-sphere, the second homotopy group is nontrivial $\pi_2(S^2) \neq \Gamma$ and the model admits monopoles. Because the third homotopy group for this vacuum manifold is nontrivial $\pi_3(S^2) \neq \Gamma$, the model admits textures (Vilenkin and Shellard discuss homotopy groups and textures [88]). These particular textures are called Hopf textures.

Textures are unique among topological defects because the fields lie everywhere on the vacuum manifold and are generally unstable to collapse and are nonsingular. A one-dimensional texture is shown in Figure 5.3 where it is compared to a vortex.

While much of the physics literature concerns itself with the simpler textures found in $SO(4)/SO(3)$, some work with Hopf textures has been published [21F581F72F85F93]. This model is discussed further in Chapter 8. The literature on Hopf textures appears in both a physics and a mathematics context with the quandary that the physics literature is generally vague and the mathematical literature too complex [20F801F81F87].

One issue that is somewhat complex is the issue of charge. With monopoles and $SO(4)/SO(3)$ textures, for example, an explicit topological charge density can be calculated locally which can then be integrated over space to obtain the conserved charge of the space-time. In the case of the Hopf texture, the situation is much more complicated as the charge is computed by global means and lacks a local charge density.

Consider a map from compactified space $\mathbb{R}^4 \cup \{\infty\} \cong S^3\Gamma$ to the vacuum manifold $S^2$. Now consider the pre-image of some point in the vacuum space. This pre-image is necessarily a topological circle (some closed curve) in space. Now take the pre-image of some other point on $S^2$. With these two pre-images, one now has two loops in real space. The Hopf
index (or charge) is then simply the linking number of these pre-images. This calculation is shown schematically in Figure 5.4.

As mentioned previously, the texture is unstable to collapse and hence during collapse the linking number should eventually become zero. However, for these two pre-images to become unlinked would require them to cross at some point. This implies that the pre-images of the two distinct points in the vacuum space would be the same at some instant and therefore that the map becomes singular. Hopf texture collapse is further examined in Chapter 8.

The literature contains mention of partial Hopf textures with non-integer charge. These partial textures appear possible only when non-uniform behavior of the fields at infinity is allowed [72]. In such a situation the pre-images of points in the vacuum space are not necessarily topological circles and the charge can then be non-integer [76].

As an example consider the charge of a toroidally symmetric texture described in Chapter 8 and found in [58]. Here I show explicitly that the Hopf charge is unity. The initial data takes the form

\[
\Phi(\vec{x}) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\kappa}} \begin{pmatrix}
\cos \left( 2\pi \alpha \frac{\sqrt{x^2+y^2}}{\sqrt{r^2+z^2}} \right) \\
\sin \left( 2\pi \alpha \frac{\sqrt{x^2+y^2}}{\sqrt{r^2+z^2}} \right)
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
\frac{(r^2-z^2)x+2axy}{\sqrt{(r^2-a^2)^2+4a^2z^2}(x^2+y^2)} \\
\frac{-(r^2-a^2)y+2azx}{\sqrt{(r^2-a^2)^2+4a^2z^2}(x^2+y^2)}
\end{pmatrix}
\]  

(5.48)

where \(\alpha\) is the radius of the degenerate torus.

This data maps to the sphere centered at the origin with radius \(1/\sqrt{\kappa}\). We pick two polar points on the sphere

\[
\Phi(\vec{x}) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\kappa}} \begin{pmatrix}
\pm 1 \\
0 \\
0
\end{pmatrix}
\]  

(5.49)

and consider their pre-images. Letting \(x^2+y^2 = 0\) in Equation (5.48) shows that the \(z\) axis is the pre-image of the point with the positive sign in Equation (5.49).

Letting \(a^2 = x^2+y^2\) and \(z = 0\) in Equation (5.48) one can see that the circle in the \(xy\) plane with radius \(a\) centered at the origin is the pre-image of the point with the negative sign in Equation (5.49).

In the compactified space these are both circles and they have linking number one. Since any two points suffice to calculate the Hopf charge the charge for the map is unity.

If we now consider finding the charge of configurations in the spherically symmetric harmonic map model in this fashion we see that the charge of all these configurations are...
Figure 5.3: Schematic of a texture. In each case the circle represents the vacuum manifold. In the upper picture the arrows represent the value of the doublet field at the location where the arrow starts in the plane. They point in a direction corresponding to the vacuum manifold. To the right of each is an orthogonal projection of the three-dimensional potential as function of the field. As you go around the origin of the plane the doublet field traces out the circle that is the vacuum manifold. The bottom picture is essentially the unwinding of the top picture. The symbols represent where points in real space map to on the graph of the potential to the right. To picture 2 or 3 dimensional textures simply mentally spin this picture about the origin.
Figure 5.4: Schematic calculation of the Hopf index (charge). On the right is the vacuum manifold $S^2 \mathbb{R}^3$ with two distinct points marked by the square and circle. Given a map from real space to this vacuum manifold the charge is the linking number of the pre-images of any two distinct points. Here the pre-image of the point marked with a circle is itself a circle in the $xy$ plane of real space. The pre-image of the square point is the $z$-axis itself a circle after compactification $\mathbb{R}^3 \to \mathbb{R}^3 \cup \{\infty\} \cong S^3$. The linking number of these two pre-images is one.
Consider the image of some initial configuration which is spherically symmetric in real space. The image will have zero surface area on the sphere because the image will be just a one-dimensional curve on the sphere parameterized by $r$. We can then pick two points on the sphere not in the image. Since their pre-image is null their linking number is zero.

### 5.6 Regularity Issues

Sanchez reviews the long history of harmonic maps in physics [77]. Parallel to these physical applications, mathematicians have studied the regularity properties of these maps. Chao-Hao showed that maps from $1+1$ Minkowski space into a general dimensional Riemannian manifold are regular [18]. Struwe extends these results in his study of regularity of wave maps of $(m+1)$ Minkowski into compact Riemannian manifolds for $m = 2,3$ [87]. Other results can be found by Christodoulou, Shatah, and Tahvildar-Zadeh [20G081G82].

As the geometry is quite different for $\kappa > 0$ and $\kappa < 0$, we consider the latter case first. For $\kappa < 0$ and no coupling to gravity, the energy is proportional to

$$E \propto \frac{\|\nabla F\|^2}{(1 + |\kappa||F|^2)^2},$$

as can be seen from the action (5.1). Because the denominator is always non-zero, the only way for the energy to go to infinity is when $\|\nabla F\| \to \infty$. Indeed this behavior is observed as shown in Figure 5.5. However, the evolutions suggest that apparently singular behavior is accompanied by $|F| \to \infty$ and that the energy is bounded and small. In fact, it appears that physically all that is occurring is that the field is going over a pole in the internal space. The stereographic projection cannot cover the whole sphere and hence one of the poles is a singular point of the map. It is a coordinate singularity.

Before dismissing this singular behavior as a coordinate singularity in the internal space and hence not of physical interest, consider this theory as if we were ignorant of the geometry of the internal space. We have a nonlinear field theory which apparently develops singularities at a finite time and for $r > 0$. The energy appears bounded while $|F| \to \infty$. Are there any invariants that go to infinity? With respect to what must this quantity be invariant? The quantity $|F|$ is invariant with respect to changes in coordinates. We can change the coordinates of the internal space as described in Section 5.3 but a pole will always exist which is singular for those coordinates.

For $\kappa > 0$ the target space is now a hyperboloid instead of a sphere. The energy is proportional to

$$E \propto \frac{\|\nabla F\|^2}{(1 - |\kappa||F|^2)^2}.$$
Figure 5.5: Typical evolution of flat-space harmonic map for $\kappa = -10$. The fields $\psi$ (dashed), $\phi$ (dotted), and $|F|$ (bold) are shown at uniform time intervals (left-to-right, top-to-bottom). The inset boxes display the field on the complex $F$-plane. If the initial amplitudes were increased, this kink would grow until the code crashed.
which is singular for \(|F|^2 \rightarrow 1/|\kappa|\). Geometrically this singularity corresponds to the fact that the map's image being the projection of the hyperboloid onto the complex plane only exists on the open disk \(r \in [0, 1/\sqrt{\kappa}]\) in the \(F\)-plane.

In fact the energy (5.51) can be expressed as a metric induced on the internal space (the complex plane) where the line element \(dE^2\) is here an infinitesimal energy instead of a length

\[
dE^2 = \left( \frac{1}{1 - \kappa |F|^2} \right)^2 dF^2.
\]

Calculating the "distance" on the complex plane from the center of the disk \(|F| = 0\) to the boundary \(|F| = 1/\sqrt{\kappa}\)

\[
E = \int_0^{1/\sqrt{\kappa}} \left( \frac{1}{1 - \kappa |F|^2} \right) dF
= \frac{1}{\sqrt{\kappa}} \text{arctanh} \left( \sqrt{\kappa} F \right)
= \infty.
\]

Thus it takes an infinite amount of energy to send the scalar field to the boundary of the disk. If the field hits the disk boundary at \(r = 0\) then it seems possible that the integral (in real space) of the energy as a function of \(r\) can still remain finite. If it is possible then the formation of a true singularity \((E \rightarrow \infty)\) seems possible.

The numerical evolutions suggest that indeed for smooth initial values of \(|F|\) sufficiently large the value of \(|F|\) tends towards infinity at \(r = 0\). Of course though the evolutions suggest this the numerical modeling of this limit encounters difficulties and it is hard to firmly establish that indeed the continuum equations imply singularity formation from smooth initial data in finite time.
Chapter 6

Critical Phenomena in the Harmonic Map

Using the equations of motion discussed in Section 5.1, critical phenomena in the harmonic map is studied. In particular, the model reproduces the results of [54] (see Chapter 3) in the regime where the two models are equivalent, namely for $\kappa > 0$.

6.1 Previous Critical Results

From the previous studies [43] and [54], an interesting picture of critical phenomena parameterized by $\kappa$, the negative of the target curvature, emerges. Figure 6.1 shows a schematic of the stability of these critical solutions CSS and DSS.

In particular, for large $\kappa$, the CSS has only one unstable mode and is hence an intermediate attractor. Hirshmann and Eardley demonstrated this with a linear perturbation analysis [43]. The fully nonlinear evolutions of [54] confirm this stability and establish empirically that the DSS is not an intermediate attractor for $\kappa \gtrsim 0.08$. Below this threshold, the evolutions show that the DSS is an intermediate attractor while the CSS is not. This is consistent with Hirshmann and Eardley’s finding that the CSS has a change of stability at $\kappa \approx 0.075$ [and] for $\kappa$ below this value, it has more than one unstable mode.

The evolutions and perturbation results suggest the existence of a Hopf-like bifurcation at $\kappa \approx 0.08$ whereby a fixed point (the CSS) and a limit cycle (the DSS) exchange stability. This bifurcation is drawn schematically on the right side of Figure 6.1. The CSS is represented along the horizontal axis with either a solid thick line where stable or a dashed thick line where unstable. The DSS is represented by the circle around this axis. The drawing is only a finite-dimensional representation of the infinite-dimensional phase space. Example trajectories are represented in constant $\kappa$ planes by (non-bolded) curves. The arrows on these curves represent the direction of flow. For $\kappa \gtrsim 0.08$, the trajectories (i.e. critical searches) find the CSS. Below this bifurcation, critical searches find the DSS.
Figure 6.1: Schematic of Hopf-like bifurcation in the stability of critical solutions in the harmonic map. This picture is just a finite-dimensional representation of the infinite-dimensional phase space. The horizontal coordinate represents the $\kappa$ axis while the remaining two axes represent schematically the scalar field and its conjugate momentum. The DSS is represented by the thick circle around the $\kappa$ axis and is shown where stable. The CSS is drawn along the horizontal axis with a solid line where stable and dashed otherwise. Stability here means the existence of only one unstable mode. Trajectories occur in planes of constant $\kappa$ and are represented here by non-bolded curves with arrows denoting the direction of flow.
6.2 Extensions to Brans-Dicke

The harmonic map generalizes the Brans-Dicke model studied in Chapter 3 and [54]. Thus, the picture presented above can be extended.

For large positive $\kappa$, the code cannot find a critical solution because of apparent singularities. That is to say that as $\kappa$ is increased, the radius of the domain of the target space $1/\sqrt{\kappa}$ shrinks and approaches the initial amplitude of the scalar field necessary to produce black holes. The possibility that these numerical difficulties represent actual singularity formation is discussed in Section 5.6. This limit in which $\kappa$ becomes large exists in the Brans-Dicke model where $\lambda \to \infty$ and equivalently $\omega \to -3/2$. Numerical problems also hindered results in that limit for that model.

However, in the region $\kappa \geq 0.08$ in which we can find a critical solution, we generically find the CSS. Figure 6.2 diagrams the attracting critical solution in parameter space. The top half of which shows that the CSS is the demonstrated attractor in this regime. The horizontal axis represents whether the initial data is generic non-special Gaussian initial data or the special initial data called “spiral” which is discussed in Chapter 6.6. Generically, it is the left side (Gaussian) of the diagram which is of importance here.

The bifurcation discussed in the previous section sits at the boundary between CSS and DSS on the left side of the diagram at $\kappa \approx 0.08$. In this region, initial data will generically find the DSS. For $\kappa \leq 0.08$ the harmonic model has no correspondence to the Brans-Dicke model.

For $\kappa$ in the range $0.08 \leq \kappa \leq -2\Gamma$ generic initial data finds what appears to be the DSS. However, the results indicate a gradual transition to yet another critical solution which has discrete structure. This new critical solution is studied in the next section.

Below $\kappa \approx -0.6\Gamma$, Hirschmann and Eardley were unable to find the CSS solution let alone study its stability. It is possible it does not exist there [43]. This result hints at possibly another bifurcation which may be what we see by the appearance of this new critical solution. However, for large negative values of $\kappa$ another apparent singularity develops and restricts the region in which we can find critical solutions. This type of singularity is also discussed in Section 5.6.

Motivated to find initial data which could form small black holes and avoid the apparent singularity for negative $\kappa$ I looked for initial data which would maximize its energy content with minimizing its amplitude. I found that initial data of the form

$$F(r, t) = f(r)e^{i\omega t},$$

extended the range of negative $\kappa$ over which a critical solution could be found. I call this data spiral initial data. This form for the initial data has interesting properties as discussed
The parameter $\epsilon$ represents a mixing of Gaussian and spiral types of initial data. Pure Gaussian initial data is represented by $\epsilon = 0$ while $\epsilon = 1$ represents strictly spiral initial data. For $\kappa \geq 0.1$ the CSS is the only critical solution found. For $\kappa \approx 0.1$ a transition is observed to the DSS solution for Gaussian data while the spiral data continues to find the CSS. For $\kappa < 0$ both types of initial data result in a critical solution different than the CSS and the DSS. The label DSS2 designates the new discretely self-similar family of solutions found. The region of parameter space corresponding to the Brans-Dicke model as studied in Chapter 3 lies in the region $\kappa > 0$. 
in Chapter 6.6. However, what concerns us here is the critical solution it finds for negative $\kappa$.

Before discussing this new critical solution, a remark concerning the bottom of Figure 6.2 is in order. One of the surprising results about the spiral initial data is that it appears incapable of finding the DSS critical solution. Hence, in the region where a new critical solution appears, the spiral initial data is transitioning from the CSS to a unique, discretely self-similar solution (called here DSS2). However, generic initial data will be transitioning from the DSS and so the unique properties of the DSS2 are perhaps less clearly emerging. Indeed, it is not certain that these two types of initial data are finding the same DSS2 solution in the limit $\kappa \to -\infty$ though they both appear to find solutions different than the DSS.

Studying this regime is even more difficult because for generic initial data, only the region $\kappa \geq -3$ can be studied whereas with the spiral initial data I have found critical solutions down to $\kappa = -60$.

### 6.3 A New Critical Solution

The new solution exhibits some form of discrete self-similarity with structure more complicated than the original DSS solution. The solution appears to combine the phase characteristics of the CSS solution (i.e., charge) along with the discrete structure in the energy density of the DSS.

We interpret the results shown in Fig. 6.3 as suggesting that the additional structure comes from period doubling. In the bottom left graph of the figure, we plot the value of the fields at the origin as a function of the logarithm of the time to collapse for a slightly subcritical solution. The graph shows a regular oscillation of some particular frequency along with an oscillation occurring with twice that frequency every other period.

Beyond making sense of the structure of this new solution, the question of whether the spiral and Gaussian initial data find the same new solution. Figure 6.4 addresses this question by displaying the critical solutions found for the same value of $\kappa = -3$ with both the Gaussian and spiral initial data.

Though both graphs make clear features different than both the CSS and DSS have developed, it is not at all clear that they are approaching the same solution. It is unfortunate that we can not find critical solutions for even more negative $\kappa$ with the Gaussian initial data. Perhaps with a better understanding of the singular behavior, this situation can be rectified.

As somewhat of a summary and to facilitate comparison, the three critical solutions are shown in Figure 6.5.
Figure 6.3: Features of the new critical solution (DSS2) for $\kappa = -5$. The nature of the bottom two graphs suggests a possible period doubling. The bottom left graph shows the values of the real and imaginary parts of the scalar field at the origin with respect to the logarithm of the time to collapse. The bottom right shows the fields in the projected tangent plane $\phi$ versus $\psi$. 
Figure 6.4: Comparison of critical solutions obtained at $\kappa = -3$ for both the spiral and the Gaussian initial data. Because of strange behavior of the Gaussian data at smaller $\kappa\Gamma$ we have been unable to obtain critical solutions less than $\kappa < -3$. However, from the similarities of the above critical solutions it appears that the spiral and Gaussian converge to this new solution.

As part of an effort to study the possibility of period doubling, I plot the values of the real and imaginary parts of the scalar field at the origin as a function of time. Figure 6.6 displays the values renormalized by $\sqrt{\kappa}$ while Figure 6.7 shows them unnormalized. Figure 6.8 shows the rescaled values plotted versus a rescaled log time. Finally, Figure 6.9 shows the similar values for Gaussian initial data. Fourier analysis of the waveform should shed more light on this structure but so far it has revealed little.

### 6.4 Mass Scaling

In Fig. 6.10 the power-law fits for various $\kappa$ are shown. In each frame except that for $\kappa = -15\Gamma$ the fit obtained with spiral initial data and that for Gaussian initial data are shown. In the fit for Gaussian initial data the sinusoidal oscillations about a linear fit found for the DSS are only slightly apparent [48]. However, oscillations for the spiral initial data are clearly apparent with their amplitude increasing with decreasing $\kappa$. These oscillations are occurring where the critical solution is transitioning from the CSS to the DSS but not where the DSS is the critical solution.

In Fig. 6.11 the relationship between $\gamma$ and $\kappa$ is displayed for the two types of initial data. Finding the critical solution with much precision for large negative $\kappa$ has been difficult.
Figure 6.5: Examples of the three different critical solutions: CSS, DSS1, and DSS2. The top frame graphs the original DSS obtained for $\kappa = 0$. The fields demonstrate ‘echoing’ in \( \ln r \). The middle frame shows the CSS solution obtained with spiral initial data with $\kappa = 0$. The ‘echoing’ here appears as a phase oscillation in the complex field.
Figure 6.6: Values of the fields at the origin $\psi(r = 0)$ and $\phi(r = 0)$ for spiral initial data rescaled by $\sqrt{|\kappa|}$.

Figure 6.7: Values of the fields at the origin $\psi(r = 0)$ and $\phi(r = 0)$ for spiral initial data.
Figure 6.8: Values of the fields at the origin $\psi(r = 0)$ and $\phi(r = 0)$ for spiral initial data rescaled by $\sqrt{|\kappa|}$ with log time rescaled similarly.

Figure 6.9: Values of the fields at the origin $\psi(r = 0)$ and $\phi(r = 0)$ for Gaussian initial data.
Figure 6.10: Demonstration of mass scaling. Both the masses for spiral initial data (open circles) and Gaussian initial data are shown (crosses). The straight lines denote the linear fits. Oscillations about the linear fit for the spiral initial data appear larger than that for the Gaussian data.

and presumably has resulted in a lack of accuracy in the critical exponents.

6.5 Charge Scaling

Only preliminary results are available for charge scaling in the harmonic map at this time. The issue of charge scaling about the DSS for the complex scalar field (i.e. $\kappa = 0$) has been addressed in the case that the $U(1)$ gauge field is present. The work of [38] predicted a charge scaling exponent $\eta_{\text{CSS}} = 0.88$ which was also independently predicted and observed in [47].

Here the gauge field is present but the $U(1)$ charge is still present. Implementation details concerning computing the charge integral up to the radius of the black hole formed have made the uncertainty concerning the charge scaling significantly greater than that for the black hole mass scaling. Figure 6.12 displays the charge scaling observed with data which finds the DSS critical solution. The computed values are roughly $\eta_{\text{CSS}} \approx 0.91\Gamma$ which, though different from $\eta_{\text{CSS}} = 0.88\Gamma$, is likely consistent within uncertainty with the previous results.

Because spiral initial data finds the CSS for $\kappa = 0$ the charge scaling about the CSS can be computed. In this case the critical solution has charge and also has multiple unstable modes (for $\kappa = 0$). Results from such a calculation are shown in Figure 6.13. A value of $\eta_{\text{CSS}}$ in the range of $0.66 \leq \eta_{\text{CSS}} \leq 0.74$ is consistent with the data.
Figure 6.11: Mass scaling exponents $\gamma$ versus $\kappa$. The open circles represent data obtained with spiral initial data while the crosses denote values obtained with non-spiral initial data. The dashed lines are drawn for the approximate values of $\kappa$ at which transitions in the critical solutions are observed.

With further work the charge scaling exponents for various $\kappa$ can be computed.

### 6.6 Finding Multiply Unstable Critical Solutions

Here the issue of universality is examined. Universality comes about because of the presence of only one unstable (relevant) mode about the critical solution. The single unstable mode sends nearby trajectories in phase space away from the critical solution. The trajectories either disperse or form black holes. This mode is then appropriately called the black hole mode. Though the critical solution is unstable the process of tuning progressively limits the influence of the mode delaying its growth. Modulo this unstable mode the critical solution is then an attractor and therefore called an intermediate attractor.

When a critical solution has more than one unstable mode it ceases to be an intermediate attractor. Tuning a one-parameter family of initial data still tunes the black hole mode but the trajectory will still generically be sent away from such a critical solution by the presence of the other unstable modes.

Because for $\kappa = 0$ the model is identical to the free complex scalar field the attracting critical solution is known to be the DSS. Hirschmann and Eardley have shown the CSS to have a pair of conjugate unstable modes in addition to the black hole mode for $\kappa$ near zero [43]. However their analysis shows that as $\kappa$ is increased above $\kappa \approx 0.075$ a bifurcation
Figure 6.12: Charge scaling observed at $\kappa = 0$ for data which finds the DSS. Two different families were used. The value $\eta_{DSS} \approx 0.91$ differs from the predicted and observed value $\eta_{DSS} = 0.88$ in [47] which is likely completely attributable to a large uncertainty in the calculations shown here.

Figure 6.13: Charge scaling observed at $\kappa = 0$ for spiral initial data which finds the CSS. The charge scaling exponent is computed to be in the range $0.66 \leq \eta_{CSS} \leq 0.74$. 
occurs and the extra unstable modes become stable. Hence in this region it should be an attracting critical solution while below this range of \( \kappa \) the DSS is the critical solution. The evolutions of [54] confirm this change in stability and give evidence that the DSS is not the attractor above \( \kappa \approx 0.1 \). The harmonic map then has both the CSS and DSS as attracting critical solutions in distinct regions of parameter space.

A remarkable family of initial data (called spiral initial data here) is presented which finds the CSS critical solution in the region of parameter space for which the DSS is the demonstrated attractor. In this article the reasons why this family can find a multiply unstable critical solution are studied. It is argued that the spiral initial data is quite special in that its saturation of a charge bound disallows the growth of the extra unstable modes.

Generally the type of the initial data does not affect the obtained critical solution because of universality and hence a common choice has been a Gaussian pulse in each of the components

\[
\psi(r, t = 0) = A_\psi \ e^{-(r - R_\psi)^2 / d_\psi^2}
\]

\[
\phi(r, t = 0) = A_\phi \ e^{-(r - R_\phi)^2 / d_\phi^2}, 
\]

where \( A_\psi, A_\phi, R_\psi, R_\phi, d_\psi, d_\phi \) are arbitrary real constants. For what follows the choice of either ingoing or time-symmetric initial data does not affect the critical solution found. However instead of a decomposition into real and imaginary parts the complex field can be expressed by a magnitude and phase

\[
F(r, t = 0) = f(r, t = 0) \ e^{ih(r,t=0)} 
\]

for arbitrary real functions \( f(r, t) \) and \( h(r, t) \).

The family which is of interest here is most easily expressed in this form where the phase is linear in \( r \)

\[
F(r, t = 0) = f(r) e^{i\omega r} 
\]

and where \( \omega \) is an arbitrary real constant. This data represents a generalized spiral in the complex plane and is called spiral initial data here. So that the fields are regular and compact \( f(r) \) is constructed such that \( f(r \to 0) = 0 \) and \( f(r_{\text{max}}) = 0 \). The constant \( r_{\text{max}} \) represents the size of the numerical grid. Also for reasons that should become clear later \( f(r) \) is constructed so that it varies much more slowly in \( r \) than the exponential term. Generally \( f \) is either Gaussian or takes a step-function-like form

\[
f(r) = \frac{1}{4} \left[ 1 + \tanh (r - r_{\text{low}}) \right] \left[ 1 - \tanh (r - r_{\text{high}}) \right] 
\]

for arbitrary constants \( r_{\text{low}} < r_{\text{high}} \).
Spiral initial data is remarkable because critical searches conducted with this data find the CSS critical solution for $\kappa \approx 0$. Figure 6.14 displays the critical solution obtained with various initial data for values of $\kappa$ for which the DSS is the attractor. These results show that the spiral data is quite special in the space of initial configurations.

Perturbations of this data are made according to

\[
\psi(r, t = 0) = f(r) \left( A + \Delta A \right) \cos(\omega r + \Delta \varphi)
\]
\[
\phi(r, t = 0) = f(r) A \sin(\omega r),
\]

and the critical solutions obtained are shown in Figs. 6.15 and 6.16. The figures show the last subcritical solution obtained by a critical search at a time just before it decides to disperse. The graphs then represent the outgoing record of the collapse of the self-similar regime towards $\ln r \to \infty$. Large $r$ then represents early time and the graphs show that as the perturbation is increased, the self-similar pulse gradually develops a discrete oscillation. This development represents the funneling of the solution away from the CSS and toward the DSS.

These results make clear that changing the relative phase of the two fields or their relative amplitudes causes the critical solution to be attracted to the DSS. Perturbations of the relative frequency produces similar results.

While Figures 6.15 and 6.16 show that only initial data completely out of phase finds the CSS, the spiral data can be further perturbed via

\[
F(r, t = 0) = f(r) \exp(i \omega r^p)
\]

for $p \neq 1$ and still be considered $\pi/2$ radians out of phase. However, as shown in Fig. 6.17, for $p \neq 1$ the CSS is not the critical solution. The initial data for these configurations are shown in Fig. 6.18.

Before discussing these results, it is interesting to consider initial data which consists of the superposition of two different frequencies $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$

\[
F(r, t = 0) = f_1(r)e^{i\omega_1 r} + f_2(r)e^{i\omega_2 r}.
\]

Both the initial data and the critical solution are shown in Fig. 6.19. This example of the superposition of two frequencies finds the CSS as shown in the figure, however, not all examples of this family do. Families with $f_1 = f_2$ and comparable frequencies resulted in critical solutions which appeared CSS.

As mentioned previously, initial data which is otherwise spiral but has $f(r)$ varying on scales comparable to $\omega$ is driven away from the CSS critical solution in much the same way that the perturbations shown in Figures 6.15 and 6.16 drive the solution away from the CSS.
Figure 6.14: Critical solutions for both Gaussian (dashed, Eq. 6.2) and spiral (solid, Eq. 6.3) initial data for $\kappa = 0.1, 0, 0.5$. The solution shown with open circles is that found by Hirschmann and Eardley with the assumption of continuous self-similarity [5].
Figure 6.15: Perturbations of phase for the spiral initial data for $\kappa = 0$. Even for small changes in the relative phase of $\psi$ and $\phi$, the critical solution is driven toward the DSS.

Figure 6.16: Perturbations of relative amplitude for the spiral initial data for $\kappa = 0$. Again, the solution is driven toward the DSS.
Figure 6.17: Critical solutions ($\kappa = 0$) obtained for the spiral data for various values of $p$ [Eq. (6.7)]. The initial data for these critical solutions are shown in Figure 6.18.

Figure 6.18: Initial data for the critical solutions displayed in Figure 6.17. Here $\Gamma \alpha = 1.58, 1.95, 1.17, -2.24$ for $p = 1.45, 1, 0.5, -1.0$ respectively.
Figure 6.19: Critical solution obtained for initial data consisting of two frequencies $\omega_1 = 2.1$ and $\omega_2 = 3.6$ [Eq. (6.8)]. The top frame shows the initial data. The bottom frame displays the critical solution.
Also, many examples of initial data of the form (6.8) are similarly driven away from the CSS. Experimentally, the strongest indicator of initial data which will find the CSS is when the energy density is everywhere proportional to the charge density. That this proportionality indicates the specialness of spiral initial data is discussed in Section 6.7.2.

6.7 Tuning Two Modes

Surprisingly enough, in this case a discussion of the DSS critical solution in the region $\kappa \geq 0.1$ is simpler than the discussion of the CSS. In this region of parameter space, it is the DSS which has multiple unstable modes, and it is relatively easy to understand the families of initial data which find the DSS. Hence, the discussion of these special families is presented first, followed by a discussion of the specialness of the spiral data.

6.7.1 The DSS

In the harmonic map model for $\kappa \geq 0.1$ the CSS is the attracting critical solution. Numerical evolutions of various families of initial data generically find the CSS, and do not find the DSS. Gundlach showed that the DSS has only one unstable mode for $\kappa = 0$ but the stability analysis of the DSS has not been done for general $\kappa [37]$. However, evolutions of this model as well as results in the equivalent region of the model in [54] clearly indicate that for $\kappa \geq 0.1$ the DSS has more than one unstable mode.

However, there are non-generic families that do find the DSS in this regime despite the presence of these extra unstable modes. Consideration of this phenomenon is helpful in understanding the CSS occurring for $\kappa = 0$.

One description of initial data that finds the DSS in this regime is mentioned in [54]. In that work it was found that when one component of the field was initially vanishing, it remained zero. The model here, being equivalent to that one for $\kappa > 0$, retains this feature as shown in the equations of motion for the two components of the scalar field in Equation (5.10). Because the CSS is necessarily complex (it has charge), initial data with one field initially vanishing is unable to find the CSS as its critical solution. Thus, families of initial data of the form

$$F(r) = f(r)$$
$$\psi(r) = f(r)$$
$$\phi(r) = 0$$

for arbitrary $f(r)$ will only find the DSS.
However, a more general set of families can be found with this principle in mind. Consider initial data of the form

\[
F(r) = e^{iC} f(r) \\
\psi(r) = \cos(C) f(r) \\
\phi(r) = \sin(C) f(r)
\] (6.10)

for arbitrary constant \(C\). This data corresponds to a global rotation of Eq. (6.9) by an angle \(C\) in the complex plane. Because the Lagrangian is invariant with respect to this rotation, the critical solution must be the same as the initial data described by Equation (6.9).

A more physical understanding of this can be gained by examining the issue of charge. For both sets of initial data (6.9, 10) the charge is zero. In fact, all components of the current density, Equation (5.4), vanish

\[
j_{\mu} = 0.
\] (6.11)

The divergence of this current is zero, so the current density will not grow if initially vanishing. In other words, the system with no charge is in a symmetric state with respect to charge, and this symmetry would have to be broken were the charge to become positive or negative.

Because the CSS can have either positive or negative charge, these sets of initial data are precisely balanced between trajectories that would take them to the CSS with positive charge and those that would take them to the negatively charged CSS (since the model is independent of which field is considered the imaginary component and which the real component of the complex scalar field, the sign of the charge of the CSS is arbitrary). It is this balance that enables them to see the DSS as a critical solution with only one unstable mode when in fact it has more than one. The initial data has already tuned one of the extra unstable modes (or an unstable conjugate pair of modes).

With the knowledge that the extra unstable mode corresponds to a charged mode, a two-parameter search can now be conducted. Determination of an appropriately parameterized initial data family is somewhat more subtle than that for the one parameter data. With a one parameter search, a parameterization needs to be smooth and monotonic in the mass of the initial data near the critical point because the excitation of the black hole mode is characterized by the mass contained. Here, that mode must also be tuned, but the unstable charged modes must be tuned as well. Hence, the second parameter must be locally monotonic in charge near the critical point.

A two parameter search with the data

\[
f(R) = e^{-(r-R)^2/D^2} \\
\psi(r) = p \, f(R_\psi) \\
\phi(r) = p \, f(R_\psi - \delta + 10p)
\] (6.12)
finds the DSS. Here $f(R)$ is a Gaussian pulse centered on some radius $R\Gamma$ and $R\psi$ and $D$ are arbitrary constants. The parameters $\rho$ and $\delta$ are used to tune both the mass and the charge of the initial data. For $\delta$ fixed $\Gamma\rho$ effectively tunes the initial energy content. With $\rho$ fixed and with $\delta \approx 10\rho$ increasing $\delta$ increases the charge from some negative value up to some positive value. Setting $\delta = 10\rho$ turns the family back into one with zero charge.

With this data some value for $\delta$ near the value $10\rho$ is chosen and the black hole critical solution is bracketed sufficiently closely so that the sign of the initial charge of the critical solution is known. A different $\delta$ is chosen so that the sign of the charge of the critical solution is found to be the opposite sign. These two values of $\delta$ then bracket a critical value $\delta^*$ for which the critical solution ($\rho = \rho^*$) has zero charge. In this manner the DSS is found.

The difference between this two-parameter tuning and using initial data with zero charge is simply the order in which the tuning occurs. In the latter the initial data is already tuned to have zero charge. The remaining task is then to tune the mass. However in the former the charge is being tuned first to arrive at a one-parameter family that in general has charge. It is only at the critical value of $\rho$ that this one-parameter family (found from the $\delta$ search) that the solution has zero charge.

In Figure 6.20 a series of critical solutions for $\kappa = 1$ with initial data of the form (6.12) are shown. For each case $|p - \rho^*|$ is of order machine precision. The critical solution gets closer to the DSS in the limit $(\delta - \delta^*) / \delta^* \to 0$. Interestingly while the critical solutions of the perturbed spiral data in Figure 6.16 appeared initially to be headed toward the CSS only to be funneled to the DSS these solutions do the opposite. They begin initially as DSS solutions but eventually head to the CSS. As they get closer to the critical solution $\delta^* \Gamma$ the DSS lasts for a progressively longer time. This similarity is consistent with the spiral being tuned to the unstable modes of the CSS.

### 6.7.2 The CSS

Initial data of the form Equation (6.10) will always find the DSS because having no charge a direction must be picked toward either positive or negative charge to break the symmetry.

In the case of finding the multiply-unstable CSS the spiral data maximizes the charge of the initial data for a given energy and so it appears that a symmetry must be broken to disperse all the charge and arrive at the DSS.

To find a bound on the charge consider the norm of the vector

$$\left[ F^a F^a F^c - \frac{1 - \kappa |F|^2}{2} \epsilon_{cd} F_d j \right]$$

at the initial time for time-symmetric initial data. Because at the initial time all the time components vanish the norm is positive definite. This is similar to a trick employed by
Figure 6.20: Critical solutions with $\kappa = 1$ for various levels of charge tuning $(\delta - \delta^*)/\delta^*$. The initial data is of the form found in Eq (6.12). The field $2m/r$ is shown for $(\delta - \delta^*)/\delta^*$ equal to 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001. As $\delta$ approaches $\delta^*$ the solution appears discretely self-similar longer but eventually becomes the CSS.
Belavin and Polyakov [8] and described in Rajaraman [71]. Computing

\[
\begin{align*}
F_\mu F_\nu &+ \frac{(1-\kappa|F|^2)^2}{2} \epsilon_{\alpha\beta} F^\beta j_\mu \\
&\times \left[ F_\mu F_\nu + \frac{(1-\kappa|F|^2)^2}{2} \epsilon_{\alpha\beta} F^\beta j_\mu \right] \geq 0 \quad (6.14)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
|F|^2 F_{\mu} F^\mu j_\mu \geq \frac{(1-\kappa|F|^2)^4}{4} j_\mu j_\mu. \quad (6.15)
\]

This inequality (6.15) can be expressed in terms of the energy density for time-symmetric initial data

\[
T_{00} = \frac{\alpha^2 F_{\mu} j_\mu}{8\pi (1-\kappa|F|^2)^2}. \quad (6.16)
\]

The bound is then

\[
\frac{32\pi|F|^2}{(1-\kappa|F|^2)^2} T_{00} \geq \alpha^2 j_\mu j_\mu \quad (6.17)
\]

which for $\kappa = 0$ is simply

\[
32\pi|F|^2 T_{00} \geq \alpha^2 j_\mu j_\mu. \quad (6.18)
\]

Hence there is an upper limit to the square of the charge density for a given energy density.

Letting the initial data be of the general form (6.3) the condition to saturate this bound for $\kappa = 0$ is

\[
|F|^2 F_{\mu} F^\mu j_\mu = \frac{1}{4} j_\mu j_\mu
\]

\[
(f^a)^2 + f^a (h')^2 = f^a (h')^2
\]

\[
(f')^2 = 0. \quad (6.19)
\]

Saturation therefore occurs when all energy occurs in the phase rotation $\Gamma h'$. Physically this is apparent by looking at the behavior of $F$ in the complex plane. Because $f^a$ vanishes as $F$ is traced out for various $r$ the magnitude $f$ does not change; only the phase is changing so the path is a circle on the plane. This tracing then maximizes the area covered for a given energy. The area covered is proportional to the charge $\Gamma$ so the charge is maximized.

This analysis applies only for $\kappa = 0$ with time-symmetric initial data $\Gamma$; though presumably similar arguments would hold for the generalization to other values of $\kappa$ and ingoing initial data.

At this point it is interesting to compare the family (6.10) to the spiral initial data. These two families are in some sense complimentary. Pick some $r \Gamma$ and imagine that point in the complex plane. To construct data of the form (6.10) determine the field values for all other $r$ by requiring these points to fall on the radial line between this initial point and the origin. In this fashion $\Gamma$ the initial data will have some global phase $\Gamma$ constant in $r \Gamma$ equal
to some value $C$. However, beginning once again from that initial point in the plane, the restriction of Equation (6.19) says that to construct spiral initial data as $r$ is increased, the curve in the plane must lie everywhere perpendicular to the radial direction.

Another condition restricting the spiral data appears to be that the charge density must be independent of $r$. Just as seen with families that find the multiply unstable DSS where the charge density must be everywhere zero independent of $r$, here the charge density must be everywhere a maximum and independent of $r$.

In order for the charge density to be independent of $r$, the rate at which the data covers the plane, $\frac{\partial f}{\partial t} = h^2$, must be constant in $r$. Initial data which would otherwise be spiral but with $h' \neq 0$ are shown in Figure 6.18 with their respective critical solutions shown in Figure 6.17. These results indicate that only for $p = 1$ in Equation (6.7) is the CSS found.

Another perspective on the constraints of the spiral data is afforded by examining the ratio of the charge density to the energy density

$$\frac{j_\mu}{E_{\mu}F^{\mu\nu}} = \frac{2a^2f'^2 h'}{(f')^2 + f^2 (h')^2} = \frac{2a^2}{h'^2}. \quad (6.20)$$

That this ratio is approximately independent of $r$ for the conditions $f' = 0$ and $h'' = 0$ appears to indicate that tuning the mass of the initial data also tunes the charge. In other words, with the charge to mass ratio everywhere the same, the critical search cannot find a solution which disperses all the charge.

Construction of smooth, compact, and regular initial data consistent with the restrictions

$$f'|_{r=0} = 0 \quad h''|_{r=0} = 0 \quad (6.21)$$

is quite difficult. Regularity at the origin requires either $f(r)|_{r=0} = 0$ or $f'|_{r=0} = 0 = h'|_{r=0}$.

Satisfying the former along with strict observance of (6.21) leads to the trivial solution $F(r, t = 0) = 0$. Instead as mentioned earlier, initial data is used where $f$ vanishes at the origin but is then “turned on” at some larger $r$. The condition $f' = 0$ is then not satisfied everywhere, but for $f' \ll \omega$ the CSS is still found.

Satisfying the latter condition along with $h'' = 0$ at the initial time also leads to a trivial solution $F(r, t = 0) = C\Gamma$ for some complex constant $C$. Again, $\omega$ can be “turned on” at some larger $r$ but this can only be done in a smooth way if $h''(r, t = 0)$ is not everywhere zero.

The difficulty in constructing non-trivial, regular, initial data which is strictly spiral has hampered the analysis. While initial data of the form (6.10) has the symmetry $\phi(r) = \tan (C) \psi(r)$ which holds at all times, it is not clear if there is such a preserved symmetry here. The approximate symmetry $\phi(r) = \tan (\omega r) \psi(r)$ holds at the initial time for the spiral
data but does not appear to hold throughout the evolution. Also the bound (6.19) is shown only for time-symmetric initial data but ingoing spiral data also finds the CSS. However the evolutions consistently show that initial data which has the ratio of charge density to energy density independent of $r$ will find the CSS as its critical solution.

Because both the CSS and DSS can both be found where they have multiple unstable modes it seems possible that other suitably tuned families in other models might find other previously unknown multiply unstable critical solutions.
Chapter 7

Axisymmetric Scalar Electrodynamics: A Primer

The modeling of a charged scalar field in axisymmetry represents a nonlinear and hence nontrivial dynamical system. It is nevertheless still quite tractable and much simpler than a gravitational collapse model. Presumably, difficulties encountered with this model will also have to be solved with a gravitational code. Thus, it serves as a warm-up to a fully gravitational code as discussed in Chapter 9.

This work is done in conjunction with Hirschmann. He derived many of the equations and found suitable, regularized fields. Two excellent books that cover these equations are [17T75]. I initially implemented these equations in RNPL [62Γ63Γand we both worked to stabilize and debug the code. In addition to an axisymmetric code, a code assuming cylindrical symmetry (a one-dimensional subset of the axisymmetric assumption) is also tested for comparison to the axisymmetric results. This chapter concludes with tests I performed that demonstrate that the code converges, conserves energy, and is stable for a long period of time.

As this model served as an exercise in axisymmetry, little effort was extended in finding interesting dynamics in the model. However, possible future work might be guided by the work of Morris [66].

7.1 Equations of Motion

The action for a complex scalar field \( \phi \) coupled to a \( U(1) \) gauge field \( A_\mu \) takes the form

\[
S = \int d^4 x \mathcal{L} = \int d^4 x \left[ - (D_\mu \phi) (D^\mu \phi)^* - \frac{1}{4} F_{\mu\nu} F^{\mu\nu} - \alpha |\phi|^2 - \beta |\phi|^4 - \epsilon |\phi|^6 \right]
\]

where \( \mathcal{L} \) is the Lagrangian and \( \alpha, \beta, \epsilon \) are arbitrary constants which determine the potential. The derivative operator \( D_\mu \) and field strength tensor \( F_{\mu\nu} \) are of the usual form

\[
D_\mu = \nabla_\mu - i e A_\mu \tag{7.1}
\]

\[
F_{\mu\nu} = \nabla_\mu A_\nu - \nabla_\nu A_\mu \tag{7.2}
\]
The real and imaginary parts of the complex scalar field are $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$

$$\phi = \phi_1 + i\phi_2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.3)

Variations of the Lagrangian produce the field equations

$$\frac{\partial \mathcal{L}}{\partial \phi} - \nabla_\mu \left\{ \frac{\partial \mathcal{L}}{\partial (\nabla_\mu \phi)} \right\} = 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.4)

Using the fact that

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial \phi^*} \left[ -a|\phi|^2 - b|\phi|^4 - c|\phi|^6 \right] = \frac{\partial}{\partial \phi^*} \left[ -a (\phi \phi^*) - b (\phi \phi^*)^2 - c (\phi \phi^*)^3 \right] = -a \phi - 2b \phi (\phi \phi^*) - 3c \phi (\phi \phi^*)^2,$$

the equation of motion for $\phi$ is

$$\Box \phi = 2ieA^\mu \phi_\mu + e^2 \phi A_\mu A^\mu + ie A_\mu A^{\mu, \mu} + a\phi + 2b \phi (\phi \phi^*) + 3c \phi (\phi \phi^*)^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.5)

The equation of motion for the gauge field is

$$F^{\lambda \mu : \lambda} = ie \left[ \phi^* \phi^\mu - \phi \phi^* \mu \right] + 2e^2 \phi \phi^* A^\mu,$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.6)

from which the $U(1)$ current is simply

$$j^\mu = ie \left[ \phi^* \phi^\mu - \phi \phi^* \mu \right] + 2e^2 \phi \phi^* A^\mu,$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.7)

with $j^{\mu, \mu} = 0$. The associated Noether charge for this current is then

$$Q = \int j^t \, d^3x = 4\pi e \int \left[ (\phi_2 \phi_1^* - \phi_1 \phi_2^*) + e (\phi_1^2 + \phi_2^2) A_\rho \right] \rho \, d\rho \, dz.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.8)

Using the usual cylindrical coordinates $(t, \rho, z, \varphi)\Gamma$ the flat space metric is

$$1 = g_{rr} = g_{zz} = -g_{tt} = \frac{1}{\rho^2} g_{\varphi \varphi}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.9)

The only nonzero connection coefficients are

$$\Gamma^\rho_{\rho \varphi} = \frac{1}{\rho}, \quad \Gamma^\rho_{\varphi \varphi} = -\rho.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.10)

With this metric the D'Alembertian becomes

$$\Box \phi = -\phi_{tt} + \frac{1}{\rho} (\rho \phi_\rho)_\rho + \phi_{zz} + \frac{1}{\rho^2} \phi_{\varphi \varphi}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.11)

Choosing the Lorentz gauge

$$A^{\mu, \mu} = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.12)
The gauge condition specifies that

\[ F_{\mu \nu ; \mu} = \nabla^\mu (\nabla_\mu A_\nu - \nabla_\nu A_\mu) \]

\[ = \nabla^\mu \nabla_\mu A_\nu \]

and Equation (7.6) becomes a wave equation for \( A_\mu \).

The full set of field equations is then

\[ \phi_{1,tt} = \frac{1}{r} \phi_{1,r} + \phi_{1,rr} + \phi_{1,zz} + 2e (-A_t \phi_{2,t} + A_r \phi_{2,r} + A_z \phi_{2,z}) - e^2 \phi_1 \left( -A_t^2 + A_r^2 + A_z^2 + \frac{1}{r^2} A_r^2 \right) + a \phi_1 + 2b \phi_1 \left( \phi_1^2 + \phi_2^2 \right) + 3c \phi_1 \left( \phi_1^2 + \phi_2^2 \right)^2 \]

\[ \phi_{2,tt} = \frac{1}{r} \phi_{2,r} + \phi_{2,rr} + \phi_{2,zz} - 2e (-A_t \phi_{1,t} + A_r \phi_{1,r} + A_z \phi_{1,z}) - e^2 \phi_2 \left( -A_t^2 + A_r^2 + A_z^2 + \frac{1}{r^2} A_r^2 \right) + a \phi_2 + 2b \phi_2 \left( \phi_1^2 + \phi_2^2 \right) + 3c \phi_2 \left( \phi_1^2 + \phi_2^2 \right)^2 \]

\[ A_{t,tt} = \frac{1}{r} A_{t,r} + A_{t,rr} + A_{t,zz} + 2e \left( \phi_1 \phi_{2,t} - \phi_2 \phi_{1,t} \right) - e^2 \left( \phi_1^2 + \phi_2^2 \right) A_t \]

\[ A_{r,tt} = \frac{1}{r} A_{r,r} + A_{r,rr} + A_{r,zz} - \frac{1}{r^2} A_r + 2e \left( \phi_1 \phi_{2,r} - \phi_2 \phi_{1,r} \right) - e^2 \left( \phi_1^2 + \phi_2^2 \right) A_r \]

\[ A_{z,tt} = \frac{1}{r} A_{z,r} + A_{z,rr} + A_{z,zz} + 2e \left( \phi_1 \phi_{2,z} - \phi_2 \phi_{1,z} \right) - 2e \left( \phi_1^2 + \phi_2^2 \right) A_z \]

\[ A_{\phi,tt} = -\frac{1}{r} A_{\phi,r} + A_{\phi,rr} + A_{\phi,zz} - e^2 \left( \phi_1^2 + \phi_2^2 \right) A_{\phi} \]

The gauge condition specifies that

\[ A_{t,t} = A_{r,r} + A_{z,z} + \frac{1}{r} A_r, \]

(7.13)

which can either be used to update the component \( A_r \) or used as a check that the evolution is proceeding correctly.

To make these equations first order we introduce the auxiliary fields

\[ \Pi_x = \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \phi_x \]

(7.14)

\[ \Omega_x = \frac{\partial}{\partial \rho} \phi_x \]

(7.15)

\[ \Lambda_x = \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \phi_x \]

(7.16)

where \( x \) runs over 1, 2. Similarly for the gauge fields we define

\[ B_x = \frac{\partial}{\partial t} A_x \]

(7.17)
\[ C_x = \frac{\partial}{\partial \rho} A_x \]  
\[ D_x = \frac{\partial}{\partial z} A_x. \]  

where \( x \) now runs over 1...4.

Regularized fields \( \tilde{A}_\rho \) and \( \tilde{A}_\phi \) are introduced which have better behavior near the origin than the original components \( A_\rho \) and \( A_\phi \). The new quantities with tildes are now

\[
\tilde{A}_\rho = \frac{A_\rho}{\rho} \]  
\[
\tilde{B}_2 = \frac{B_2}{\rho} \]  
\[
\tilde{C}_2 = \frac{C_2 - \tilde{A}_\rho}{\rho} \]  
\[
\tilde{D}_2 = \frac{D_2}{\rho} \]  
\[
\tilde{A}_\phi = \frac{A_\phi}{\rho^2} \]  
\[
\tilde{B}_4 = \frac{B_4}{\rho^2} \]  
\[
\tilde{C}_4 = \frac{C_4}{\rho^2} - \frac{2A_\phi}{\rho} \]  
\[
\tilde{D}_4 = \frac{D_4}{\rho^2} \]  

In terms of these first order auxiliary regularized fields the full set of equations of motion is

\[
\phi_{1,t} = \Pi_1 \quad \Omega_{1,t} = \Pi_{1,r} \quad A_{1,t} = \Pi_{1,z} \\
\phi_{2,t} = \Pi_2 \quad \Omega_{2,t} = \Pi_{2,r} \quad A_{2,t} = \Pi_{2,z} \\
A_{1,r} = B_1 \quad \tilde{A}_{\rho,r} = \tilde{B}_2 \quad A_{2,r} = B_3 \quad \tilde{A}_{\phi,r} = \tilde{B}_4 \\
C_{1,r} = B_{1,r} \quad \tilde{C}_{\rho,r} = \tilde{B}_{2,r} \quad C_{3,r} = B_{3,r} \quad \tilde{C}_{\phi,r} = \tilde{B}_{4,r} \\
D_{1,r} = B_{1,z} \quad \tilde{D}_{2,r} = \tilde{B}_{2,z} \quad D_{3,r} = B_{3,z} \quad \tilde{D}_{4,r} = \tilde{B}_{4,z} \\
\Pi_{1,t} = 2(r\Omega_1)_r + \Lambda_{1,z} + 2e\left( -A_1\Pi_1 + r\tilde{A}_\rho \Omega_2 + A_2 A_2 \right) \\
-\epsilon^2 \phi_1 \left( -A_1^2 + r^2 \tilde{A}_\rho^2 + A_2^2 + r^2 \tilde{A}_\phi^2 \right) + \alpha \phi_1 + 2b \phi_1 \left( \phi_1^2 + \phi_2^2 \right) + 3c \phi_1 \left( \phi_1^2 + \phi_2^2 \right) \\
\Pi_{2,t} = 2(r\Omega_2)_r + \Lambda_{2,z} + 2e\left( -A_1\Pi_1 + r\tilde{A}_\phi \Omega_1 + A_2 A_1 \right) \\
-\epsilon^2 \phi_2 \left( -A_1^2 + r^2 \tilde{A}_\phi^2 + A_2^2 + r^2 \tilde{A}_\rho^2 \right) \]
In terms of the fields here they become

\[ E_\rho = C_1 - B_2 = C_1 - \rho \tilde{B}_2 \]

\[ E_z = D_1 - B_3 \]

\[ E_\delta = - B_4 = - \rho^2 \tilde{B}_4 \]  

\[ B_\rho = \frac{1}{\rho} (D_4) = - \rho \tilde{B}_4 \]

\[ B_z = \frac{1}{\rho} (C_4) = \rho \tilde{C}_4 + 2 \tilde{A}_\delta \]

\[ B_\delta = \rho (D_2 - C_3) = \rho^2 \tilde{D}_2 - \rho C_3. \]

The stress energy tensor can be constructed from the Lagrangian. Expanding the Lagrangian

\[ \mathcal{L} = -(D_\nu \phi)(D^\mu \phi)^* - \frac{1}{4} F_{\mu \nu} F^{\mu \nu} - a |\phi|^2 - b |\phi|^4 - c |\phi|^6 \]

\[ = -(D_\nu \phi)(D^\nu \phi)^* g^{\mu \nu} - \frac{1}{4} F_{\mu \nu} F_{\alpha \beta} g^{\mu \alpha} g^{\nu \beta} - a |\phi|^2 - b |\phi|^4 - c |\phi|^6 \]

\[ = -(\phi_{\mu} - i e A_\mu \phi) (\phi_{\nu}^* + i e A_\nu \phi^*) g^{\mu \nu} - \frac{1}{4} F_{\mu \nu} F_{\alpha \beta} g^{\mu \alpha} g^{\nu \beta} - a |\phi|^2 - b |\phi|^4 - c |\phi|^6 \]

\[ = [-\phi_{\mu} \phi_{\nu}^* + i e (A_\mu \phi_{\nu} - A_\nu \phi_{\mu}^*) - e^2 A_\mu A_\nu \phi \phi^*] g^{\mu \nu} - \frac{1}{4} F_{\mu \nu} F_{\alpha \beta} g^{\mu \alpha} g^{\nu \beta} - a |\phi|^2 - b |\phi|^4 - c |\phi|^6. \]
Computing

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial y^{\alpha \beta}} \left[ F_{\mu \nu} F_{\alpha \beta} g^{\mu \alpha} g^{\nu \beta} \right] = F_{\mu \nu} F_{\alpha \beta} \frac{\partial \left[ g^{\mu \alpha} g^{\nu \beta} \right]}{\partial y^{\alpha \beta}} = F_{\mu \nu} F_{\alpha \beta} \left[ g^{\mu \alpha} \delta^\beta_\gamma + g^{\nu \beta} \delta^\alpha_\sigma \right] = F_{\mu \rho} F_{\nu \sigma}^\mu + F_{\mu \nu} F_{\sigma}^\nu = 2 F_{\mu \nu} F_{\sigma}^\nu.
\]

we then have

\[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial g^{\mu \nu}} = \left[ -\phi_{,\mu} \phi_{,\mu}^* + i e \left( A_{\mu} \phi_{,\mu}^* - A_{\nu} \phi_{,\nu}^* \right) - e^2 A_{\mu} A_{\nu} \phi \phi^* \right] - \frac{1}{2} F_{\mu \alpha} F_{\nu \beta} g^{\alpha \beta}
\]

\[
-2 \frac{\partial L}{\partial g^{\mu \nu}} = 2 \phi_{,\mu} \phi_{,\mu}^* - 2 i e \left( A_{\mu} \phi_{,\mu} - A_{\nu} \phi_{,\nu} \right) + 2 e^2 A_{\mu} A_{\nu} \phi \phi^* + F_{\mu \alpha} F_{\nu \beta} g^{\alpha \beta} + \left[ -\phi_{,\sigma} \phi_{,\sigma}^* + i e \left( A_{\sigma} \phi_{,\sigma}^* - A_{\tau} \phi_{,\tau}^* \right) - e^2 A_{\sigma} A_{\tau} \phi \phi^* \right] g_{\mu \nu} - \frac{1}{4} F_{\rho \sigma} F_{\rho \sigma} g_{\mu \nu} - g_{\mu \nu} \left[ a \phi^2 + b \phi^4 + c \phi^6 \right].
\]

The stress energy then is

\[
T_{\mu \nu} = -2 \frac{\partial L}{\partial g^{\mu \nu}} + g_{\mu \nu} L = 2 \phi_{,\mu} \phi_{,\mu}^* - 2 i e \left( A_{\mu} \phi_{,\mu} - A_{\nu} \phi_{,\nu} \right) + 2 e^2 A_{\mu} A_{\nu} \phi \phi^* + F_{\mu \alpha} F_{\nu \beta} g^{\alpha \beta} + \left[ -\phi_{,\sigma} \phi_{,\sigma}^* + i e \left( A_{\sigma} \phi_{,\sigma}^* - A_{\tau} \phi_{,\tau}^* \right) - e^2 A_{\sigma} A_{\tau} \phi \phi^* \right] g_{\mu \nu} - \frac{1}{4} F_{\rho \sigma} F_{\rho \sigma} g_{\mu \nu} - g_{\mu \nu} \left[ a \phi^2 + b \phi^4 + c \phi^6 \right].
\]

In these fields this is then

\[
T_{00} = \Pi_1^2 + \Pi_2^2 + \Omega_1^2 + \Omega_2^2 + \Lambda_1^2 + \Lambda_2^2 + 2 e \left( A_t \phi_1 \Pi_1 - \phi_1 \Pi_2 \right) + A_r \left( \phi_2 \Omega_1 - \phi_1 \Omega_2 \right) + A_z \left( \phi_2 \Lambda_1 - \phi_1 \Lambda_2 \right) + e^2 \left( A_1^2 + A_2^2 + A_3^2 + \frac{A_0^2}{\rho^2} \right) \left( \phi_1^2 + \phi_2^2 \right)
\]

\[
+ \frac{1}{2} \left[ \left| \vec{E} \right|^2 + \left| \vec{B} \right|^2 \right] + a \left( \phi_1^2 + \phi_2^2 \right) + b \left( \phi_1^2 + \phi_2^2 \right)^2 + c \left( \phi_1^2 + \phi_2^2 \right)^3.
\]

We can decompose this into constituent energy densities (scalar field coupling electromagnetic potential and total) as follows

\[
E_s = \Pi_1^2 + \Pi_2^2 + \Omega_1^2 + \Omega_2^2 + \Lambda_1^2 + \Lambda_2^2
\]

\[
E_{co} = 2 e \left[ A_t \left( \phi_2 \Pi_1 - \phi_1 \Pi_2 \right) + A_r \left( \phi_2 \Omega_1 - \phi_1 \Omega_2 \right) + A_z \left( \phi_2 \Lambda_1 - \phi_1 \Lambda_2 \right) \right].
\]
\[ E_{cm} = \frac{1}{2} (|\vec{B}|^2 + |\vec{E}|^2) \]
\[ E_v = a (\phi_1^2 + \phi_2^2) + b (\phi_1^2 + \phi_2^2)^2 + c (\phi_1^2 + \phi_2^2)^3 \]
\[ E_t = E_i + E_{co} + E_{cm} + E_v. \]

The energy associated with any of these \( E, \Gamma \) is then
\[ E = \int \rho \, d\rho \, dz \, E_x. \quad (7.31) \]

We compute the total charge \( Q \) where the charge density \( \rho_c \) is (\( \rho \) is just a coordinate)
\[ \rho_c = 2e \left( \phi_2 \Pi_1 - \phi_1 \Pi_2 \right) + 2e^2 \left( \phi_1^2 + \phi_2^2 \right) A_t. \quad (7.32) \]
such that the total charge on the grid is the integral
\[ Q = \int_{\rho_{m,ax}}^{\rho_{m,ax}} \int_{z_{m,in}}^{z_{m,ax}} \rho \, d\rho \, dz \, \left[ 2e \left( \phi_2 \Pi_1 - \phi_1 \Pi_2 \right) + 2e^2 \left( \phi_1^2 + \phi_2^2 \right) A_t \right]. \quad (7.33) \]

### 7.2 Initial Data

The constraint on the initial data
\[ \vec{\nabla} \cdot \vec{E} = \rho_c \quad (7.34) \]
(The usual factor of \( 4\pi \) is absent because of the convention used. Because the current density \( j^\mu \) has been defined as \( \nabla_\lambda F^{\lambda\mu} \) instead of \( \nabla_\lambda F^{\lambda\mu} / (4\pi) \); the differential form of Gauss' law lacks the \( 4\pi \) \( \).) yields
\[ \nabla_\mu A^\mu = 0, \quad (7.35) \]

must be satisfied at the initial time. In our variables these constraints take the form is
\[ B_1 = \rho \tilde{C}_2 + D_3 + 2 \tilde{A}_\rho \quad (7.36) \]
\[ \frac{1}{\rho} \left( \rho C_1 - \rho^2 \tilde{B}_2 \right)_\rho + (D_1 - B_3)_z = \rho_c. \quad (7.37) \]
To satisfy the gauge constraint, we can use Equation (7.36) itself to set $B_1$ after arbitrarily specifying $A_\rho$ and $A_z$ which fix the right hand side of the Equation (7.36). However, Equation (7.37) is a differential equation which must be solved and it is not immediately clear how to satisfy this equation in general. Solving this equation is analogous to having to solve $\nabla^2 \Phi = -\rho_0$ if we were in the Coulomb gauge. In the next section, a method is detailed which solves this problem.

7.3 York Procedure

In this section I use a procedure outlined by York in [96] to satisfy Equation (7.34). Beginning with the constraint

$$\vec{\nabla} \cdot \vec{E} = \rho_c,$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.38)

assume the form for the electric field

$$\vec{E} = \vec{E}^T + \vec{\nabla} U(\rho, z)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.39)

so that

$$\vec{\nabla} \cdot \vec{E}^T = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.40)

and the constraint is then

$$\nabla^2 U(\rho, z) = \rho_c.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.41)

The problem is now reduced to specifying $\vec{E}^T$ such that it is transverse, and solving for $U$. Because $\vec{E}^T$ represents freely specifiable initial radiation, we are free to set it to zero. Once we solve for $U$ we can then reconstruct $\vec{E}$ using

$$\vec{E} = \vec{\nabla} U.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.42)

Reconstructing $\vec{E}$ we have

$$E_z = U_z,$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.43)

$$E_\rho = U_\rho,$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.44)

$$E_\varphi = \frac{1}{\rho} U_\varphi = 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.45)

Using identities (7.30) we can express all this in terms of the variables we are using

$$E_z = D_1 - B_3 = U_z$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.46)

$$E_\rho = C_1 - \rho B_2 = U_\rho$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.47)

$$E_\varphi = -\rho^2 B_4 = 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.48)
Finally we have initial data which solves the constraints

\[ B_1 = \rho \dot{C}_2 + D_3 + 2 \dot{A}_p \]  
\[ B_2 = \frac{1}{\rho} (C_1 - U_{,\rho}) \]  
\[ B_3 = D_1 - U_{,z} \]  
\[ B_4 = 0. \]  

where \( U(\rho, z) \) satisfies

\[ \nabla^2 U(\rho, z) = \frac{1}{\rho} (\rho U_{,\rho})_{,\rho} + U_{,zz} = \rho_c. \]  

I have implemented a solver to find the solution \( U \) for general initial data using both a LCS and FAS multigrid solver as described by [12]. The solver has a fixed outer boundary condition on \( UT \) and implements a quadratic fit at the axis as described in Section 7.6.

### 7.4 Tests in Cylindrical Symmetry

Here I present evidence that a one-dimensional version of this code works. The code assumes vanishing \( z \) derivatives in the equations of motion and hence restricts the two-dimensional grid \((\rho, z)\) to a one-dimensional \( \rho \) grid. As demonstration that the code correctly models a scalar field coupled to electromagnetism I pick initial data such that

\[ \dot{\phi}_1 = 0 \]  
\[ \dot{\phi}_2 = 0 \]  
\[ A_t \neq 0 \]  
\[ A_{,\rho} \neq 0 \]  
\[ A_{,\varphi} \neq 0 \]  

With charge \( e = 0.2 \Gamma \) the model is fully coupled and hopefully testing the code for this initial data is representative.

I run the model with Courant factor \( \lambda = 1/5 \) with some dissipation \( (\epsilon = 0.5) \) (see Section 2.8 for a description of Courant factor and dissipation). All fields initially have amplitudes within a factor of two of each other and with \( \epsilon = 0.2 \Gamma \) the behavior of the fields remains smooth throughout the evolution. With \( \rho_{\text{max}} = 20 \Gamma \) and with a final run time of \( t_{\text{max}} = 80 \Gamma \) the evolution runs four crossing-times. The fields are initialized to Gaussian pulses whose radii are in the interval \([4, 8]\). Hence axis effects are expected to be significant around \( 4 \leq t \leq 8 \) when the pulses first hit the axis. Likewise outer boundary effects should first appear when \( t \approx 14 \) and then again at \( t \approx 26 \).
Figure 7.1: Convergence factors for the fundamental fields with $\epsilon = 0.2$ in cylindrical symmetry. A convergence factor of 4 indicates second order convergence in the grid spacing.

To evaluate the code’s performance, I produce evolutions with resolutions $N_{\rho} = 513\Gamma$, $N_{\rho} = 1024\Gamma$ and $N_{\rho} = 2048\Gamma$ where $N_{\rho}$ is the number of grid points on the spatial grid.

Comparing these evolutions, I obtain the convergence factors displayed in Figure 7.1 (again see Section 2.8 for a definition of convergence factor). Clearly at early times ($t < 4$) before the pulse hits the origin, the convergence factor is the expected value 4 for a code convergent to second order in the grid spacing. At later times, boundary effects come into play and at that time it is expected that the Richardson expansion used to obtain the convergence factor may not hold. However, the code is still convergent in this regime.

Another worthwhile exercise in testing the code is to examine how well the constants of the motion are conserved. As the grid covers only a finite domain, conservation of the computed quantity is only expected when the fields have not propagated to the outer boundary.

The charge is examined first (see Fig. 7.2). Here I display the value of the integral of the charge density at the outermost grid point. This measures the amount of charge in the domain. Before the fields hit the outer boundary ($t < 20\Gamma$) the total charge is well conserved. Further, as the resolution is increased, the total charge converges to conservation. By the phrase “converges to conservation” I mean that the variations of the quantity as a function of time decrease as the resolution is increased.

In Figure 7.4 I show the enclosed energy as a function of time. Again, the energy is roughly conserved until the fields hit the boundary. At that time, the energy decreases.
Figure 7.2: Total charge contained in grid as a function of time in cylindrical symmetry. Three resolutions are noted. The inset box displays the charge for the first crossing time and demonstrates that as the resolution is increased charge is better conserved. The prominent collapse of the charge beginning at $t \approx 20$ represents the fields hitting the outer boundary and charge transferred off the grid. The wild fluctuation of the total charge initially upward and then downward occurs as energy and presumably charge are encountering the outer boundary. Hence the integral of the charge density meant to be taken “at infinity” outside any sources is now being taken within the region of maximum charge density and cannot be expected to be well behaved.
Figure 7.3: Incorrect total energy in grid as a function of time in cylindrical symmetry. The quantity is roughly conserved however as the inset boxes show it converges to a non-conserved quantity. The correct computation appears in the next figure.

steadily until all the energy leaves the grid. It is interesting to examine Figure 7.3. Here I plot the energy before a certain bug in the code was fixed. Though the energy appears conserved to within 2% the inset box shows that the code is not converging to conservation (as noticed by Choptuik [27]). Figure 7.4 clearly shows the problem to be rectified.

As mentioned previously this model has two constraints. Being a free evolution these constraints are solved at the initial slice and are expected to be obeyed throughout the evolution to second order in the grid spacing [23].

In Fig. 7.5 the $L^2$ norm of the residual of the gauge constraint is displayed as a function of time. As the pulse evolves through the origin the norm grows and then subsides as the pulse travels outward. In this regime as expected this norm converges to zero with resolution. At $t \approx 25$ the pulse is leaving the domain and the residual of the constraint grows independent of the grid spacing. These same features are evident in Fig. 7.6 where the norm of the $\nabla \cdot E$ constraint residual is displayed.

In the next graph Fig. 7.7 I examine the possibility of using the gauge constraint to evolve $A_t$. Qualitatively convergence and energy and charge conservation remain quite similar. However the constrained evolution appears unstable as demonstrated by the increasing norm of the residual. Likewise the norm of the scalar field grows at late time after the initial pulse has left the grid. The norm of the residual for the free evolution is observed to decay quickly at late times providing evidence for stability.
Figure 7.4: Corrected total energy in grid as a function of time in cylindrical symmetry. It converges to conservation.

Figure 7.5: Norm of the gauge constraint residual with time in cylindrical symmetry. Before the fields hit the boundary this error is convergent with resolution. Afterwards the error is independent of the grid spacing with the possibility of an instability.
Figure 7.6: Norm of the $\vec{\nabla} \cdot \vec{E}$ constraint with time in cylindrical symmetry. Similar to the gauge constraint before the fields hit the outer boundary, convergence to zero is apparent.

7.5 Tests in Axisymmetry

Being two-dimensional, tests of the axisymmetric code necessarily require more resources and time. Tests similar to those presented above are computed here for comparable initial data (i.e. Equations (7.54) hold again at the initial time). Again, the Courant factor is $\lambda = 0.2\Gamma$ the charge $\epsilon = 0.2\Gamma$ and the level of dissipation is $\epsilon = 0.5$.

The components of the scalar field are initialized to spherically symmetric Gaussian pulses

$$\Theta(\rho, z) = Ae^{-\left(\rho^2+z^2-R_0^2\right)/\Delta^2}$$

with $R_0$ either 5 and 7 and constants $A$ and $\Delta$ arbitrary. The grid is rectangular with bounds $(0, -20) \rightarrow (\rho, z) \rightarrow (20, 20)$. Hence, the fields hit the origin at $t \approx 6\Gamma$ and first hit the outer boundary at $t \approx 14$.

Figures 7.8 and 7.9 show the convergence factors computed at low and high resolutions respectively. That these graphs show a tendency toward the value 4 with increasing resolution indicates the code to be second-order convergent. Both figures show that the convergence factors decrease for early times though the higher resolution graph remains closer to 4. The behavior of the convergence factor appears to generally behave this well with the possible explanation that until a sufficient resolution is reached, the solution is insufficiently smooth to extract much useful information from the Richardson extrapolation. As the resolution is increased, behavior at the axis increases significantly making it more reasonable to compare runs at different (but still high) resolutions.
Figure 7.7: Test for stability with $N_p = 513$ in cylindrical symmetry. The triangles denote the log of the norm of the residual of the $\nabla \cdot E$ constraint for the free evolution. The squares denote the same quantity calculated from an evolution with the same parameters but where $A_t$ is updated using the gauge constraint.
Figure 7.8: Convergence factors for the fundamental fields with $e = 0.2$ in axisymmetry.

Figure 7.9: Convergence factors of the fundamental fields for higher resolution than Figure 7.8 with $e = 0.2$ in axisymmetry.
Figure 7.10 displays the total charge as a function of time for various resolutions. For times before the fields have hit the outer boundary, the code converges to conservation of charge.

Figures 7.11 and 7.12 display the total energy versus time for the code before and after the previously mentioned bug was fixed. The corrected energy output converges to conservation for times $t < 15$.

Examining the constraints, Figure 7.13 shows the $l_2$ norm of the residual of the evolution equation for $A_t$ for the case that the evolution uses the gauge constraint to solve for $A_t$. The norm appropriately decreases for increasing resolution.

The norm of the $\vec{\nabla} \cdot \vec{E}$ constraint is plotted in Figure 7.14. Once again, the code appears consistent with the constraints.

Finally, it appears the issue of stability of the free versus constrained evolution remains the same as in cylindrical symmetry. Similar to Figure 7.7, the Figure 7.15 indicates similar results for the norm of the constraint. Hence, it seems the constrained evolution is unstable while the free evolution is stable.

### 7.6 Comparison of FAS and LCS Schemes in Multigrid for Axisymmetry

Here I compare a linear correction scheme (LCS) multigrid method with a full approximation storage scheme (FAS) to solve Equation (7.34) [1213].

Given a problem with linear operator $L$ ($L$ with no superscripts represents a differential equation to be solved whereas $L^h$ represents an operator which acts on field to produce a new field and will generally only appear on the right hand side of an equation): 

$$Lu(\rho, z) = f(\rho, z), \quad (7.56)$$

the Linear Correction Scheme (LCS) solves this problem on a given grid of grid spacing $h$ and given any initial guess $u_0^h$ by solving a problem on a coarser grid with grid spacing $2h$.

Specifically, it solves the equation

$$L_u^{2h} = I_h^{2h} f^h - I_h^{2h} L^h u^h \quad (7.57)$$

and then corrects $u_0^h$ via

$$u_{i+1}^h = u_i^h + I_h^{2h} v^{2h}. \quad (7.58)$$

These two equations define the LCS scheme. The FAS scheme is sometimes necessitated because the differential operator $L$ is not generally linear. We can think of the FAS
Figure 7.10: Total charge on grid as a function of time in axisymmetry. The rise of the total charge at $t \approx 15$ corresponds to the time at which the fields hit the outer boundary. Comparing to the corresponding figure for cylindrical symmetry (Fig. 7.2), this effect seems transitory as the charge leaves the grid. In other words, if the evolution were to proceed longer, the charge would decrease to zero after the fields leave the grid.
Figure 7.11: Total energy of the axisymmetric code before the code was fixed.

Figure 7.12: Total energy for the corrected code. The energy converges to conservation. For $t > 15$ energy is leaving the grid as would be expected.
Figure 7.13: Norm of the evolution equation residual for $A_t$ for the axisymmetric code. Here, the code is using the gauge constraint to evolve $A_t$, so this residual indicates how well the evolution is obeying the evolution equation. Because the norm decreases with increasing resolution, the code appears consistent with the evolution equation.

Figure 7.14: The norm of the $\nabla \cdot E$ constraint for the axisymmetric code. Because the norm decreases with increasing resolution, the evolution appears consistent with the constraint.
Figure 7.15: Comparison of the norm of the constraint for the free and the constrained cases. The constrained case represents when the code uses the gauge constraint to evolve $A_t$ while free indicates that only evolution equations are used. As with the cylindrical code, the free code appears stable while the constrained code appears unstable. Compare to Figure 7.7.

scheme as a generalization of the LCS scheme. Once again we look for a correction such that we satisfy

$$L (u^h + v^h) = f^h,$$  
(7.59)

but because $L$ is not linear we cannot separate the term on the left side. Instead we subtract $L^h u^h$ from (7.59) to get

$$L (u^h + v^h) - L^h u^h = f^h - L^h u^h,$$
(7.60)

where the left side is now the effective correction on the fine grid. The right side of this is smooth after a few relaxation sweeps and so we can transfer the left side to a coarse grid

$$Lu^{2h} = L^{2h} I_{2h}^h u^h = I_{2h}^h (f^h - L^h u^h),$$
(7.61)

where the coarse grid $u^{2h}$ is just

$$u^{2h} = I_{2h}^h u^h + v^{2h}.$$  
(7.62)

The FAS equations then are

$$Lu^{2h} = (I_{2h}^h f^h - I_{2h}^h L^h u^h) + L^{2h} I_{2h}^h u^h$$
(7.63)

and

$$u^{h}_{i+1} = u^h_i + I_{2h}^h (v^{2h}_i - I_{2h}^h u^h_i).$$
(7.64)
In the case that $L$ is linear, these equations are the same. However, in practical application of these methods, implementation of non-homogeneous boundary conditions requires careful attention. For the case of axisymmetry, I enforce a quadratic fit at the axis on the field $u$ via the operator $Q$

$$Q^h u^h \Rightarrow u^h(\rho = 0, z) = \frac{4}{3}u^h(d\rho, z) - \frac{1}{3}u^h(2d\rho, z)$$

(7.65)

and hence it only acts on the inner boundary of its argument. In any given relaxation sweep, this quadratic fit is applied after the sweep. Another operator which I will use is

$$D^h u^h \rightarrow u^h(\rho = 0, z) = u^h(\rho = \rho_{\text{max}}, z) = u^h(\rho, z = z_{\text{min}}) = u^h(\rho, z = z_{\text{max}}) = 0$$

(7.66)

which simply forces the field to be zero everywhere on the boundary.

Solving Poisson’s equation

$$\nabla u = f$$

(7.67)

where $f$ is some charge density, we look for an appropriate FAS scheme which will yield the same results as the LCS scheme. I find that the equations

$$Lu^{2h} = I_{2h}^h \left(D^h \left[f^h - L^h u^{i_h}\right]\right) + L^h Q^h I_{2h}^h u^{i_h}$$

(7.68)

and

$$u^{i_{h+1}} = u^{i_h} + I_{2h}^h \left(u^{2h} - Q^h I_{2h}^h u^{i_h}\right),$$

(7.69)

where $u^{2h}$ is initialized to

$$u^{2h} = Q^h I_{2h}^h u^h$$

(7.70)

recovers the same result as the LCS scheme. The placement of the quadratic fit operators is the only distinction of this scheme worthy of discussion.

That this FAS scheme recovers the results of the LCS scheme can be seen by comparing the two scheme’s equations. Equation (7.57) and Equation (7.68). Subtracting $L^h Q^h I_{2h}^h u^{i_h}$ from each side of Equation (7.68) we have

$$Lu^{2h} - L^h Q^h I_{2h}^h u^{i_h} = I_{2h}^h \left(D^h \left[f^h - L^h u^{i_h}\right]\right)$$

$$L \left(u^{2h} - Q^h I_{2h}^h u^{i_h}\right) = I_{2h}^h \left(D^h \left[f^h - L^h u^{i_h}\right]\right).$$

(7.71)

From this, we see that the “effective” correction on the coarse grid, namely $u^{2h} - Q^h I_{2h}^h u^{i_h}$, will now explicitly satisfy a quadratic fit after any relaxation sweep over $u^{2h}$ because of the imposition of the operator $Q^h$ on the restriction of $u^h$. The difference between two functions satisfying a quadratic fit also satisfies a quadratic fit. This is just what is accomplished in the LCS scheme by relaxing just the correction $u^{2h}$.

Further, it should be clear that the term on which $L^h$ acts in Equation 7.68 must be identical to the term used to compute the correction in Equation (7.69) and the initialization.
in Equation (7.70). That no quadratic operator should act on the first term on the righthand side of Equation (7.68) can be seen by again comparing to the LCS scheme where no such operator occurs in the corresponding term. Likewise no quadratic fit operator acts on the correction in Equation (7.69).

A couple of limits help show the validity of this scheme. Call the initialization of the coarse grid solution \( u_0^{2h} = Q^{2h} I_h^{2h} u^h \Gamma \) and consider the case \( u^i_1(\rho, z) = 0 \). Then we have

\[
Lu^{2h} = I_h^{2h} D^h f^h
\]

and

\[
u_{i+1}^h = I_{2h}^h u^{2h}
\]

This is clearly equivalent to the LCS scheme.

Now consider the case where \( u_i^h \) is the exact solution to the finite difference equation.

\[
Lu_i^{2h} = L_i^{2h} \left( Q_i^{2h} I_h^{2h} u^h_i \right)
\]

so that

\[
u_i^{2h} = u_i^h.
\]

In that case the correction is zero and we get the correct result

\[
u_{i+1}^h = u_i^h.
\]

An example of the implementation of this scheme in pseudo-code would likely be helpful.
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Initialize fine grid solution \( u^M \) \( \rightarrow \) e.g. \( u^M(\rho, z) = 0 \)
Allocate grids and storage \( m = M, 1, -1 \) \( \rightarrow h, 2h, 4h, \ldots \)
Loop \( m = M, 2, -1 \) \( \rightarrow \) loop down

Relax \( u^m \) preswp times

Initialize \( f^{m-1} = f^{m-1}_m \left( D^m \left[ f^m - L^m u^m_i \right] \right) + L^m Q^{m-1} I_m^{m-1} u^m_i \)

Initialize \( u^{m-1} = Q^{m-1} f^{m-1} u^m_i \)

End Loop Down

Solve Coarsest Grid \( Lu^1 = f^1 \)

Loop \( m = 2, M, 1 \) \( \rightarrow \) loop up to fine grid

Update \( u^m = u^m + I_m^{m-1} \left( u^{m-1} - Q^{m-1} f^{m-1} u^m_i \right) \)
Relax $u^m$ past $u^p$ times
End Loop Up
Chapter 8

Monopole Pair Nucleation

This work modeling texture collapse in flat space was done with Hirschmann [56].

8.1 Introduction

An outstanding cosmological problem is explaining the homogeneity and isotropy of the universe on large scales while allowing for sufficient inhomogeneity and anisotropy on small scales to account for the existence of galaxies, stars, and, of course, us. Several mechanisms for this have been suggested. One of these is the inflationary scenario. An alternative which has also received considerable attention is the idea that the production of topological defects via phase transitions in the early universe provided the density fluctuations which eventually led to galaxy formation and the like.

In general, defects result because of a spontaneously broken symmetry. If one begins with a set of fields $\Phi^a$ which possess a global symmetry $G$ and interact via a potential $V(\Phi)$ which breaks $G$ down to a subgroup $H$ the vacuum manifold is described by the quotient space $G/H$. Defects will arise in theories for which the vacuum manifold allows nontrivial homotopy groups $\pi_n(G/H)$ characterized by an integer $n$. For a given homotopy group $\pi_n(\mathcal{M})$ the homotopy groups serve to differentiate mappings from the $n$-dimensional sphere $S^n$ into the manifold $\mathcal{M}$ [88].

For different values of $n$ one gets different types of defects. Domain walls arise for $n = 0$; global strings for $n = 1$; monopoles for $n = 2$; and textures for $n = 3$. At very early times the universe is at a very high temperature so that in general the effective potential has a unique symmetric vacuum state which does not allow defects. However, as the universe expands it cools and passes through a symmetry breaking phase transition allowing for the possible formation of these defects. The vacuum manifold is no longer one state but instead the degenerate vacuum states form a nontrivial manifold. The presence of these defects can then serve as gravitational seeds for structure formation and hence the importance of understanding their dynamics.
Here we will be interested in a particular texture model and its dynamics. As with all texture models in three spatial dimensions the scalar field configuration is unstable and will tend to shrink or collapse. An interesting conjecture has recently been put forth on the collapse of various texture models. Sornborger et al [85] suggest that the nature of the various collapses can be categorized by whether the particular texture model allows more than one type of defect. In particular models for which only $\pi_3$ is nontrivial (such as $SO(4)/SO(3)$) collapse in a similar (and from their results nearly indistinguishable) manner. On the other hand models for which homotopy groups $\pi_3$ and $\pi_2$ are both nontrivial (such as $SO(3)/SO(2)$) should collapse in a qualitatively different manner namely via the production of defects characterized by the other (non-$\pi_3$) nontrivial homotopy group. These authors provide numerical evidence for their conjecture having evolved several texture models from similar initial conditions and examined the collapse process/products.

The results in [85] would appear to be in agreement with interesting experimental evidence in nematic liquid crystals. Chuang et al [21] induce phase transitions in a nematic liquid crystal described by a $SO(3)/SO(2)$ broken symmetry and produce textures. These textures they claim decay via the production of a monopole-antimonopole pair. However later numerical work by Rhie and Bennett[72] with this model suggests that such pair production did not occur. Later still Luo [58] suggests that the reason for the absence of pair production in the numerical simulations of Rhie and Bennett is that the initial configuration of their simulations does not correspond to that seen in the laboratory experiments of Chuang. Instead the presents different initial data suggesting that this data should indeed nucleate monopoles.

In the following I analyze the dynamics of collapsing Hopf textures those textures occurring from the breaking of $SO(3)$ to $SO(2)$. The results verify aspects of all these earlier results and clarify the general picture. In the first section I present the model the evolution equations and discuss the numerical approach. In subsequent sections I consider the evolutions of a variety of initial data. These include a single monopole and a monopole-antimonopole pair which are evolved to demonstrate that the code can evolve these objects and to allow the identification of their presence or absence in later evolutions of texture collapse.

8.2 The Equations and Numerical Approach

The model we consider is described by the Lagrangian

$$\mathcal{L} = -\frac{1}{2} \delta_{\mu\nu} \Phi^{\mu} \Phi^{\nu} - V(\Phi)$$

(8.1)

where the potential $V(\Phi)$ is

$$V(\Phi) = \gamma \left( \Phi^* \Phi - \alpha^2 \right)^2$$

(8.2)
and $\Phi^a$ is a set of three scalar fields. The scalar fields thus transform under the global symmetry group $SO(3)$ with the potential breaking this down to $SO(2)$. The resulting vacuum manifold is $SO(3)/SO(2) = S^2$ for which the second and third homotopy groups are nontrivial. Thus this model allows both textures and global monopoles. The equations of motion are

$$\partial_\mu \partial^\mu \Phi^a = 4\gamma \Phi^a (\Phi^b \Phi^b - \nu^2).$$

A trivial rescaling invariance $\Phi^a \rightarrow c\Phi^a$ allows us to set $\nu = 1$ leaving the model with one free dimensionless parameter $\gamma$.

Following [85] we split the total energy density into three parts: the kinetic, gradient and potential energy densities defined as

$$\rho_k = \frac{1}{2} (\dot{\Phi}^a \dot{\Phi}^a),$$

$$\rho_g = \frac{1}{2} (\nabla \Phi^a \nabla \Phi^a),$$

$$\rho_v = \gamma (\Phi^a \Phi^a - 1),$$

and the total energy density is

$$\rho_T = \rho_k + \rho_g + \rho_v.$$

This model also has a conserved topological charge. The monopole current associated with the charge density is

$$k_\mu = \frac{1}{8\pi} \epsilon_{\mu\nu\rho\sigma} \epsilon_{abc} \phi^a_\nu \phi^b_\rho \phi^c_\sigma,$$

where $\epsilon_{\mu\nu\rho\sigma}$ and $\epsilon_{abc}$ are purely antisymmetric tensors ("Levi-Civita" tensors) of rank 4 and 3 respectively. The conserved monopole charge is

$$Q = \int k_0 \ d^3x = \frac{1}{8\pi} \int d^3x \ (\epsilon_{ijk} \epsilon_{abc} \phi^a_i \phi^b_j \phi^c_k),$$

the integral of the charge density $k_0 [71]$.

Given appropriate initial conditions these equations are now straightforward to integrate in Cartesian coordinates. Some particular initial data that has been suggested for texture collapse is

$$\Phi(\vec{x}) = \left( \begin{array}{c} \cos^2(\chi) + (2x^2/r^2 - 1)\sin^2(\chi) \\ 2 \big( xz \sin^2(\chi) / r^2 + y \cos(\chi) \sin(\chi) / r \big) \\ 2 \big( yz \sin^2(\chi) / r^2 - x \cos(\chi) \sin(\chi) / r \big) \end{array} \right),$$

where $r = \sqrt{x^2 + y^2 + z^2}$ is the usual spherical radial coordinate and where the boundary conditions on the radial function $\chi(r)$ are $\chi(r = 0) = 0$ and $\chi(r \rightarrow \infty) = \pi$. We will also consider another suggested form for the initial data which has toroidal symmetry.

It is worth noting that for this initial data the initial total energy density is axisymmetric. For the particular case in which $\chi(r) = 2 \tan^{-1}(r)$ the initial energy is actually
spherically symmetric. In addition, one may expect this axisymmetry to be maintained during the evolution. We attempt to take advantage of this observation and cast the equations and this initial data into a manifestly axisymmetric form. In cylindrical coordinates \((\rho, z, \varphi)\), we define new quantities

\[
\begin{align*}
\Phi^+ &= \cos \varphi \Phi^2 + \sin \varphi \Phi^3 \\
\Phi^- &= \sin \varphi \Phi^2 - \cos \varphi \Phi^3
\end{align*}
\tag{8.11}
\]

which for the above initial data can be seen to be manifestly axisymmetric. It is now a simple matter to get the equations of motion for \(\Phi^\pm\). Using the equations of motion for \(\Phi^a\) from Eq. (8.3) we find the equations for \(\Phi^\pm\) to be

\[
\begin{align*}
-\Phi^+_{,tt} + \frac{1}{\rho} \left( \rho \Phi^+_{,\rho} \right)_{,\rho} - \frac{1}{\rho^2} \Phi^+ + \Phi^+_{,zz} + \frac{2}{\rho^2} \Phi^+_{,\varphi \varphi} + \frac{1}{\rho^2} \Phi^+_{,\rho \rho} &= 4\gamma \Phi^+ (\Phi^b \Phi^b - r^2) \tag{8.13} \\
-\Phi^-_{,tt} + \frac{1}{\rho} \left( \rho \Phi^-_{,\rho} \right)_{,\rho} - \frac{1}{\rho^2} \Phi^- + \Phi^-_{,zz} - \frac{2}{\rho^2} \Phi^-_{,\varphi \varphi} + \frac{1}{\rho^2} \Phi^-_{,\rho \rho} &= 4\gamma \Phi^- (\Phi^b \Phi^b - r^2) \tag{8.14}
\end{align*}
\]

with

\[
\Phi^b \Phi^b = \Phi^1 \Phi^1 + \Phi^+ \Phi^+ + \Phi^- \Phi^-.
\tag{8.15}
\]

Since the evolution will remain axisymmetric, we can discard the terms which have derivatives with respect to \(\varphi\).

This simplification of the problem from 3D to 2D results in enormous gains from a computational perspective and allows us significant improvement in our potential resolution of dynamic features in the evolution. However, in our code development and tests, we found it very useful to also have a 3D code with which to compare our 2D results and results of earlier investigators.

For those reasons, we have implemented both a 3D code and a 2D axisymmetric code using a second order Crank-Nicolson finite difference scheme implemented with RNPL [63]. Out-going radiation conditions based on approximate spherical propagation as \(r \to \infty\) are imposed

\[
r \Phi^a = f(t - r),
\tag{8.16}
\]

for some function \(f\). This condition is very effective in limiting reflection from the boundaries. We have verified that these codes are fully convergent and that they are stable for many crossing times.
8.3 Single Monopole

As stated in the introduction, we want to evolve a collapsing Hopf texture and examine the possible nucleation of monopole-antimonopole pairs. However, in order to understand the behavior of any nucleated monopoles modeled by these codes, we first examine the evolution of initial data explicitly containing a monopole. Using the standard hedgehog ansatz, we can represent a monopole of unit charge at the origin by

\[ \Phi(\vec{x}) = \frac{f(r)}{r} \begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \\ z \end{pmatrix}, \]

where \( f(r = 0) = 0 \) and \( f(r \to \infty) = 1 \). Instead of solving for \( f(r) \) such that the monopole is static, we choose

\[ f(r) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ 1 + \tanh \left( \frac{r - R}{\beta} \right) \right] \]

for arbitrary constants \( R \) and \( \beta \), and evolve the configuration. The results are shown in Figure 8.1. The energy is initially conserved but quickly energy leaves the grid because the monopole is settling into its static state by radiating away excess potential energy. The charge remains approximately one, showing the monopole is stable for \( \gamma \) sufficiently nonzero. The graph shows that for \( \gamma \approx 0 \), the charge smoothly transitions to zero.

It is important to note that the decrease in energy shown in Figure 8.1 does not represent failure of the code to conserve energy. Instead, this energy is being radiated away as the monopole settles down to the static case. The radiated energy comes from the large core region of the monopole. This core region is larger than that for a static monopole and hence has significantly more potential energy. This potential energy is not trapped. The evolution proceeds to decrease the potential energy as would be expected. However, not all the potential energy can leave because of the topological aspects of the monopole. Somewhere in the core the fields \( \Phi^a \) must all vanish, and hence the potential will be non-zero there. To decrease the potential energy trapped in the monopole as much as possible, the fields would vanish at the center of the core and immediately go to their vacuum value. However, this would introduce a large amount of gradient energy. A static monopole is then reached when the potential energy reduction is balanced with the increase in gradient energy acquired by the shrinking monopole.

The static monopole can be found explicitly by assuming the ansatz (8.17) substituting this ansatz into the equations of motion (8.3) and solving numerically the ODE

\[ \ddot{f} + \frac{2}{r} \dot{f} - \frac{2\dot{f}}{r^2} = 4\gamma \dot{f} \left( \dot{f}^2 - 1 \right), \]
Figure 8.1: Changes in energy and charge as a function of time for a single monopole. Energy is seen to be conserved for early times but the monopole is shedding potential energy as it settles toward the static monopole. The charge is plotted and for $\gamma \geq 0.01$ is seen to be conserved at unity. The oscillation of the charge is presumably due to the irregularity of the static monopole getting “smoothed” by the code repeatedly. These evolutions were run on a 257x513 grid.
Figure 8.2: Long term behavior of a single monopole in the 3d code. A single monopole is evolved which is close to the static solution. The monopole sits at the origin of the coordinates. The upper left graph shows the potential and kinetic energies versus time. This shows that the monopole is settling down to a state with zero kinetic energy. The upper right graph shows the total charge which oscillates near unity and settles down. The bottom left graph shows the effective $f = |\Phi|$ versus the coordinate $x$ ($f$ is spherically symmetric and so the choice of $x$ is arbitrary) for various times. The bottom right graph shows the field $\Phi^1(x)$ versus $x$ at the same times as $f$ is shown next to it. For both the bottom graphs the static fields as obtained from solving an ODE are shown in heavy lines. The bottom right graph shows the field becoming smooth during the evolution which results in the effective $f$ becoming as shown in the graph.
letting $\tilde{f}(r)$ describe the static monopole. Doing so you find that $\tilde{f}(r)$ goes as $r$ near $r = 0$ and $\tilde{f}'(r)$ goes as a constant (see Fig. 8.2). Now consider one of the fields say $\Phi^1\Gamma$ near $r = 0$. This field looks like $|x|$ near $x = 0\Gamma$ and hence its derivative is not smooth at all. The code thought being numerical it’s forced to assume some level of smoothness dependent on the spatial resolution. Thus as shown in the bottom right graph of Fig. 8.2 the derivative $\Phi^1_x$ becomes smooth in time. The effective $f = |\Phi|$ therefore does not settle down to the static $\tilde{f}$ as shown in the lower left of Fig. 8.2.

These simulations have been done with time symmetric initial data. However we have also implemented a Galilean boost of the monopole by giving it an initial velocity in some direction along an axis. The monopole is seen traversing the numerical domain. That we can evolve a monopole for many crossing times and also boost it while retaining its particle nature provides further evidence that the global monopole is stable to perturbations as discussed in [9Γ34Γ73].

### 8.4 Monopole-Antimonopole Pair

An anti-monopole is just a reflection of the monopole ansatz. Thus it takes the form

$$\Phi(z) = \frac{f(r)}{r} \begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \\ -z \end{pmatrix}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.20)

We can then translate the monopole up and the antimonopole down some distance $L$ to get the solution for a monopole-antimonopole pair located on the $z$ axis

$$\Phi(z) = \frac{f^\pm}{x^2 + y^2 + (|z| - L)^2} \begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \\ |z| - L \end{pmatrix},$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.21)

where $f^\pm$ is

$$f^\pm = \frac{1}{2} \left[ 1 + \tanh \left( \sqrt{x^2 + y^2 + (|z| - L)^2} / \beta \right) \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.22)

At $z = 0\Gamma\Phi_3 \to L$ from positive and negative $z\Gamma$ and though not differentiable at $z = 0\Gamma$ it is continuous. This non-smoothness gets smoothed quickly by the numerical evolution and does not appear to affect the evolution of the pair significantly.

We evolve this pair configuration for $L = 15$ and show the resulting charge in Figure 8.3. The total charge of the spacetime remains essentially zero throughout the evolution so we display only the charge occurring in the half of the space which initially holds the monopole. Hence we compute the half-space charge

$$Q_{1/2} = \int_x \int_y \int_{z=0}^{z_{\text{max}}} k^0 \, dx \, dy \, dz.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.23)
Figure 8.3: Integrated charge density of only half the space containing the monopole in a monopole-antimonopole pair. The monopoles are separated an initial distance of 30 on a 257x513 grid. For small $\gamma \Gamma$ the charge simply disperses while for larger $\gamma$ a well defined annihilation occurs releasing a large amount of bosonic radiation. The charge for the other half space is simply the reflection of the graph about zero (the dashed line).

The oscillations in this quantity just prior to annihilation appear for all resolutions tried and appear to result for similar reasons as with the single monopole.

In Figure 8.4 the results of varying the parameter $L$ in the configuration of pair are shown. The graph of the half-space charge shows that the lifetime of the pair is clearly proportional to the initial separation. The bottom graph displays the position on the $z$ axis of the maximum charge density as a function of time. The graph shows that the monopoles appear stationary until some time dependent on the initial separation when they “become aware” of the other monopole. The monopoles then move together and annihilate.

8.5 “Spherically Symmetric” Texture

With a good idea of what the signature of a monopole-antimonopole pair might be we now evolve the initial data given in Eq.(8.10) with

$$\chi(r) = \frac{\pi}{2} \left(1 + \tanh \left(\frac{r-R}{\beta}\right)\right).$$

Though the precise shape of this function does not significantly affect the results the function $\chi(r)$ used here differs from that of [85] because the function shown there is not smooth.

We find that as the texture collapses the energies evolve as described in [85]. The
Figure 8.4: Integrated charge density of only half the space containing the monopole in a monopole-antimonopole pair for various separations $L$. These were run on a grid 65x129. Changes to $R$ and $\beta$ change these graphs very little (here $R = 1.5$ and $\beta = 1.0$).

kinetic and gradient energies evolve towards equipartition while the potential energy remains small.

However our results in both the 2D axisymmetric and the 3D codes do not bear out the claim that a monopole-antimonopole pair is formed [85]. Comparing Fig. 8.6 with Fig. 8.3 reveals that the half space charge is very different and suggests that no pair is nucleated in the collapse. Fig. 8.6 suggests simply that the monopole charge density is separating. But the duration of the peak in the charge density is independent of $\gamma$ and the constant $R$. Further the charge does not asymptote to $\pm 1$ giving further evidence that no monopoles are forming.

The charge density is also plotted for variations of $R$ and $\beta$ in Fig. 8.7. The figure suggests that this data does not produce pairs.

One measure given in [85] and [72] for determining if a pair is present is that the potential energy density should be sharply peaked at the location of a monopole or antimonopole. We do see some peaking in the potential (and total) energy density for a brief period on the axis of symmetry but this quickly diminishes and merely propagates off the grid with the remainder of the outgoing radiation.

Thus we confirm earlier results of Rhie and Bennett [72] that pair production does not occur with this initial data.
Figure 8.5: The energy components for the “spherically symmetric” texture as a function of time. Here $\gamma = 0.1, R = 10$, and $\beta = 3.5$ with outer boundary \pm 40. This run was on a two-dimensional grid of size 513x1025. The inset shows the total energy as a function of time. The total energy is conserved to less than one percent until gradient energy reaches the outer boundary.

Figure 8.6: The charge integrated over half the space as a function of time. Initial data is the spherically symmetric texture with $R = 10$ and $\beta = 3.0$ with outer boundary \pm 40. Run on a three-dimensional grid of size 129x129x129.
Figure 8.7: Half-space charge for the “spherically symmetric” texture for different values of $R$ and $\beta$. The top graph shows the results from variations of $\beta$ with $R = 13$. The bottom shows the results of variations of $R$ with $\beta = 3.5$. Here $\Gamma \gamma = 0.1$ on a 513x1025 grid.

8.6 Toroidally Symmetric Texture

The initial data suggested by [58] is toroidally symmetric. It is given by

$$\Phi^1 = \cos \theta(\eta)$$

$$\Phi^2 + i \Phi^3 = \sin \theta(\eta) e^{i(\beta - \varphi)}$$

where in terms of Cartesian coordinates the toroidal coordinates $(\eta, \beta, \varphi)$ are defined as

$$\tanh \eta = \frac{2a \sqrt{x^2 + y^2}}{x^2 + y^2 + z^2 + a^2}$$

$$\tan \beta = \frac{2ax}{x^2 + y^2 + z^2 - a^2}$$

$$\tan \varphi = \frac{y}{x}$$

The parameter $a$ is the value of the so-called degenerate tori in this coordinate system. The function $\theta(\eta)$ has boundary conditions $\theta(0) = 0$ (on the axis of symmetry and $r \to \infty$) and $\theta(\infty) = \pi$ (the degenerate torus). Thus a simple choice for $\theta$ is $\theta(\eta) = \pi \tanh(\eta)$. Hence we can write the initial data as

$$\Phi(\vec{x}) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\kappa}} \begin{pmatrix} \cos \left(2\pi a \sqrt{\frac{x^2 + y^2}{r^2 + \kappa}}\right) \\ \sin \left(2\pi a \sqrt{\frac{x^2 + y^2}{r^2 + \kappa}}\right) \frac{(r^2 - a^2)x + 2ay}{\sqrt{(r^2 - a^2)^2 + 4a^2y^2} (x^2 + y^2)} \\ \sin \left(2\pi a \sqrt{\frac{x^2 + y^2}{r^2 + \kappa}}\right) \frac{-y + 2ax}{\sqrt{(r^2 - a^2)^2 + 4a^2x^2} (x^2 + y^2)} \end{pmatrix}$$

(8.30)
Figure 8.8: The charge integrated over half the space as a function of time. The initial data is the toroidally symmetric texture with $a = 10.01$ and with outer boundary $\pm 40$. Run on a three-dimensional grid of size $129 \times 129 \times 129$.

The evolutions of the toroidally symmetric texture generically display the creation of a monopole-antimonopole pair for any values of $a$ tried. Figure 8.8 shows the half-space charge for a typical run. These results are strikingly similar to those shown for the explicit pair evolved in Figure 8.3. The charge begins at zero quickly reaches a value of $\pm 1\Gamma$ and remains there until collapse. As $\gamma$ is decreased, the behavior fundamentally changes in the same manner as that for the explicit pair. Hence, this charge separation appears intimately connected with the potential as would be expected for pair production. This connection is quite a contrast from the nearly $\gamma$-independent results of the “spherically symmetric” charge (Figure 8.6).

Even more convincing evidence for the production of a monopole pair resides in actual movies made from the evolutions. Looking at either the potential energy density or total energy density, two peaks representing the monopoles occur along the axis of symmetry. The peaks leave the center of the grid, travel outward on the axis, and eventually switch direction and annihilate.

8.7 Tests of the Spherically Symmetric Texture in 3D

Using the “spherically symmetric” texture initial data (8.10), evolutions with $33^3 \bar{\Gamma} 65^3 \bar{\Gamma}$ and $129^3$ were compared. Figure 8.9 demonstrates that the total topological charge remained essentially zero during the evolution as it should. Boundary effects presumably account for
the growth though the total integral remains quite small.

Figure 8.9: Demonstration of conservation of charge. The log of the monopole charge is shown, demonstrating that it remains essentially zero for all resolutions. At about time $15\Gamma$, energy is leaving the grid and presumably this radiation carries with it some of the charge. Since the only the integral of the topological charge over all of space remains zero, this presumably accounts for the growth of the charge.

Figure 8.10 demonstrates that the total energy converges to conservation. That is, as the energy is increased, the energy lost decreases to zero.

The half-space charge also converges as shown Figure 8.10. Here, the topological charge is integrated over only half the space along the axis of symmetry of the initial data in an effort to look for monopole formation.

The convergence factor was only computed at one early time at which time it was about 3. At such coarse resolutions, the convergence factor has been empirically observed to deviate from 4 for second order codes because of the failure of the assumptions of the Richardson expansion which forms the basis of the analysis (see Section 2.8).

### 8.8 Comparison of Axisymmetric and 3d Codes

Another test of the 3d code is afforded by comparison with an equivalent (for axisymmetric initial data) axisymmetric collapse code. Here, the equivalent initial data is run, and the half-space charges are compared for various values of $\gamma$. Figure 8.12 shows that the agreement is quite good. That the results agree for both codes indicate the problem is being solved
Figure 8.10: Demonstration that with increasing resolution the energy approaches total conservation of energy. Changes in energy with respect to the initial energies are shown where the initial energies are 14.8, 16.8, and 17.3 with increasing resolution. The outer boundary receives non-vanishing derivatives from the collapse around a time of 15 and at that time energy conservation is not expected. At the finest grid energy is conserved until that time to roughly 2%.
Figure 8.11: The monopole charge integrated only over the space $x > 0$ showing the possible charge separation. The charge appears to converge with increasing resolution. This does not appear to indicate the formation of a monopole-antimonopole pair as the spikes appear right after each other and also appear for $\gamma = 0$.

Correctly. The results from the 3d code are from a $129^3$ run while those from the axisymmetric code are on a $512 \times 1024$ grid.

Figure 8.13 shows the total energy in the numerical domain. Agreement here is not as good as that seen for the charge in Figure 8.12. It seems possible that the integral is quite dependent on the dissipation properties of the differencing as well as behavior near the axis.

8.9 Discussion

The study of topological defects is important for studies of structure formation in cosmology, studies of superconductivity, liquid crystals, and superfluidity in condensed matter, and studies of regularity in topology.

Our code clarifies some of the conditions under which a Hopf texture nucleates a monopole-antimonopole pair. Specifically, our results confirm those of Rhie and Bennett [72] and Luo [58] that the “spherically symmetric” texture does not produce monopole pairs. This finding is in contradiction of that found in [85].

We conjecture that the reason monopole production was claimed in [85] is that the collapse of a “spherically symmetric” texture does produce massive radiation in shells which are peaked along the axis. By examining an isosurface of the potential energy, apparent vortices...
Figure 8.12: Comparison of the half-space charge for toroidal initial data in both the axisymmetric (open circles) and 3d codes (crosses) for various values of $\gamma$. The graph shows remarkable agreement between the axisymmetric code results and the 3d results indicating the problem is being solved correctly.
are seen radiating along the axis of symmetry. However, our evolutions suggest that observing isosurfaces can be deceiving. Indeed, by examining the charge density, no localization is observed.

A comparison of the two types of textures is shown in Fig. 8.14. Here the potential energy density and charge density are at a time during the collapse of the texture which could most easily be taken for monopole formation. The energy density for the spherically symmetric texture has two peaks on the axis; however, these can be seen as just part of a spherical shell of massive energy radiating away. A full time evolution makes this point more clearly by showing these pulses move out and new ones replacing them.

Contrast this with what is observed for the toroidally symmetric texture. Here, we observe two peaks along the axis which move out along the axis for some time and then change direction. These peaks are well localized near the axis and do not appear as part of a shell of outgoing energy.

The charge densities can likewise be contrasted. For the “spherically symmetric” texture, it might appear that a monopole (the positive peak) and an antimonopole (the negative peak) exist in the graph. However, the time evolution of this field shows continual oscillation of the peaks going positive and then negative. The peaks do not move outwards from each other as would be expected for two monopoles.

For the toroidally symmetric texture, two opposite sign peaks are observed which do move apart from each other and then change direction. Their movement is in step with
the potential energy peaks indicating that the energy is specifically associated with the trap energy of a monopole.
Figure 8.14: Comparison of the “spherically symmetric” texture with the toroidally symmetric texture showing the potential energy density and charge density as functions of $\rho$ and $z$. Above, the half space charge for $z > 0$ is shown as a function of time for each type of initial data where the vertical dashed line denotes the time at which the densities are shown below. In the middle, the potential energy densities for an axisymmetric run are shown where the $\rho = 0$ axis is facing the reader. The times for the slices were chosen when monopole formation seemed most plausible for the initial data. For the “spherically symmetric” data, the time was $t = 25$ while for the toroidally symmetric the time was $t = 24$. On the bottom are shown the charge densities. Note that all scales for comparable graphs are identical.
Chapter 9

Axisymmetric Gravitational Collapse

I have begun development of a two-dimensional axisymmetric gravitational model of collapse with Choptuik and Hirschmann. The method is based on the work of Nakamura and his collaborators [67Γ59Γ60] who use a (2+1)+1 decomposition outlined by Geroch [32]. Other notable success in axisymmetry includes [11Γ2Γ3Γ5Γ79Γ86].

In Section 9.1I briefly explain this method following the notes of Hirschmann [46]. I then present the equations derived in this work which ultimately must be solved in Section 9.2. I then discuss a multigrid solver which solves the elliptic constraint equations. Presentation of physical results of this model must wait.

9.1 Overview of the (2+1)+1 Decomposition

We start with a 4 dimensional spacetime with metric $\gamma_{\mu\nu}$ which is used for lowering and raising indices. Because we want to work in axisymmetry we assume the existence of a Killing vector in the azimuthal direction

$$\xi = \frac{\partial}{\partial \varphi},$$

(9.1)

which is spacelike with closed orbits. Because $\xi$ is a Killing vector it satisfies the Killing equation

$$\nabla_{\mu}\xi_{\nu} + \nabla_{\nu}\xi_{\mu} = 0.$$  

(9.2)

We then project onto a 3 dimensional manifold with the projection operator (Greek letters span the full spacetime 0, 1, 2, 3 while Latin span only the reduced spacetime 0, 1, 2)

$$\theta_{\mu\nu} = \gamma_{\mu\nu} - \frac{1}{s^2}X_{\mu}X_{\nu},$$

(9.3)

where $X^{\mu} = \delta^{\mu}_{\varphi}$. We let the norm be defined by

$$X^{\mu}X_{\mu} = s^2,$$

(9.4)

where $s$ is a scalar field.
We can now proceed with a dimensional reduction where we project out the one-parameter family of isometries of \(\gamma_{\mu\nu}\) generated by the Killing vector \(\xi\). We are then left with the 3-metric \(g_{ab}\), a scalar field \(\Gamma\) and a vector defined on the 3-spacetime. Our goal is then to find equations of motion involving only these quantities on the 3-spacetime.

This process is comparable to a Kaluza-Klein reduction from five to four dimensions where the extra dimensions provide for the degrees of freedom of electromagnetism. In the 5 to 4 reduction a 4 dimensional metric is recovered along with a vector which corresponds to the normal electromagnetic vector potential. The reduction also introduces a scalar field which can be set to a positive constant [4].

Here I sketch only the basic method by which the equations of motion are obtained. The details have been worked out by Hirschmann [46]. Letting

\[
A_\mu = \frac{1}{s^2} X_\mu, 
\]

the metric on the full 4 dimensional spacetime becomes

\[
\gamma_{\mu\nu} = \left( g_{ab} + \frac{s^2}{s^2} A_a A_b + \frac{s^4}{s^2} A_a A_b \right). 
\]

We also have

\[
A^\mu A_\mu = \frac{1}{s^2} 
\]

and

\[
A_{\nu;\mu} + A_{\mu;\nu} = 0 
\]

from the Killing Equation (9.2). Introducing a new tensor

\[
F_{\mu\nu} = A_{\nu,\mu} - A_{\mu,\nu}, 
\]

the connection coefficients are

\[
\Gamma^{\lambda}_{\mu\nu} = \Gamma^{\lambda}_{\mu\nu} + \Omega^{\lambda}_{\mu\nu} 
\]

\[
\Gamma^{\lambda}_{\mu\nu} = \frac{1}{s^2} \left[ g^{\lambda\sigma} \left( A_{\nu} F_{\mu\sigma} + A_{\mu} F_{\nu\sigma} - \partial_\sigma (\ln s^2) A_{\mu} A_\nu \right) \right] 
\]

\[
+ \frac{1}{2} A^\lambda \left[ \partial_\nu (s^2 A_\lambda) + \partial_\lambda (s^2 A_\nu) \right]. 
\]

Keeping in mind that \(\gamma_{\mu\nu}\) and \(\gamma^{\mu\nu}\) lower and raise indices the following identities hold

\[
g^{\mu\nu} A_\mu = 0 
\]

\[
0 = A^\nu A_{\nu,\mu} + A_{\nu} A^\nu_{,\mu} 
\]

\[
A^\nu \partial_\nu (\ln s^2) = 0 
\]

\[
A^\nu F_{\nu\mu} = 0. 
\]
From the relation
\[ (4)\Gamma^\nu_{\mu\nu} = \partial_\mu (\ln \sqrt{-\gamma}) , \] (9.15)
the 4 dimensional volume element is found to be
\[ \sqrt{-\gamma} = s\sqrt{-g} . \] (9.16)

The Ricci tensor can now be written as a sum of the Ricci tensor on the three-space plus terms corresponding to the dimensional reduction
\[ (4)\, \text{R}_{\mu\nu} = (3)\, \text{R}_{\mu\nu} + (3)\, \nabla_\lambda \Omega_\mu^\lambda \nabla_\nu \Omega^\lambda_{\nu\lambda} + \Omega_\mu^\lambda \partial_\lambda (\ln s) - \Omega_\mu^\tau \Omega^\tau_{\nu\sigma} \] (9.17)
where \((3)\nabla_\mu\) is the covariant derivative on the 3 dimensional manifold and we have used \(\Omega_\tau^\tau = \partial_\lambda (\ln s)\). Expressed in terms of the 3 dimensional fields the components of this tensor are
\[ (4)\, \text{R}_{\mu\nu} = \frac{1}{4} s^4 F_{bc} F^{bc} - \kappa s (3) \nabla s (3) \nabla_a s \]
\[ (4)\, \text{R}_{\mu a} = \frac{\kappa}{2} s (3) \nabla_\lambda (s^3 F_{\lambda c}) + A_a \left[ \frac{1}{4} s^4 F_{bc} F^{bc} - \kappa s (3) \nabla s (3) \nabla_a s \right] \] (9.18)
\[ (4)\, \text{R}_{ab} = \frac{(3)\, \text{R}_{ab} - \frac{1}{s} (3) \nabla_\lambda s (3) \nabla_b s - \frac{\kappa}{2} s^2 F_{ac} F^{bc} - \kappa s (3) \nabla s (3) \nabla_a s} . \]
The Ricci scalar is then
\[ (4)\, R = (3)\, R - \frac{2}{s} (3) \nabla s (3) \nabla_a s - \frac{1}{4} s^2 F_{bc} F^{bc} , \] (9.19)
which in the absence of matter is consistent with contracting on \((3)\, \text{R}_{ab}\) above and using the other equations. After specification of the matter the equations (9.18) can now be used to get the Einstein field equations in the reduced dimensionality.

### 9.2 Equations to be Solved

Here I present the equations of motion assuming for the matter a complex scalar field representing a harmonic map (as discussed in spherical symmetry in Chapter 5).

To cast the equations in a first-order form I introduce auxiliary fields
\[ s_\rho = s_{,\rho} \quad s_z = s_{,z} \] (9.20)
\[ w_\rho = w_{,\rho} \quad w_z = w_{,z} \] (9.21)
\[ \phi_\rho = \phi_{,\rho} \quad \phi_z = \phi_{,z} . \] (9.22)
For the complex scalar field (the matter) we make the decomposition into real and imaginary components by

\[ \phi = \phi^1 + i\phi^2. \]  

(9.23)

We use geometric units in which we have

\[ G = 1. \]  

(9.24)

For the elliptic constraints (the last four equations) the equations have been put into the form

\[ Lu_i = f_i \]  

(9.25)

where \( u_i \) runs over the fields \( \alpha, \beta_\rho, \beta_z, \alpha \). Hence the four terms \( f_i \) represent the right sides of the four elliptic equations independent of the fields \( u_i \).

The equations are then

\[
\dot{s} &= -\alpha s\chi + \beta^\rho s + \rho^\rho s_p + \beta^z s_z \\
\dot{s}_\rho &= (\alpha s\chi + \beta^\rho s + \rho^\rho s_p + \beta^z s_z)_\rho \\
\dot{s}_z &= (\alpha s\chi + \beta^\rho s + \rho^\rho s_p + \beta^z s_z)_z \\
\dot{\chi} &= \frac{1}{8q^2}\left[(\alpha s\chi)_\rho + (\alpha s\chi)_z\right] - \frac{2}{8q^2}\left(\alpha^2\right)_{,\rho}^2 \\
&+ \frac{\rho^2}{2q^2}\left[(4w + \rho w_\rho)^2 + (\rho w_z)^2 - \rho^2 a^2 u^2\right] \\
&+ \rho \beta^\rho \chi_{,\rho} + \beta^z \chi_{,z} \\
\dot{w} &= -\alpha u + 4\beta^\rho w + \rho \beta^\rho w_\rho + \beta^z w_z \\
\dot{w}_\rho &= (\alpha u + 4\beta^\rho w + \rho \beta^\rho w_\rho + \beta^z w_z)_\rho \\
\dot{w}_z &= (\alpha u + 4\beta^\rho w + \rho \beta^\rho w_\rho + \beta^z w_z)_z \\
\dot{u} &= -\frac{3}{a^2}\left(\alpha \right)_{,\rho} \left(8 (\rho w_\rho)_\rho - 3w_\rho\right) \\
&- \frac{3}{a^2}\left[\left(\alpha \right)_{,\rho} \left(10 (\rho w_\rho)_\rho^2 - 4 (w_\rho)_\rho^2\right) + \left(\alpha \right)_{,\rho} (w_z)_z\right] \\
&- 4\alpha \chi u + 4\beta^\rho u + \rho \beta^\rho u_\rho + \beta^z u_z \\
\dot{\phi} &= -\alpha F + \rho \beta^\rho \phi_\rho + \beta^z \phi_z \\
\dot{\phi}_\rho &= (\alpha F + \rho \beta^\rho \phi_\rho + \beta^z \phi_z)_\rho \\
\dot{\phi}_z &= (\alpha F + \rho \beta^\rho \phi_\rho + \beta^z \phi_z)_z \\
\dot{F}^1 &= -\frac{1}{8q^2}\left[\phi^1_\rho \left(\alpha \right)_{,\rho} + (\alpha s_1^1)_{,\rho}\right] - \frac{2\kappa}{a^2}\left(\rho \phi^1_\rho\right)_\rho^2 \\
&+ \frac{\rho \beta^\rho F^1_{,\rho} + \beta^z F^1_{,z}}{a^2 (1 - \kappa ((\phi^1)^2 + (\phi^2)^2))^2} \\
&+ \frac{2\kappa}{a^2 (1 - \kappa ((\phi^1)^2 + (\phi^2)^2))^2} \left[...\right]
\]
\[ a^2 \phi^1 \left( (F^1)^2 - (F^2)^2 \right) - \phi^1 \left( (\phi^1)^2 - (\phi^2)^2 \right) + 2 \phi^2 \left( a^2 F^1 F^2 - \phi^1 \phi^2 - \phi^2 \phi^2 \right) \]

\[ F^2 = - \frac{1}{s_0 a^2} \left[ \phi^1 (\alpha s)_\rho + (\alpha s a^2)_{,z} \right] - \frac{2a^2}{a^2} (\rho \phi^0)_{,\rho} + \rho \beta^0 F^2 + \beta^2 F^z \]

\[ + \frac{2\kappa}{a^2 \left( 1 - \kappa \left( (\phi^1)^2 - (\phi^2)^2 \right) \right)^2} \left[ -a^2 \phi^2 \left( (F^1)^2 - (F^2)^2 \right) + \phi^2 \left( (\phi^1)^2 - (\phi^2)^2 \right) + \phi^2 \left( (\phi^1)^2 - (\phi^2)^2 \right) \right. + \left. 2 \phi^1 \left( a^2 F^1 F^2 - \phi^1 \phi^2 - \phi^2 \phi^2 \right) \right] \cdot \] 

The elliptic equation for \( \alpha \) is

\[ (\log a^2)_{,\rho \rho} + (\log a^2)_{,zz} = - \frac{2}{s} \left[ s_{\rho \rho} + \frac{2}{\rho} s_{\rho} + s_{,zz} \right] \]

\[ + \frac{a^2}{2s} \left[ \frac{3}{2} \phi^2 + \frac{\rho^2}{2s} u^2 \right] - \frac{\rho^2}{2s} \left[ (4w + \rho w_{\rho})^2 + (\rho w_z)^2 \right] \]

\[ + \frac{1}{2s^2} \left[ \left( (\rho \beta^0)_{,\rho} - \beta^2_{,z} \right)^2 + (\beta^0_{,\rho} + \rho \beta^0_{,z})^2 \right] - \frac{2}{1 - \kappa \left( (\phi^1)^2 + (\phi^2)^2 \right)} \frac{(F^1)^2 + (F^2)^2}{1 - \kappa \left( (\phi^1)^2 + (\phi^2)^2 \right)} \]

The elliptic equation for \( \beta^0 \)

\[ 3 \left( \rho^2 \beta^0_{,\rho} \right)_{,\rho} + \beta^0_{,\rho \rho} = 0. \]

\[ - \frac{1}{\rho} \left( \log \frac{\alpha}{s^2} \right)_{,\rho} \left( \rho \beta^0_{,\rho} + \beta^0 \right) - \left( \log \frac{\alpha}{s^2} \right)_{,\rho \rho} \beta^0_{,z} + \frac{1}{\rho} \left( \rho \beta^0_{,\rho} + \beta^0 \right) \]

\[ + \frac{1}{\rho} \left( \log \frac{\alpha}{s^2} \right)_{,\rho} \beta^2_{,z} - \frac{1}{\rho} \left( \log \frac{\alpha}{s^2} \right)_{,z} \frac{\beta^0_{,\rho}}{\beta^2_{,\rho}} \]

\[ - \frac{1}{\rho^2} \beta^2_{,z} - \frac{1}{\rho} \alpha \chi_{,\rho} - 3 \alpha \chi \left( \frac{1}{\rho^2} + \beta^0_{,\rho} \right) \]

\[ - \frac{\alpha u}{s^2} \phi^2 (4w + \rho w_{\rho}) - 32 \pi \frac{F^1 \phi^1 + F^2 \phi^2}{\rho (1 - \kappa \left( (\phi^1)^2 + (\phi^2)^2 \right))} \]

The elliptic equation for \( \beta^2 \)

\[ \beta^2_{,\rho \rho} \beta^2_{,zz} = 0. \]

\[ - \left[ \left( \log \frac{\alpha}{s^2} \right)_{,\rho} - \frac{1}{\rho} \right] \beta^2_{,\rho} - \left( \log \frac{\alpha}{s^2} \right)_{,z} \beta^2_{,z} \]
The elliptic equation for \( \alpha \) is
\[
- \left( \frac{\log \frac{\alpha}{a^2}}{a^2} \right)_\rho - \frac{1}{\rho} \rho \beta^\rho, z + \left( \frac{\log \frac{\alpha}{a^2}}{a^2} \right)_z (\rho \beta^\rho),_\rho - \alpha \chi, z \\
- 3 \alpha \frac{s_z}{s} - \alpha \frac{4}{s^2 \rho^4 w_z} - 32 \pi \alpha a^2 \frac{F^1 \phi^1 + F^2 \phi^2}{(1 - \kappa (\phi^1)^2 + (\phi^2)^2)}
\]

The elliptic equation for \( \alpha \)
\[
2 (\alpha \chi, _\rho + \alpha, _{zz}) = 0. \quad (9.42)
\]
\[
+ \frac{1}{s} (s \rho \alpha, _\rho + s z \alpha, _z) + \alpha \left\{ \frac{2}{s} \left[ 3 (\rho^2 s_p), _\rho^2 + s_z, _z \right] + \left[ (\log a^2), _\rho^2 + (\log a^2),_z \right] \right. \\
\left. + \frac{a^2}{2 s^4} u^2 \rho^4 + 32 \pi \left( \phi^1\right)^2 + (\phi^2)^2 \right\} \\
\]

The appropriate boundary conditions for the fields are determined by their behavior on the axis \((\rho = 0)\) and at large radius \(r = \sqrt{\rho^2 + z^2}\)

\[
\beta F|_{r = \text{max}} \propto \frac{1}{r} \\
\beta^F|_{r = \text{max}} \propto \frac{1}{r} \\
\alpha|_{r = \text{max}} \propto 1 + \frac{C}{r} \quad (9.45) \\
\alpha|_{r = \text{max}} \propto 1 + \frac{D}{r} \quad (9.46) \\
\beta F|_{\rho = 0} = f(\rho = 0) + \rho^2 f''(0) \quad (9.47) \\
\beta F|_{\rho = 0} = g(\rho = 0) + \rho^2 g''(0) \quad (9.48) \\
\alpha|_{\rho = 0} = h(\rho = 0) + \rho^2 h''(0) \quad (9.49) \\
\alpha|_{\rho = 0} = k(\rho = 0) + \rho^2 k''(0). \quad (9.50)
\]

for real constants \( C \) and \( D \) and free functions \( f(\rho) \Gamma g(\rho) \Gamma h(\rho) \Gamma \) and \( k(\rho) \). The conditions enforced numerically are found by differentiating these conditions. For \( \beta F \) the condition is
\[
\beta F = -r \beta^F, _r - \rho \beta^\rho, _\rho - z \beta^\rho, _z. \quad (9.51)
\]

For \( \alpha \Gamma \) the derivative of the Equation (9.45) is
\[
\alpha, _r = -\frac{C}{r^2} = -\frac{\alpha - 1}{r}, \quad (9.52)
\]
from which we get the condition
\[
\alpha = 1 - r \alpha, _r
\]
Similarly for $\alpha$ the condition is

$$\alpha = 1 - \rho \alpha_{,\rho} - \alpha_{,z}. \quad (9.54)$$

For $\beta$ substituting $\rho = r \cos \theta$ yields the condition

$$r (r \cos \theta) \beta^p = C, \quad (9.55)$$

whose derivative yields the condition which will be enforced along the outer boundary

$$2 r \cos \theta \beta^p + r^2 \cos \theta \beta^p_{,r} = 0$$
$$2 \rho \beta^p + \rho \beta^p_{,r} = 0$$
$$2 \rho \beta^p + \rho \beta^p_{,\rho} + \rho z \beta^p_{,z} = 0$$
$$2 \beta^p + \rho \beta^p_{,\rho} + z \beta^p_{,z} = 0. \quad (9.56)$$

### 9.3 Tests of the Multigrid Solver

I have implemented a FAS multigrid solver for the four elliptic equations presented in the previous section (see [12] for a discussion of the FAS multigrid method). As a first indication of the efficiency of the solver the residuals $r_i$ are plotted in Figure 9.1 as defined using the notation of Equation (9.25)

$$r_i = Lu_i - f_i. \quad (9.57)$$

Three cases are shown comparing the results of pure relaxation and v-cycles of the multigrid solver. The unit of work on the horizontal axis is one v-cycle for the multigrid output and for the relaxation output I have equated 15 relaxation sweeps per unit number of v-cycles for comparison purposes. The residuals from the multigrid solver are shown for two configurations—one with fixed outer boundary conditions and the other with the proper outer boundary treatment discussed in the previous section.

The graph makes clear that the multigrid solver fails miserably when enforcing a non-fixed outer boundary condition driving the residual to infinity. However equally clear the multigrid method with fixed outer boundary is superior to relaxation in its ability to rapidly drive the residual down to machine precision. Implementation of non-homogeneous boundary conditions with a multigrid solver is non-trivial and here further work with the solver is needed.

In fact the method of Section 7.6 used to treat the axis boundary appears to decrease the effectiveness of the solver because of axis problems with the field $\beta_p$. This axis problem likely accounts for the decrease in the rate of residual reduction as the resolution is increased as shown in Figure 9.2.
Figure 9.1: Comparison of the efficiency of relaxation and multigrid in driving the residual down. Equating 15 relaxation sweeps with the amount of work in one v-cycle, the log of the residual is plotted versus work done. In triangles, the relaxation residual is very slowly being driven down. However, in circles, the multigrid solver with fixed outer boundary conditions is seen to quickly drive the residual down to machine precision. When the outer boundary treatment is turned on (solid squares), the residual eventually increases showing the failure of the code. This boundary treatment needs further work.
Figure 9.2: Demonstration of a decreasing rate of residual reduction as the resolution is increased for the multigrid solver. The log of the residuals are shown as a function of the number of v-cycles for four resolutions. With increasing resolution, the rate at which the problem is solved decreases. This problem is likely attributable to the axis treatment of the field $\beta_p$. 
Figure 9.3: Independent residuals as a function of resolution for the multigrid solver with fixed outer boundary condition. The norm of the residual is shown for each field for five different resolutions. The resolutions corresponding to the label of resolution are (1) 17x33 (2) 33x65 (3) 65x129 (4) 129x257 (5) 257x512. The graph shows an obvious problem with the field $\beta_p$.

Another criterion by which the correctness of the solver can be measured is an independent residual evaluation. In other words, approximate the operator $L$ in a different manner than implemented in the solver and then evaluate the residual with that operator. This independent residual (as opposed to the dependent residual shown in Figure 9.2) will in general be non-zero but its norm must go to zero as the exact solution to the continuum equation is approached.

I plot the norm of an independent residual for different resolutions in Figure 9.3. Because the residual associated with the field $\beta_p$ is growing it is apparent that something is wrong. Two-dimensional plots of the residual in space show the problem to be at the axis.

Another test of the multigrid employs a method outlined by Choptuik [22]. Say we want to solve the continuum equation

$$Lu = R$$

(9.58)

for $u$ where $L$ is some differential operator and $R$ is just the right-hand side. If we then have a discrete solver which finds an approximation $\tilde{u}$ to the finite-difference approximation of Equation (9.58) then we would like to be able to compare $\tilde{u}$ to some exact solution. However, in this case and many others, no exact solution is known.
Instead, we may choose some ansatz \( \tilde{u} \) which can serve as an exact solution. Of course, since it will in general not be a solution to the Equation (9.58), we cannot expect to be able to usefully compare \( \tilde{u} \) and \( \tilde{u} \). Instead, we operate on the ansatz \( \tilde{u} \) with \( L \) and subtract \( R \) to get an effective source term \( S \)

\[
S = L\tilde{u} - R.
\]  

If \( \tilde{u} \) were a solution, then we would have \( S = 0 \). Instead, \( S \) will in general be nonzero. However, if we now define a new right-hand side \( \tilde{R} = R + S \) then we observe that \( \tilde{u} \) is now an exact solution to the differential equation

\[
L\tilde{u} = \tilde{R}.
\]  

To test the solver, we pick the ansatz and compute the source term \( S \) analytically. In the code, the source term \( S \) is calculated and added to \( R \). The solver is then called with this new right-hand side and returns a solution \( \tilde{u} \). Since \( \tilde{u} \) is the exact solution to the equation being solved, the solver only works if \( \tilde{u} \) converges to \( \tilde{u} \).

Consistent with the results of the previous tests, this test of convergence to an "exact" solution indicates a problem. Figure 9.4 displays the log of the norm of the differences \( \tilde{u} - \tilde{u} \) which should vanish for high resolutions. All the fields initial show convergence to the exact solution but eventually increase. Again, this problem is likely due to the axis problem in \( \beta_p \).

In summary, the multigrid solver as implemented has yet to correctly solve the boundary conditions. However, the tests as described here should lead the way to correcting the problems and ultimately having faith in the results once the solver passes these tests.
Figure 9.4: Demonstration of convergence of the multigrid solver to an “exact” solution. The log of the norm of the difference between the assumed ansatz and the field is shown for each field. The resolution levels correspond to those in Figure 9.3. Problems with $\beta_p$ near the axis are suspected of causing the growth of the difference for high resolutions. The outer boundary is held fixed for these runs.
Chapter 10

Conclusion

The results presented here describe the dynamics of scalar fields. Although a particularly simple form of matter/scalar fields allow for a rich solution space whose exploration is made possible by numerical modeling.

With the maturity of numerical methods in general and numerical relativity in particular, this solution space is being unlocked. No one could have predicted that a discretely self-similar solution to Einstein’s equation would sit everywhere on the threshold of black hole formation in the real scalar field model [24]. Only through the efforts of numerical modeling has the study of these phenomena begun. One such interesting effort is Garfinkle’s work that examines the structure of Einstein’s equations [30].

Of course, Einstein’s equations are suspected to be a low-energy effective approximation to a discrete theory of gravity whose effects become manifest at the Planck scale. If such a quantum theory of gravity were finally developed perhaps numerical relativity might find exact solutions. Gentle and Miller present interesting numerical results with Regge calculus in [31].

Returning to the results studied here, this work begins with a study of black hole critical phenomena in Brans-Dicke gravity. In this model, two self-similar critical solutions exchange stability as the coupling parameter $\omega$ is changed. In the limit $\omega \to \infty$ the model corresponds to general relativity (GR) and the discretely self-similar solution (DSS) is the attracting critical solution as Choptuik found in GR [24]. However, $\omega$ is decreased the DSS is no longer seen and instead a transition occurs such that a continuously self-similar solution (CSS) is the attracting critical solution.

This transition from one self-similar solution to another self-similar one is quite different than a transition from a self-similar solution to a static solution as seen for example in [25]. In the latter case, the transition from the self-similar solution to a static solution with an inherent length scale occurs as terms in the action which set a length scale become important relative to the scale free terms. In fact, for the massive scalar field studied in [11] a transition from the DSS of the massless case to static stars was expected [27]. However,
it is not at all well understood why a transition occurs from the CSS to the DSS. Further, that this transition occurs between an echoing critical solution and a solution with an internal rotation is remarkable. For the DSS, the entire spacetime undergoes echoing such that modulo a scale transformation it repeats itself every $\Delta$ in log time. For the CSS, this echoing takes the form of an internal rotation of the complex scalar field. Discovery of a relationship between the period of the DSS's echoing and the frequency of rotation of the CSS would likely lead to better understanding of the nature of the DSS.

Already having a code to model a scalar field coupled to Brans-Dicke gravity afforded the opportunity to study the stability of an irregular family of static solutions of the model. By solving for a particular member of the family, the static solution could be input to the evolution code as initial data. Adding at large radius a small perturbation to the static solution, this data was then evolved. A stable solution would then eventually settle down in time; however, these solutions generically grew in time. This growth demonstrates the instability of the solutions; a conclusion also reached by perturbation analysis. The perturbation analysis revealed a single unstable mode associated with the solutions which could then be compared to the growth in the fully nonlinear evolutions. This comparison provides a dramatic check of both results because the growth of the solution matches that predicted by the perturbation analysis. Further, the evolutions suggest that this family is in fact a critical solution.

Considering a generalization of the scalar field coupled to Brans-Dicke, I study the harmonic map parameterized by $k$. Duplicating the same transition seen in the Brans-Dicke model, I find quite special initial data which find upon tuning only the CSS oblivious to the change in stability of the CSS. I find that this initial data maximizes its charge for a given energy and this symmetry excludes the growth of the extra unstable modes of the CSS.

The harmonic map also extends the Brans-Dicke model and in this new region of parameter space, I find a new critical solution. This solution appears to have discrete structure similar to the DSS, but the details are still unclear.

The studies of electromagnetic propagation and texture collapse have shown the utility of a Crank-Nicholson evolution scheme in two and three dimensions. The model of collapse with the broken symmetry $SO(3)/SO(2)$ has revealed interesting dynamics including the nucleation of a monopole-antimonopole pair. Not only have the evolutions shown that such nucleation occurs only with the toroidally symmetric texture and not the spherically symmetric, but evolutions have also shown that the monopoles are stable to three-dimensional perturbations. Both these codes should be useful for future studies of electromagnetic solitons and other broken symmetries.

Finally, the ambitious goal of modeling axisymmetric collapse with a $(2+1)+1$ decomposition of spacetime has begun with encouraging results. Though further work remains
with the multigrid elliptic solver, future results will be able to answer questions about angular momentum scaling, naked singularity formation, and stability of critical solutions to asymmetric modes.
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